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 Combinatorial theorems
 in sparse random sets
 By D. Conlon and W. T. Gowers
 Abstract
 We develop a new technique that allows us to show in a unified way that
 many well-known combinatorial theorems, including Turán's theorem, Sze-
 merédi's theorem and Ramsey's theorem, hold almost surely inside sparse
 random sets. For instance, we extend Turán's theorem to the random set-
 ting by showing that for every e > 0 and every positive integer t > 3 there
 exists a constant C such that, if G is a random graph on n vertices where
 each edge is chosen independently with probability at least Cn~2^t+1'
 then, with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity, every subgraph
 of G with at least (l - 4- e) e(G) edges contains a copy of Kt. This is
 sharp up to the constant C. We also show how to prove sparse analogues
 of structural results, giving two main applications, a stability version of
 the random Turan theorem stated above and a sparse hypergraph removal
 lemma. Many similar results have recently been obtained independently in
 a different way by Schacht and by Friedgut, Rodi and Schacht.
 1. Introduction
 In recent years there has been a trend in combinatorics towards proving
 that certain well-known theorems, such as Ramsey's theorem, Turán's theorem
 and Szemerédi's theorem, have "sparse random" analogues. For instance, the
 first nontrivial case of Turán's theorem asserts that a subgraph of Kn with more
 than [n/2''n/2] edges must contain a triangle. A sparse random analogue
 of this theorem is the assertion that if one defines a random subgraph G of
 Kn by choosing each edge independently at random with some very small
 probability p, then with high probability every subgraph H of G such that
 'E(H)' > (| +c) |-B(G?)| will contain a triangle. Several results of this kind
 have been proved, and in some cases, including this one, the exact bounds on
 what p one can take are known up to a constant factor.
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 The greatest success in this line of research has been with analogues of
 Ramsey's theorem [43]. Recall that Ramsey's theorem (in one of its many
 forms) states that, for every graph H and every natural number r, there exists
 n such that if the edges of the complete graph Kn are coloured with r colours,
 then there must be a copy of H with all its edges of the same colour. Such a
 copy of H is called monochromatic.
 Let us say that a graph G is ( H^r)- Ramsey if, however the edges of G
 are coloured with r colours, there must be a monochromatic copy of H. Af-
 ter efforts by several researchers [9], [39], [45], [46], [47], most notably Rodi
 and Ruciński, the following impressive theorem, a "sparse random version" of
 Ramsey's theorem, is now known. We write Gn# for the standard binomial
 model of random graphs, where each edge in an n-vertex graph is chosen in-
 dependently with probability p. We also write vh and en for the number of
 vertices and edges, respectively, in a graph H.
 Theorem 1.1. Let r > 2 be a natural number and let H be a graph that is
 not a forest consisting of stars and paths of length 3. Then there exist positive
 constants c and C such that
 {0 1, if ż/p d <T > cn Cn- 1, ż/p > Cn- i /m2( / /m ),  i /m2( / /m
 where
 77í2 (ii) = max - -
 kch,vk>3 vk - 2
 That is, given a graph G that is not a disjoint union of stars and paths
 of length 3, there is a threshold at approximately p = n-1/7712^) where the
 probability that the random graph GUiP is ( H , r)-Ramsey changes from 0 to 1.
 This theorem comes in two parts: the statement that above the threshold
 the graph is almost certainly ( H , r)-Ramsey and the statement that below the
 threshold it almost certainly is not. We shall follow standard practice and call
 these the 1 -statement and the 0 -statement, respectively.
 There have also been some efforts towards proving sparse random versions
 of Turán's theorem, but these have up to now been less successful. Turán's
 theorem [62], or rather its generalization, the Erdös-Stone-Simonovits theorem
 (see, for example, [3]), states that if H is some fixed graph, then any graph
 with n vertices that contains more than
 (1-X(tf)-i+o(1)) (2)
 edges must contain a copy of H. Here, x(H) is the chromatic number of H.
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 Let us say that a graph G is ( H , e)- Turan if every subgraph of G with at
 least
 (1"iM3i+e)e(G)
 edges contains a copy of H . One may then ask for the threshold at which a
 random graph becomes (H, e)-Turan. The conjectured answer [26], [27], [36] is
 that the threshold is the same as it is for the corresponding Ramsey property.
 Conjecture 1.2. For every e > 0 and every graph H , there exist positive
 constants c and C such that
 {0 1, ifp>Cn-1'm*Wt if d cn 1/^2 1/ (-i fīī' 0 1, ifp>Cn-1'm*Wt 1/ fīī'
 1/ fīī'
 where
 1712(H) = max - -
 KCH,vk>3 VK - 2
 A difference between this conjecture and Theorem 1.1 is that the 0-state-
 ment in this conjecture is very simple to prove. To see this, suppose that p is
 such that the expected number of copies of H in Gn<p is significantly less than
 the expected number of edges in Gn<p. Then, since the number of copies of
 H and the number of edges are both concentrated around their expectations,
 we can almost always remove a small number of edges from GniP and get rid
 of all copies of H , which proves that GniP is not (ií, e)-Turán. The expected
 number of copies of H (if we label the vertices of H) is approximately nVHpeH ,
 while the expected number of edges in GUiP is approximately pn2. The former
 becomes less than the latter when p = n~^VH~2^^eH~l'
 A further observation raises this bound. Suppose, for example, that H is
 a triangle with an extra edge attached to one of its vertices. It is clear that the
 real obstacle to finding copies of H is finding triangles: it is not hard to add
 edges to them. More generally, if H has a subgraph K with then
 we can increase our estimate of p to n~^VK~2^l^eK~l' since if we can get rid of
 copies of if, then we have got rid of copies of H. Beyond this extra observation,
 there is no obvious way of improving the bound for the 0-statement, which is
 why it is the conjectured upper bound as well.
 An argument along these lines does not work at all for the Ramsey prop-
 erty, since if one removes a few edges in order to eliminate all copies of H in
 one colour, then one has to give them another colour. Since the set of removed
 edges is likely to look fairly random, it is not at all clear that this can be done
 in such a way as to eliminate all monochromatic copies of H.
 Conjecture 1.2 is known to be true for some graphs, for example Ä3, K±,
 K§ (see [9], [36], [17], respectively) and all cycles (see [13], [26], [27]), but
 it is open in general. Some partial results towards the general conjecture,
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 where the 1-statement is proved with a weaker exponent, have been given by
 Kohayakawa, Rodi and Schacht [37] and Szabo and Vu [58]. The paper of
 Szabo and Vu contains the best known upper bound in the case where H is
 the complete graph Kt for some t > 6; the bound they obtain is p =
 whereas the conjectured best possible bound is p = (since 7712 (jK¿)
 works out to be (t + l)/2). Thus, there is quite a significant gap. The full
 conjecture has also been proved to be a consequence of the so-called KŁR
 conjecture [36] of Kohayakawa, Łuczak and Rodi. This conjecture, regarding
 the number of H -free graphs of a certain type, remains open, except in a few
 special cases [18], [16], [17], [35]. 1
 As noted in [34], [36], the KŁR conjecture would also imply the following
 structural result about H -free graphs that contain nearly the extremal number
 of edges. The analogous result in the dense case, due to Simonovits [57], is
 known as the stability theorem. Roughly speaking, it says that if an H- free
 graph contains almost (l - (2) edges, then it must be very close to
 being (x(H) - Impartite.
 Conjecture 1.3. Let H be a graph with x(H) > 3 and let
 7712 (H) V = max - - - V KCH,vk>3 VK -2
 Then , for every S > 0, there exist positive constants e and C such that if G is
 a random graph on n vertices , where each edge is chosen independently with
 probability p at least then , with probability tending to 1 as n tends
 to infinity , every H -free subgraph of G with at least (l - x^h)-i ~ €) e(^)
 edges may be made ( x(H ) - 1) -partite by removing at most Spn2 edges.
 Another example where some success has been achieved is Szemeredi's
 theorem [59]. This celebrated theorem states that, for every positive real num-
 ber S and every natural number fc, there exists a positive integer n such that
 every subset of the set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} of size at least Sn contains a fc-term
 arithmetic progression. The particular case where k = 3 had been proved much
 earlier by Roth [52], and is accordingly known as Roth's theorem. A sparse
 random version of Roth's theorem was proved by Kohayakawa, Łuczak and
 Rodi [35]. To state the theorem, let us say that a subset I of the integers is
 S-Roth if every subset of I of size <5| J| contains a 3-term arithmetic progression.
 We shall also write [n]p for a random set in which each element of [n] is chosen
 independently with probability p.
 lrThe full KŁR conjecture was subsequently established by Balogh, Morris and Samotij
 [1] and by Saxton and Thomason [54] (see also [5]). Their methods also allow one to give
 alternative proofs for many of the results in this paper. We refer the reader to [4] for a more
 complete overview.
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 Theorem 1.4. For every S > 0, there exist positive constants c and C
 such that
 lim P([n]p U JP is S-Roth) = í°' ÍfP <
 U JP I1' ifP>Cn~ 1/2.
 Once again the 0-statement is trivial (as it tends to be for density theo-
 rems): if p = n_1/2/2, then the expected number of 3-term progressions in [n]p
 is less than n1/2/ 8, while the expected number of elements of [n'p is n1/2/ 2.
 Therefore, one can almost always remove an element from each progression
 and still be left with at least half the elements of [n'p.
 For longer progressions, the situation has been much less satisfactory. Let
 us define a set I of integers to be (8,k)-Szemeredi if every subset of I of
 cardinality at least 5'I' contains a fc-term arithmetic progression. Until re-
 cently, hardly anything was known at all about which random sets were ( 5 , k)-
 Szemerédi. However, that changed with the seminal paper of Green and Tao
 [24], who, on the way to proving that the primes contain arbitrarily long arith-
 metic progressions, showed that every pseudorandom set is (<5, fc)-Szemeredi, if
 "pseudorandom" is defined in an appropriate way. Their definition of pseudo-
 randomness is somewhat complicated, but it is straightforward to show that
 quite sparse random sets are pseudorandom in their sense. From this the fol-
 lowing result follows, though we are not sure whether it has appeared explicitly
 in print.
 Theorem 1.5. For every S > 0 and every k E N, there eocists a function
 p = p(n) tending to zero with n such that
 lin^P( [n'p is (S,k)-Szemeredi) = 1.
 The approach of Green and Tao depends heavily on the use of a set
 of norms known as uniformity norms , introduced in [19]. In order to deal
 with fc-term arithmetic progressions, one must use a uniformity norm that is
 based on a count of certain configurations that can be thought of as (k - 1)-
 dimensional parallelepipeds. These configurations have k degrees of freedom
 (one for each dimension and one because the parallelepipeds can be trans-
 lated) and size 2h~l. A simple argument (similar to the arguments for the
 0-statements in the density theorems above) shows that the best bound that
 one can hope to obtain by their methods is therefore at most p = n~k /2 '
 This is far larger than the bound that arises in the obvious 0-statement for
 Szemerédi's theorem: the same argument that gives a bound of cn-1/2 for the
 Roth property gives a bound of for the Szemerédi property. How-
 ever, even p = n~k¡2 is not the bound that they actually obtain, because
 they need in addition a "correlation condition" that is not guaranteed by the
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 smallness of the uniformity norm. This means that the bound they obtain is
 of the form n~°^'
 The natural conjecture is that the obvious bound for the O-statement is
 in fact correct, so it is far stronger than the bound of Green and Tao.
 Conjecture 1.6. For every S > 0 and every positive integer k > 3, there
 exist positive constants c and C such that
 {0 1, ifp if p <C > Cn-l>(k~l' 1 ^k KU ^
 1 KU 1'
 1, ifp > Cn-l>(k~l' 1 KU 1'
 One approach to proving Szemerédi's theorem is known as the hypergraph
 removal lemma. Proved independently by Nagle, Rödl, Schacht and Skokan
 [40], [51] and by the second author [21] (see also [61]), this theorem states
 that for every S > 0 and every positive integer k > 2, there exists a constant
 e > 0 such that if G is a fc-uniform hypergraph containing at most enk+1
 copies of the complete fc-uniform hypergraph K^1 on k + 1 vertices, then it
 may be made K^^-free by removing at most 5nk edges. Once this theorem is
 known, Szemerédi's theorem follows as an easy consequence. The question of
 whether an analogous result holds within random hypergraphs was posed by
 Łuczak [38]. For k = 2, this follows from the work of Kohayakawa, Łuczak and
 Rödl [35].
 Conjecture 1.7. For every 5 > 0 and every integer k > 2, there exist
 constants e > 0 and C such that , if H is a random k-uniform hypergraph
 on n vertices where each edge is chosen independently with probability p at
 least Cn~x!k , then , with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity , every
 subgraph of H containing at most epfc+1n*:+1 copies of the complete k-uniform
 hypergraph on k + 1 vertices may be made K^x-free by removing at most
 Spnk edges.
 1.1. The main results of this paper. In the next few sections we shall give
 a very general method for proving sparse random versions of combinatorial
 theorems. This method allows one to obtain sharp bounds for several theorems,
 of which the principal (but by no means only) examples are positive answers to
 the conjectures we have just mentioned. This statement comes with one caveat.
 When dealing with graphs and hypergraphs, we shall restrict our attention to
 those that are well balanced in the following sense. Note that most graphs of
 interest, including complete graphs and cycles, satisfy this condition.
 Definition 1.8. A fc-uniform hypergraph K is said to be strictly fc-balanced
 if, for every subgraph L of K ,
 čķ - 1 - 1
 vk - k VL - k
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 The main results we shall prove in this paper (in the order in which we
 discussed them above, but not the order in which we shall prove them) are
 as follows. The first is a sparse random version of Ramsey's theorem. Of
 course, as we have already mentioned, this is known: however, our theorem
 applies not just to graphs but to hypergraphs, where the problem was wide
 open apart from a few special cases [49], [50]. As we shall see, our methods
 (k)
 apply just as easily to hypergraphs as they do to graphs. We write Gh,p for a
 random fc-uniform hyp er graph on n vertices, where each hyperedge is chosen
 independently with probability p. If K is some fixed fc-uniform hypergraph,
 we say that a hypergraph is (K,r)- Ramsey if every r-colouring of its edges
 contains a monochromatic copy of K.
 Theorem 1.9. Given a natural number r and a k-uniform hypergraph K
 that is strictly k -balanced, there exists a positive constant C such that
 lim Fičí!*}, is ( K,r)-Ramsey ) = 1, if p > Cn~1/mk(K'
 n-ïoo
 where mk(K) = (ex - 1)/(vk ~ k).
 One problem that the results of this paper leave open is to establish a
 corresponding 0-statement for Theorem 1.9. The above bound is the threshold
 below which the number of copies of K becomes less than the number of hyper-
 edges, so the results for graphs make it highly plausible that the 0-statement
 holds when p < cn~llrYlk^K) for small enough c. However, the example of stars,
 for which the threshold is lower than expected, shows that we cannot take this
 result for granted.
 We shall also prove Conjecture 1.2 for strictly 2-balanced graphs. In par-
 ticular, it holds for complete graphs.
 Theorem 1.10. Given e > 0 and a strictly 2-balanced graph H , there
 exists a positive constant C such that
 'im^F(GniP is (H, e)- Turan) = 1, if p >
 where rri2(H) = (en - 1 )/(vh - 2).
 A slightly more careful application of our methods also allows us to prove
 its structural counterpart, Conjecture 1.3, for strictly 2-balanced graphs.
 Theorem 1.11. Given a strictly 2-balanced graph H with x{H) > 3 and
 a constant S > 0, there exist positive constants C and e such that in the random
 graph GUiP chosen with probability p > Cn~l/rn2^H' the following holds with
 probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity. Every H -free subgraph of GniP
 with at least ^1 - x^_i - e(G) edges may be made (x(H) ~ 1) -partite by
 removing at most 5pn2 edges.
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 We also prove Conjecture 1.6, obtaining bounds for the Szemerédi prop-
 erty that are essentially best possible.
 Theorem 1.12. Given 8 > 0 and a natural number k > 3, there exists a
 constant C such that
 Jim^PQnJp is (5, k)-Szemeredi) = 1, if p > Cri~l^k~l'
 Our final main result is a proof of Conjecture 1.7, the sparse hypergraph
 removal lemma. As we have mentioned, the dense hypergraph removal lemma
 implies Szemeredi's theorem, but it turns out that the sparse hypergraph re-
 moval lemma does not imply Theorem 1.12. The difficulty is this. When
 we prove Szemeredi's theorem using the removal lemma, we first pass to a
 hypergraph to which the removal lemma can be applied. Unfortunately, in
 the sparse case, passing from the sparse random set to the corresponding hy-
 pergraph gives us a sparse hypergraph with dependencies between its edges,
 whereas in the sparse hypergraph removal lemma we assume that the edges
 of the sparse random hypergraph are independent. While it is likely that this
 problem can be overcome, we did not, in the light of Theorem 1.12, see a strong
 reason for doing so.
 In addition to these main results, we shall discuss other density theo-
 rems, such as Tur an' s theorem for hypergraphs (where, even though the cor-
 rect bounds are not known in the dense case, we can obtain the threshold
 at which the bounds in the sparse random case will be the same), the mul-
 tidimensional Szemerédi theorem of Furstenberg and Katznelson [15] and the
 Bergelson-Leibman theorem [2] concerning polynomial configurations in dense
 sets. In the colouring case, we shall discuss Schur's theorem [56] as a further
 example. Note that many similar results have also been obtained by a different
 method by Schacht [55] and by Friedgut, Rodi and Schacht [12].
 1.2. A preliminary description of the argument The basic idea behind
 our proof is to use a transference principle to deduce sparse random versions
 of density and colouring results from their dense counterparts. To oversim-
 plify slightly, a transference principle in this context is a statement along the
 following lines. Let X be a structure such as the complete graph Kn or the
 set {1, 2, . . . , n}, and let U be a sparse random subset of X. Then, for every
 subset A C ř7, there is a subset B C X that has similar properties to A. In
 particular, the density of B is approximately the same as the relative density of
 A in U j and the number of substructures of a given kind in A is an appropriate
 multiple of the number of substructures of the same kind in B.
 Given a strong enough principle of this kind, one can prove a sparse ran-
 dom version of Szemeredi's theorem, say, as follows. Let A be a subset of [n]p of
 relative density S. Then there exists a subset B of [n] of size approximately Sn
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 such that the number of fc-term progressions in B is approximately p~k times
 the number of fc-term progressions in A. From Szemerédi's theorem it can be
 deduced that the number of fc-term progressions in B is at least c(S)n 2, so
 the number of fc-term progressions in A is at least c(S)pkn2/ 2. Since the size
 of A is about pn, we have roughly pn degenerate progressions. Hence, there
 are nondegenerate progressions within A as long as pkn 2 is significantly larger
 than pn, that is, as long as p is at least for some large C.
 It is very important to the success of the above argument that a dense sub-
 set of [n] should contain not just one progression but several, where "several"
 means a number that is within a constant of the trivial upper bound of n2. The
 other combinatorial theorems discussed above have similarly "robust" versions
 and again these are essential to us. Very roughly, our general theorems say
 that a typical combinatorial theorem that is robust in this sense will have a
 sparse random version with an upper bound for the probability threshold that
 is very close to a natural lower bound that is trivial for density theorems and
 often true, even if no longer trivial, for Ramsey theorems.
 It is also very helpful to have a certain degree of homogeneity. For instance,
 in order to prove the sparse version of Szemerédi's theorem we use the fact
 that it is equivalent to the sparse version of Szemerédi's theorem in Zn, where
 we have the nice property that for every k and every j with 1 < j < fc,
 every element x appears in the jth place of a fc-term arithmetic progression
 in exactly n ways (or n - 1 if you discount the degenerate progression with
 common difference 0). It will also be convenient to assume that n is prime,
 since in this case we know that for every pair of points in Zn there is
 exactly one arithmetic progression of length k that starts with x and ends
 in y. This simple homogeneity property will prove useful when we come to do
 our probabilistic estimates.
 The idea of using a transference principle to obtain sparse random versions
 of robust combinatorial statements is not what is new about this paper. In
 fact, this was exactly the strategy of Green and Tao in their paper on the
 primes, and could be said to be the main idea behind their proof (though of
 course it took many further ideas to get it to work). Since it is difficult to say
 what is new about our argument without going into slightly more detail, we
 postpone further discussion for now. However, there are three further main
 ideas involved and we shall highlight them as they appear.
 In the next few sections, we shall find a very general set of criteria under
 which one may transfer combinatorial statements to the sparse random setting.
 In Sections 5-8, we shall show how to prove that these criteria hold. Section 9
 is a brief summary of the general results, both conditional and unconditional,
 that have been proved up to that point. In Section 10, we show how these
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 results may be applied to prove the various theorems promised in the intro-
 duction. In Section 11, we conclude by briefly mentioning some questions that
 are still open.
 1.3. Notation . We finish this section with some notation and terminology
 that we shall need throughout the course of the paper. By a measure on a
 finite set X we shall mean a nonnegative function from X to K. Usually our
 measures will have average value 1, or very close to 1. The characteristic
 measure ¡i of a subset U of X will be the function defined by /jl(x) = |X|/|Í7|
 if X G U and ļi{x) = 0 otherwise.
 Often our set U will be a random subset of X with each element of X
 chosen with probability p, the choices being independent. In this case, we shall
 use the shorthand U = Xp, just as we wrote [n]p for a random subset of [n]
 in the statement of the sparse random version of Szemeredi's theorem earlier.
 When U = Xp it is more convenient to consider the measure /z. that is equal to
 p~l times the characteristic function of U . That is, fi(x) = p'1 if x G U and 0
 otherwise. To avoid confusion, we shall call this the associated measure of Í7.
 Strictly speaking, we should not say this, since it depends not just on U but
 on the value of p used when U was chosen, but this will always be clear from
 the context so we shall not bother to call it the associated measure of (U,p).
 If / is a function from X to R, we write E Xf(x) for |X|_1 Ylxex f(x)-
 Note that if ¡jl is the characteristic measure of a set U , then E x/jl(x) = 1 and
 E Xļi(x)f(x) = E xGc//(x) for any function /. If U = Xp and /x is the associated
 measure of Z7, then we can no longer say this. However, we can say that the
 expectation of E Xfi(x) is 1. Also, with very high probability the cardinality of U
 is roughly p'X' , so with high probability E x¡jl{x) is close to 1. More generally,
 if 1/0*01 < 1 for every xGl, then with high probability E X¡i{x)f{x) is close to
 KX£uf(x)- We also take expectations over several variables: if it is clear from
 the context that k variables x', . . . , Xk range over finite sets Xi, ... , Xfc, respec-
 tively, then îÊxi,...,** will be shorthand for |Xi|_1 • • • |Xfc|_1 £Iiex! • • • J2xkexk-
 If the range of a variable is not clear from the context, then we shall specify it.
 We define an inner product for real- valued functions on X by the formula
 ( f,g ) = Exf(x)g(x), and we define the Lp norm by ||/||p = (Ex'f(x)'p)1/p. In
 particular, ||/||i = Ex'f(x)' and ||/||oo = max! |/(x)|.
 Let ļļ.ļļ be a norm on the space R*. The dual norm ||.||* of ||.|| is a norm
 on the collection of linear functionals <f> acting on given by
 WW* =sup{|(/,<¿>| : 11/11 < 1}.
 It follows trivially from this definition that '{f,<f>)' < ||/||||0||*- Almost as
 trivially, it follows that if |(/, <j>)' < 1 whenever ||/|| < r/, then ||</>||* < 77 1 , a
 fact that will be used repeatedly.
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 2. Transference principles
 As we have already mentioned, a central notion in this paper is that of
 transference. Roughly speaking, a transference principle is a theorem that
 states that every function / in one class can be replaced by a function g in
 another, more convenient class in such a way that the properties of / and g
 are similar.
 To understand this concept and why it is useful, let us look at the sparse
 random version of Szemerédi's theorem that we shall prove. Instead of attack-
 ing this directly, it is convenient to prove a functional generalization of it. The
 statement we shall prove is the following.
 Theorem 2.1. For every positive integer k and every ö > 0, there are
 positive constants c and C with the following property. Let p > Cn~l^k~l'
 let U be a random subset ofZn where each element is chosen independently with
 probability p and let ļi be the associated measure of U . T/ien, with probability
 tending to 1 as n tends to infinity , every function f such that 0 < f < ļi and
 E x/(x) > S satisfies the inequality
 I ůx,df(x)f(x + d)-" f(x + (k - l)d) > c.
 To understand the normalization, it is a good exercise (and an easy one)
 to check that with high probability E XìdV>{x)li{x + d) • • • /jl(x + (k - 1 )d) is close
 to 1, so that the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 is stating that
 I &Xldf(x)f(x + d)"- f(x + (k- 1 )d)
 is within a constant of its trivial maximum. (If p is smaller than
 then this is no longer true: the main contribution to
 %B,dt*(x)n(x + d) • • • ß(x + (k - 1 )d)
 comes from the degenerate progressions where d - 0.)
 Our strategy for proving this theorem is to "transfer" the function / from
 the sparse set U to Zn itself and then to deduce the conclusion from the fol-
 lowing robust functional version of Szemerédi's theorem, which can be proved
 by a simple averaging argument due essentially to Varnavides [63] .
 Theorem 2.2. For every S > 0 and every positive integer fc, there is a
 constant c > 0 such that , for every positive integer n, every function g : Zn - ►
 [0, 1] with E Xg(x) > S satisfies the inequality
 ^x,d9(x)g(x + d) - - g(x + (k - l)d) > c.
 Note that in this statement we are no longer talking about dense subsets
 of Zn, but rather about [0, l]-valued functions defined on Zn with positive
 expectation. It will be important in what follows that any particular theorem
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 we wish to transfer has such an equivalent functional formulation. As we shall
 see in Section 4, all of the theorems that we consider do have such formulations.
 Returning to transference principles, our aim is to find a function g with
 0<3<1 for which we can prove that E Xg(x) « Exf(x) and that
 ^Xl(ig(x)g(x + d)'-g(x + (k- l)d) « EXjdf(x)f(x + d) • • • f(x + (k - 1 )d).
 We can then argue as follows: if E Xf(x) > S , then E Xg(x) > S/ 2; by Theo-
 rem 2.2 it follows that E Xìdg{x)g(x + d) • • • g(x + (k - 1 )d) is bounded below by
 a constant c; and this implies that E Xldf(x)f(x + d) • • • f(x + (k - 1 )d) > c/2.
 In the rest of this section we shall show how the Hahn-Banach theorem can
 be used to prove general transference principles. This was first demonstrated by
 the second author in [22] , and independently (in a slightly different language)
 by Reingold, Trevisan, Tulsiani and Vadhan [44], and leads to simpler proofs
 than the method used by Green and Tao. The first transference principle
 we shall prove is particularly appropriate for density theorems: this one was
 shown in [22] but for convenience we repeat the proof. Then we shall prove a
 modification of it for use with colouring theorems.
 Let us begin by stating the finite-dimensional Hahn-Banach theorem in
 its separation version.
 Lemma 2.3. Let K be a closed convex set in Rn and let v be a vector that
 does not belong to K. Then there is a real number t and a linear functional </>
 such that (¡>{v) > t and such that <ļ>(w) < t for every w G K.
 The reason the Hahn-Banach theorem is useful to us is that one often
 wishes to prove that one function is a sum of others with certain properties,
 and often the sets of functions that satisfy those properties are convex (or can
 easily be made convex). For instance, we shall want to write a function / with
 0 < / < /X as a sum g + h with 0 < 9 < 1 and with h small in a certain
 norm. The following lemma, an almost immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3,
 tells us what happens when a function cannot be decomposed in this way.
 We implicitly use the fact that every linear functional on has the form
 / ^ (/) 4>) f°r some (ļ>.
 Lemma 2.4. Let Y be a finite set and let K and L be two subsets of
 that are closed and convex and that contain 0. Suppose that f £ K + L. Then
 there exists a function <ķ G such that (/, (f>) > 1 and such that ( g , (j>) < 1
 for every g G K and (h, (/>)<! for every h G L.
 Proof By Lemma 2.3 there is a function 0 and a real number t such that
 (/, (/>) > t and such that (g+h, </>) < t whenever g G K and h G L. Setting h - 0
 we deduce that {gy <¡>) <t for every g G K, and setting g = 0 we deduce that
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 ( h , 4>) < t for every h G L. Setting g = h = 0 we deduce that t > 0. Dividing
 through by t (or by |(/, </>) if t = 0) we see that we may take t to be 1. □
 Now let us prove our two transference principles, beginning with the den-
 sity one. In the statement of the theorem below we write 0+ for the positive
 part of (j).
 Lemma 2.5. Let e and r) be positive real numbers , let // and v be nonneg-
 ative functions defined on a finite set X and let ļļ.ļļ be a norm on Rx . Suppose
 that (// - 1/, </>+) < e whenever ''(ß''* < 77-1. Then for every function f with 0 <
 / < /¿, there exists a function g with 0 < g < v such that ||(1 + e)-1/ - g || < 77.
 Proof If we cannot approximate (1 + e)-1/ in this way, then we cannot
 write (1 + e)-1/ as a sum g + h with 0 < g < v and ''h'' < 77. Now the sets
 K = {g : 0 ^ 9 ^ and L = {h : ''h'' < 77} are closed and convex and
 they both contain 0. It follows from Lemma 2.4, with Y = X, that there is a
 function (1) with the following three properties:
 • ((i + e)-1/.^) > 1;
 • (5) <t>) 5Í 1 whenever 0 < g < v;
 • (h,<1>) < 1 whenever ļ|/iļļ < rj.
 From the first of these properties we deduce that (/, <ļ>) > 1 + e. From the
 second we deduce that (v,</>+) < 1, since the function g that takes the value
 v(x) when <1>(x) > 0 and 0 otherwise maximizes the value of (g,<f>) over all
 g G K. And from the third property we deduce immediately that ||</>|| * <rj 1-
 But our hypothesis implies that (//, <f>+) < (is, 4>+) + e. It therefore follows
 that
 1 + e < (/, 4>) < (f, <j>+) < </x, <f>+) <{u,(j)+} + e<l + e,
 which is a contradiction. □
 Later we shall apply Lemma 2.5 with ¡i the associated measure of a sparse
 random set and v the constant measure 1.
 The next transference principle is the one that we shall use for obtaining
 sparse random colouring theorems. It may seem strange that the condition
 we obtain on g' + • • • + gr is merely that it is less than v (rather than equal
 to v). However, we also show that fi and gi are close in a certain sense, and
 in applications that will imply that g' H
 to v (which will be the constant measure 1). With a bit more effort, one could
 obtain equality from the Hahn-Banach method, but this would not make life
 easier later, since the robust versions of Ramsey theorems hold just as well
 when you colour almost everything as they do when you colour everything.
 Lemma 2.6. Let e and rj be positive real numbers , let r be a positive in-
 teger , let ¡JL and v be nonnegative functions defined on a finite set X and let
 ļļ.ļļ be a norm on . Suppose that (/x - i/, (maxi <¿<r0¿)+) < e whenever
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 (j) are functions with ||0¿||* < r/-1 for each i. Then for every sequence
 of r functions fi, ■ ■ ■ , fr with fi > 0 for each i and /1 + • • • + /r 5; Mi there
 exist functions g' , . . . , gr with gi > 0 for each i and g' H
 ||(1 + e)_1/¿ - fliU < T/ for each i.
 Proof. Suppose that the result does not hold for the r-tuple (fi, ■ ■ ■ , fr)-
 Let K be the closed convex set of all r-tuples of functions (gi , . . . , gT) such
 that Qi > 0 for each i and g' H
 of all r-tuples (h',...,hr) such that ||/i¿|| < r) for each i. Then both K and L
 contain 0 and our hypothesis is that (1 + e)-1(/i, ...,fr) £ K + L. Therefore,
 Lemma 2.4, with Y = Xr, gives us an r-tuple of functions (<f> 1, . . • , <j>r) with
 the following three properties:
 • £i=i<(l + e)-1/i,&>>l;
 • Z)ï=i(i7»> 0») - 1 whenever > 0 for each i and g' H
 • 1 whenever ||/i¿|| < rj for each i.
 The first of these conditions implies that > 1 + c- 1 11 the second
 condition, let us choose the functions gi as follows. For each x, pick an i such
 that <j>i{x) is maximal. If <j>i{x) > 0, then set gi{x) to be u(x), and otherwise set
 gi(x) = 0. For each j 7^ i, set gj(x) to be zero. Then J3i=i e(lua^
 to v(x) maxj <¡>i{x) if this maximum is nonnegative, and 0 otherwise. Therefore,
 <t>i) - (max» <f>i)+). Thus, it follows from the second condition that
 (f, (max¿ <&)+) < 1. Let us write <j> for max¿ </>j. The third condition imphes
 that < 77 1 for each i.
 Using this information together with our hypothesis about /z - v, we find
 1 + e < <f>i) < < (P> <£+) < (^ 0+) + e ^ 1 + 6>
 ¿=1 i=i
 a contradiction. ^
 3. The counting lemma
 We now come to the second main idea of the paper, and perhaps the
 main new idea. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 will be very useful to us, but as they
 stand they are rather abstract: in order to make use of them we need to find
 a norm ||.|| such that if ||/ - g'' is small, then f and g behave similarly in a
 relevant way. Several norms have been devised for exactly this purpose, such
 as the uniformity norms mentioned earlier, and also "box norms" for multi-
 dimensional structures and "octahedral norms" for graphs and hypergraphs.
 It might therefore seem natural to try to apply Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 to these
 norms. However, as we have already commented in the case of uniformity
 norms, if we do this, then we cannot obtain sharp bounds: except in a few
 cases, these norms are related to counts of configurations that are too large to
 appear nondegenerately in very sparse random sets.
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 We axe therefore forced to adopt a different approach. Instead of trying
 to use an off-the-shelf norm, we use a bespoke norm, designed to fit perfectly
 the problem at hand. Notice that Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 become harder to apply
 as the norm ļļ.ļļ gets bigger, since then the dual norm ||.||* gets smaller and
 there are more functions 0 with ||0||* < 7]~ 1, and therefore more functions of
 the form <ļ>+ for which one must show that (/x - i/, </>+) < e (and similarly for
 (maxi<i<r </>{)+ with colouring problems). Therefore, we shall try to make our
 norm as small as possible, subject to the condition we need it to satisfy: that
 / and g behave similarly if ||/ - g'' is small.
 Thus, our norm will be defined by means of a universal construction. As
 with other universal constructions, this makes the norm easy to define but
 hard to understand concretely. However, we can get away with surprisingly
 little understanding of its detailed behaviour, as will become clear later. An
 advantage of this abstract approach is that it has very little dependence on
 the particular problem that is being studied: it is for that reason that we have
 ended up with a very general result.
 Before we define the norm, let us describe the general set-up that we shall
 analyse. We shall begin with a finite set X and a collection S of ordered subsets
 of X, each of size k. Thus, any element s E S may be expressed in the form
 S = (Sļ, . . . , Sfa).
 Here are two examples. When we apply our results to Szemerédi's the-
 orem, we shall take X to be Zn, and S to be the set of ordered fc-tuples of
 the form (x, x + d, . . . , x + (k - 1)<¿), and when we apply it to Ramsey's the-
 orem or Turán's theorem for Ką, we shall take X to be the edge set of the
 complete graph Kn and S to be the set of ordered sextuples of pairs of the
 form (xix2ìxixsìxix4,x2xsìx2x4ìxsx4), where #i, X2, x% and x± are vertices
 of Kn. Depending on the particular circumstance, we shall choose whether
 to include or ignore degenerate configurations. For example, for Szemerédi's
 theorem, it is convenient to include the possibility that d = 0, but for theo-
 rems involving K±, we restrict to configurations where xi, X2, £3 and X4 are all
 distinct. In practice, it makes little difference, since the number of degenerate
 configurations is never very large.
 In both these two examples, the collection S of ordered subsets of X has
 some nice homogeneity properties, which we shall assume for our general result
 because it makes the proofs cleaner, even if one sometimes has to work a little
 to show that these properties may be assumed.
 Definition 3.1. Let S be a collection of ordered fc-tuples s = (51, ... , Sk)
 of elements of a finite set X , and let us write Sj(x) for the set of all s in S
 such that Sj = x. We shall say that S is homogeneous if for each j, the sets
 Sj(x) all have the same size.
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 We shall assume throughout that our sets of ordered fc-tuples are homo-
 geneous in this sense. Note that this assumption does not hold for arithmetic
 progressions of length k if we work in the set [ra] rather than the set Zn. How-
 ever, sparse random Szemerédi for Zn implies sparse random Szemerédi for [ra],
 so this does not bother us. Similar observations can be used to convert sev-
 eral other problems into equivalent ones for which the set S is homogeneous.
 Moreover, such observations will easily accommodate any further homogeneity
 assumptions that we have to introduce in later sections.
 The functional version of a combinatorial theorem about the ordered sets
 in S will involve expressions such as
 Eses/(si)---/(sfc).
 Thus, what we wish to do is define a norm || . || with the property that
 Eses/(si) • • • f(sk) - Esesff(si) • • • g(sk)
 can be bounded above in terms of ||/ - g || whenever 0 < f < fi and 0 <g<u.
 This is what we mean by saying that / and g should behave similarly when
 II/ - g|| is small.
 The feature of the problem that gives us a simple and natural norm is the
 A;-linearity of the expression Eaes/(s i) • • • /(«fe), which allows us to write the
 above difference as
 k
 ^Es6S5(si) • • ■ - g){sj)f(sj+1) ■ ■ ■ f{sk).
 3=1
 Because we are assuming that the sets Sj(x) all have the same size, we can
 write any expression of the form Eseshi(si) • • • hk(sk) as
 ^xexhj(x)EseSj(x)hi(si) • • • hj-i(sj-i)hj+i(sj+i) • • • hk(sk).
 It will be very convenient to introduce some terminology and notation for
 expressions of the kind that are beginning to appear.
 Definition 3.2. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection
 of ordered subsets of X , each of size k. Then, given k functions /ii, . . . , hk from
 X to R, their j th convolution is defined to be the function
 *j(/ii, . . . , hk)(x) = i(5j- i)fy?+i(s.7+i) ' * ' hk{sk )•
 We call this a convolution because in the special case where S is the set
 of arithmetic progressions of length 3 in Zjv, we obtain convolutions in the
 conventional sense. Using this notation and the observation made above, we
 can rewrite
 EseS5(si) • • -g(sj-i)(f - g)(sj)f(sj+ 1) • • • /(Sfe)
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 as (/ - 5, *j(s, . . . , 5, , /)) (where it is understood that there are j - 1
 occurrences of g and k - j occurrences of /), and from that we obtain the
 identity
 k
 Es6s/(«i) • • • f(sk ) - EsG5flf(si) • • • g(sk ) = /)).
 i=i
 This, together with the triangle inequality, gives us the following lemma.
 Lemma 3.3. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection
 of ordered subsets of X, each of size k. Let f and g be two functions defined
 on X. Then
 k
 |E«es/(*i) • • • /(«*) - ®sesg{si) • • • 0(sfc)| ^ £ '(f~9> *j(9> ••• ,0, /,•••, /)) I-
 i=i
 It follows that if f - g has small inner product with all functions of the
 form . . . , g, /, . . . , /), then EseSf(si) • • • f(sk) and EseSg(si) • * * g(sk ) are
 close. It is tempting, therefore, to define a norm ļļ.ļļ by taking ''h'' to be the
 maximum value of ļ (h, (¡>) ļ over all functions 0 of the form (<7, . . . , <7, /, . . . , /)
 for which 0 < g < v and 0 </<//. If we did that, then we would know
 that 'EseSf(si) ' ' ' f(sk)-Esesg(si) • - g(sk) I was small whenever ||/-ff|| was
 small, which is exactly the property we need our norm to have. Unfortunately,
 this definition leads to difficulties. To see why, we need to look in more detail
 at the convolutions.
 Any convolution *^(<7, . . . , <7, /, . . . , /) is bounded above by the convolution
 . . . , z/, /X, . . . , //) of the dominating measures. For the sake of example, let
 us consider the case of Szemerédi's theorem. Taking v = 1, we see that the
 jth convolution is bounded above by the function
 Pj(x ) = E dļi(x + d)-" ļi{x + (k - j)d).
 Up to normalization, this counts the number of progressions of length k - j + l
 beginning at x. If j > 1, probabilistic estimates imply that, at the critical
 probability p = Cri~l/(k~l' Pj is, with high probability, Loo-bounded (that
 is, the largest value of the function is bounded by some absolute constant).
 However, functions of the form *1 (/,..., /) with 0 < / < /i are almost always
 unbounded. This makes it much more difficult to control their inner products
 with /X - 1, and we need to do that if we wish to apply the abstract transference
 principle from the previous section.
 For graphs, a similar problem arises. The jth convolution will count, up
 to normalization, the number of copies of some subgraph of the given graph H
 that are rooted on a particular edge. If we assume that the graph is balanced,
 as we are doing, then, at probability p = Cn~1^rn2^H' this count will be
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 Loo-bounded for any proper subgraph of H. However, for H itself, we do not
 have this luxury and the function *1 /) is again likely to be unbounded.
 If we were prepared to increase the density of the random set by a polylog-
 arithmic factor, we could ensure that even *i(/, . . . , /) was bounded and this
 problem would go away. Thus, a significant part of the complication of this
 paper is due to our wish to get a bound that is best possible up to a constant.
 There are two natural ways of getting around the difficulty if we are not
 prepared to sacrifice a polylogarithmic factor. One is to try to exploit the fact
 that although *i(/, . . . , /) is not bounded, it typically takes large values very
 infrequently, so it is "close to bounded" in a certain sense. The other is to
 replace *i(/, . . . , /) by a modification of the function that has been truncated
 at a certain maximum. It seems likely that both approaches can be made to
 work: we have found it technically easier to go for the second. The relevant
 definition is as follows.
 Definition 3.4. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection
 of ordered subsets of X, each of size k. Then, given k nonnegative functions
 hi, . . . , hk from X to R, their jth capped convolution Oj(hi, . . . , hk ) is defined by
 Oj(hi, hk)(x ) = min{*j(/ii, . . . , hk)(x), 2}.
 Unlike with ordinary convolutions, there is no obvious way of controlling
 the difference between Eses/Í^i) * * * f(sk) and EsGs</(si) • • • g(sk) in terms of
 the inner product between f - g and suitably chosen capped convolutions. So
 instead we shall look at a quantity that is related in a different way to the
 number of substructures of the required type. Roughly speaking, this quantity
 counts the number of substructures, but does not count too many if they start
 from the same point.
 A natural quantity that fits this description is (/, o x(/, /,...,/)), and this
 is indeed closely related to the quantity we shall actually consider. However,
 there is an additional complication, which is that it is very convenient to think
 of our random set U as a union of m random sets f/i, . . . , ř7m, and of a function
 defined on U as an average m~l(f' + • • • + fm ) of functions with fi defined
 on Ui. More precisely, we shall take m independent random sets U', . . . , f/m,
 each distributed as Xp. (Recall that Xp stands for a random subset of X
 where the elements are chosen independently with probability p.) Writing
 M i? • • • 7 Mm for their associated measures, for each i we shall take a function
 fi such that 0 < fi < /¿¿. Our assertion will then be about the average
 / = H
 and that every function / with 0 < f < ļi can be expressed as an average of
 functions fi with 0 < /¿ < /¿¿. Note also that ii U = U' U • • • U t/m, then ß
 is neither the characteristic measure of U nor the associated measure of U.
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 However, provided p is fairly small, it is close to both with high probability,
 and this is all that matters.
 Having chosen / in this way, the quantity we shall then look at is
 (/,m~(fe_1) °l(/<3>- ••>/*)) = ■ ■ ■ Jik))-
 *2, - »*fc
 In other words, we expand the expression (/, *1 (/,/,...,/)) in terms of the
 functions /1, . . . , fm and then do the capping term by term.
 Central to our approach is a "counting lemma," which is an easy corollary
 of the following result, which keeps track of the errors that are introduced
 by our "capping." (To understand the statement, observe that if we replaced
 the capped convolutions o j by their "genuine" counterparts *j, then the two
 quantities that we are comparing would become equal.) In the next lemma,
 we assume that a homogeneous set S of ordered fc-tuples has been given.
 Lemma 3.5. Let 77 > 0, let m > 2k? /r¡ and let /zi, . . . ,/xm be nonnegative
 functions defined on X with ||/x¿||i < 2 for all i . Suppose that ||*i(/ii2) • • • } ^ik)~
 oi(/¿¿2, ... ,/Jiik)''i < T] whenever ¿2, ... , ú are distinct integers between 1 and
 ra, and also that *j( 1, 1, . . . , 1, ßij+1 , . . • , ßik) is uniformly bounded above by 2
 whenever j > 2 and ij+ 1, . . . , ik are distinct. For each i, let fi be a function
 with 0 < /i < /x¿, let f = E i fi and let g be a function with 0 < g < 1. Then
 > °l(/i2> * * * 5 fik)) ~ Ì9i *l(SS 9ì • • • 7 9 ))
 differs from
 k
 ^ >(/ ~~ 9i °j {dì - • • > 9i fij+i ? • • • > fik))
 j= 1
 by at most 2 77.
 Proof Note first that
 (/*1 ł °l(/t2> • • • > fik)) (/*1 9i °l(/¿2> * * • > fik))
 + E¿2, - i»fc 0?' °l(/»2 J ' * ' J /»*))
 ^t2»...»*fc (/ °l(/¿2» * • * J fik))
 H" (ť/, °l(/¿2 ? • • • j fik))-
 Since 0 < *i(/i2î - • • , /tfc) < *i(/x¿2, . . . our assumption implies that,
 whenever i2,...,ik are distinct, || *1 (/¿2, . . . , /¿J - Oļ(/i2, . . . , < 77. In
 this case, therefore,
 0 < (g,*i(fi2,--,fik)) - (9,°i(fi2,--'Jik)) < v-
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 We also know that (g, *i(/Í2, . . . , fik)) = (fÍ2, *2(g, fi3, ■ ■ ■ , fik)) and that if
 ¿3, • • - , tfc are distinct, then *2(g, fik) = o 2(g, /¿fc). Therefore,
 0 < (/¿2, °2 (S, /»a, •••,/»*)> - (9,°i(/¿2»---»/ifc)) < *?•
 Now the assumption that *j(l, 1, . . . , 1, mj+1 , ■ ■ • , ßik) is bounded above
 by 2 whenever j > 2 and ij+i, . . . , ¿fc are distinct implies that the quanti-
 ties o j(g,g,...,g,fij+1,...,fik) and *j(g,g, . . . ,g, fij+1, . . . , /¿fc) are equal un-
 der these circumstances. From this it is a small exercise to show that
 (/¿2 » °2(Sj fis î • • • j fik)) ~ (S j 9i ' š ' 1 9))
 k
 - ^ A fi i ~~ 9 > °jÌ9ì • • • j fli fij+ 1 > • • • ? fik))'
 j=2
 Therefore, for ¿2, . . - , ik distinct,
 (1) (ffî °l(/¿2 J • • • » fik)) {9 1 °k(9 1 9 1 ' ' • 1 9))
 differs from
 k
 (2) ^ y (/h- ~~ 9t °jÍ9i 9 -i ě • - » AS fij+i j • • • 5 /¿fc))
 J=2
 by at most 77.
 The probability that ¿1, . . . , are not distinct is at most
 and if they are not distinct, then the difference between (1) and (2) is certainly
 no more than 4 k (since all capped convolutions take values in [0, 2] and H/^. ||i <
 llalli < 2). Therefore, taking the expectation over all (¿1, . . . , ik) (not neces-
 sarily distinct) and noting that (g, ok(g , g,...,g)) = (g, *1 (g, g, . . . , g)), we find
 that
 {fix ? °i(/¿2í • • • î fik)) (s> *i(s? 9i ' ' ' ì 9))
 differs from
 k
 ^ v(/ ~~ 5î • • • » /»i+i »•••»/**))
 j= i
 by at most 2 77, as claimed. □
 To state our counting lemma, we need to define the norm that we shall
 actually use.
 Definition 3.6. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection
 of ordered subsets of X, each of size fc. Let /x = (/¿1, . . . , /xm) be a sequence of
 measures onl. A (/1, l)-6aszc anti-uniform function is a function of the form
 where 1 <J < *, ¿¿+1,...,^ axe distinct, 0 < g < 1
 and 0 < fih < ļiih for every h between j + 1 and k. Let be the set of all
 (/X, l)-basic anti-uniform functions and define the norm ||.||^,i by taking ||/i||/x,i
 to be max{|(/i, (f>)' : (j) G $/x,i}-
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 The phrase "basic anti-uniform function" is borrowed from Green and
 Tao, since our basic anti-uniform functions are closely related to functions of
 the same name that appear in their paper [24].
 Our counting lemma is now as follows. It says that if ||/ - gW^i is small,
 then the "sparse" expression given by E¿1) °i(/¿2, • • • , /¿J) is
 approximated by the "dense" expression (<7, *i(p, <7, . . . , g)). This lemma mod-
 ifies Lemma 3.3 in two ways: it splits / up into + • • • + fm) and it
 caps all the convolutions that appear when one expands out the expression
 (/> *1 (/>••• > /)) in terms of the /¿.
 Corollary 3.7. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 3.5 hold , and
 that I (/ - 5,0)| < 7]/k for every basic anti-uniform function <ļ> e ^,i. Then
 Ę xd{x ) > I Ex/(x) - 77/fc, and
 J °l(/i2> * * • » /ifc)) ~~ 9i • • • î #)) ļ ^ ^77.
 Proof The function ofc(l, 1, . . . , 1) is a basic anti-uniform function, and
 it takes the constant value 1. Since E Xh(x) = (h, 1) for any function h , this
 implies the first assertion.
 Now the probability that ¿1, . . . , ik are distinct is again at most 7j/4fc, and if
 they are not distinct, we at least know that | ( f-g , o j (5,5,..., 5, /¿i+1 , . . . , fik )) '
 < 4. Therefore, our hypothesis also implies that
 k
 '(f ~ 9>Eij+u-,ik °j ( 9,9 , • • • ,9, fij+ 1, ■ ••,/»*)) I < Kv/k) + 4fc(r// 4fc) = 2rç.
 i= 1
 Combining this with Lemma 3.5, we obtain the result. □
 To prove analogues of structural results such as the Erdös-Simonovits
 stability theorem and the hypergraph removal lemma, we shall need to preserve
 slightly more information when we replace our sparsely supported function /
 by a densely supported function g. For example, to prove the stability theorem,
 we proceed as follows. Given a subgraph A of the random graph Gn?p, we create
 a weighted subgraph B of Kn that contains the same number of copies of H ,
 up to normalization. However, to make the proof work, we also need the edge
 density of B within any large vertex set to correspond to the edge density of
 A within that set. Suppose that we have this property as well and that A is
 H- free. Then B has very few copies of H. A robust version of the stability
 theorem then tells us that B may be made (x(^) - Impartite by removing a
 small number of edges (or rather a small weight of weighted edges). Let us
 look at the resulting weighted graph B'. It consists of x(^0 - 1 vertex sets,
 all of which have zero weight inside. Therefore, in #, each of these sets had
 only a small weight to begin with. Since all "local densities" of A reflect those
 of B, these vertex sets contain only a very small proportion of the edges in A
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 as well. Removing these edges makes A into a (x(H) - Impartite graph and
 we are done.
 How do we ensure that local densities are preserved? All we have to do is
 enrich our set of basic anti-uniform functions by adding an appropriate set of
 functions that will allow us to transfer local densities from the sparse structure
 to the dense one. For example, in the case above we need to know that A and B
 have roughly the same inner product (when appropriately weighted) with the
 characteristic function of the complete graph on any large set V of vertices. We
 therefore add these characteristic functions to our stock of basic anti-uniform
 functions. For other applications, we need to maintain more intricate local
 density conditions. However, as we shall see, as long as the corresponding set
 of additional functions is sufficiently small, this does not pose a problem.
 4. A conditional proof of the main theorems
 In this section, we shall collect together the results of Sections 2 and 3 in
 order to make clear what is left to prove. We start with a simple and general
 lemma about duality in normed spaces.
 Lemma 4.1. Let $ be a bounded set of real-valued functions defined on a
 finite set X such that the linear span of $ is Mx. Let a norm on be defined
 by H^ll = max{|(/, 0)| : (f> G $}. Let ||.||* be the dual norm. Then H^ll* < 1 if
 and only if ip belongs to the closed convex hull of & U (- 3>).
 Proof If ip = ^ i<t>i with 0* e $U (-$), Xi > 0 for each i and =
 and if 11/11 < 1, then |(/,^)| < A¿|(/, <fo)| < 1. The same is then true if rf)
 belongs to the closure of the convex hull of $ U (- ■ 3>).
 If î/j does not belong to this closed convex hull, then by the Hahn-Banach
 theorem there must be a function / such that | (/, (/>) | < 1 for every 0 G and
 (/, i¡)) > 1. The first condition tells us that ||/|| < 1, so the second implies that
 'M* >i- D
 So we already know a great deal about functions 0 with bounded dual
 norm. Recall, however, that we must consider positive parts of such functions:
 we would like to show that {fi - v, </>+) is small whenever ||</>ļ|* is of reasonable
 size. We need the following extra lemma to gain some control over these.
 Lemma 4.2. Let be a set of functions that take values in [-2,2] and
 let e > 0. Then there exist constants d and M, depending on e only , such
 that for every function ip in the convex hull of 'ř, there is a function u that
 belongs to M times the convex hull of all products ±<f>i - -(/>j with j < d and
 01, ... , (ļ)j G 'ř, such that ''ip+ - u;||oo < c-
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 Proof. We start with the well-known fact that continuous functions on
 closed bounded intervals can be uniformly approximated by polynomials. Thus,
 if K(x) is the function defined on [-2, 2] that takes the value 0 if x < 0 and x
 if X > 0, then there is a polynomial P such that 'P{x) - K(x) | < e for every
 x E [-2, 2]. It follows that if ^ is a function that takes values in [-2, 2], then
 ||P(V0-iMoo<e.
 Let us apply this observation in the case where ip is a convex combination
 À i(ļ>i of functions </>¿ G 'P. If P(t) = Ylj= l aj^ j then
 d
 P(iļ>) = aj • • • À • • • (pij .
 j= i
 But ^ii ' " ^ ij = 1 f°r every j, so this proves that we can take M to
 be Ylj=i 'aj' • This boimd and the degree d depend on e only, as claimed. □
 Similarly, for colouring problems, where we need to deal with the function
 (maxi<¿<r </>*)+, we have the following lemma. The proof is very similar to
 that of Lemma 4.2, though we must replace the function K(x) that has to
 be approximated with the function K(x i,...,xr) = max{0, xi, . . . ,xr} and
 apply a multivariate version of the uniform approximation theorem inside the
 set [- 2, 2]r (though the case we actually need follows easily from the one-
 dimensional theorem).
 Lemma 4.3. Let ^ be a set of functions that take values in [-2, 2] and let
 e > 0. Then there exist constants d and M, depending on e only , such that for
 every set of functions • • • , Vv in the convex hull there is a function u
 that belongs to M times the convex hull of all products ±</>i - -(f)j with j < d
 and (/>i, . . . , (ļ)j G such that ||(maxi<¿<r - ^;||oo < e. □
 We shall split up the rest of the proof of our main result as follows. First,
 we shall state a set of assumptions about the set S of ordered subsets of X.
 Then we shall show how the transference results we are aiming for follow from
 these assumptions. Then over the next few sections we shall show how to prove
 these assumptions for a large class of sets S.
 The reason for doing things this way is twofold. First, it splits the proof
 into a deterministic part (the part we do now) and a probabilistic part (verify-
 ing the assumptions). Secondly, it splits the proof into a part that is completely
 general (again, the part we do now) and a part that depends more on the spe-
 cific set S. Having said that, when it comes to verifying the assumptions, we
 do not do so for individual sets S. Rather, we identify two broad classes of
 set S that between them cover all the problems that have traditionally inter-
 ested people. This second shift, from the general to the particular, will not be
 necessary until Section 7. For now, the argument remains quite general.
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 Suppose now that ļi' , axe measures on a finite set X and fi -
 H
 associated measures of random sets tĄ, . . . , Umì each distributed as *p, but
 for now we will continue to work deterministically. We shall be particularly
 interested in the following four properties that such a sequence of measures
 may have.
 Four key properties.
 PO. Il/ii ||i = 1 + o(l) for each i, where o(l) - » 0 as |X| -> 00.
 Pl. II *1 (/it2, . • • , fJ>ik) - °i(/¿¿2> • • • ? ¿Olli < V whenever ¿2, • • • , ú ore distinct
 integers between 1 and ra.
 P2. II *j (1, 1, ... , 1, . . . , fiik) lloo < 2 whenever j >2 and ij+ 1, . . . , ik are
 distinct integers between 1 and ra.
 P3. |(/z - 1,£)| < A whenever £ is a product of at most d basic anti-uniform
 functions from
 In the remainder of this section, we will prove that if //1, . . . ,/zm satisfy
 these four properties, then any robust density theorem or colouring theorem
 also holds relative to the measure /i. To prove this for density statements,
 we first need a simple lemma showing that any density theorem implies an
 equivalent functional formulation. For convenience, we will assume that each
 set in S consists of distinct elements from X .
 Lemma 4.4. Let k be an integer and p, /3, e > 0 be real numbers. Let X
 be a sufficiently large finite set and let S be a collection of ordered subsets of
 Xj each of size k and with no repeated elements. Suppose that for every subset
 B of X of size at least p'X', there are at least ß'S' elements (si, . . . ,Sfc) of S
 such that Si G B for each i. Let g be a function on X such that 0 <g< 1 and
 IMIi>P + e- Then
 Esesg(si) • • • g(sk) > ß - e.
 Proof. Let us choose a subset B of X randomly by choosing each x G X
 with probability g(x ), with the choices independent. The expected number of
 elements of B is Y^x9Ìx) ^ (P + 6)l^l therefore, by applying standard
 large deviation inequalities, one may show that if 'X' is sufficiently large,
 the probability that 'B' < p'X' is at most e. Therefore, with probability
 at least 1 - e there are at least ß'S' elements s of S such that G B for
 every i. It follows that the expected number of such sequences is at least
 ß'S'(l-e) > (ß - e)!«?!- But each sequence s has probability g(si) • • -g(sk)
 of belonging to B, so the expected number is also £)sesS(si) ' " 9Ísk ), which
 proves the lemma. □
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 Note that the converse to the above result is trivial (and does not need
 an extra e), since if B is a set of density p, then the characteristic function of
 B has Li-norm p.
 We remark here that the condition that no sequence in S should have
 repeated elements is not a serious restriction. For one thing, all it typically
 does is rule out degenerate cases (such as arithmetic progressions with common
 difference zero) that do not interest us. Secondly, these degenerate cases tend
 to be sufficiently infrequent that including them would have only a very small
 effect on the constants. The reason we do not allow them is that it makes the
 proof neater.
 With Lemma 4.4 in hand, we are now ready to prove that a transference
 principle holds for density theorems.
 Theorem 4.5. Let k be a positive integer and let p, /3, e > 0 be real
 numbers. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection of
 ordered subsets of X , each of size k and having no repeated elements. Sup-
 pose that for every subset B of X of size at least p'X' , there are at least
 ß'S' elements («i,...,«*) of S such that G B for each i. Then there are
 positive constants 77 and A and positive integers d and m with the following
 property. If /ii,...,/xm are such that PO, PI, P2 and P3 hold for the con-
 stants 77, A and d, p, = m-1(/x 1 +
 ^sesf(si) š • • f(sk) > ß - c for every function f such that 0 < f < ß and
 IE xf(x) > p + e.
 Proof To begin, we apply Lemma 4.4 with | to conclude that if 'X' is
 sufficiently large and g is any function on X with 0 < g < 1 and ||p||i > p+ |,
 then
 Ktsgisi) ■ ■ ■ g(sk) >ß~71-
 For each function /1, let ''h'' be defined to be the maximum of |(/i, (¡>)' over all
 basic anti-uniform functions <ļ> G Let 77 = We claim that, given f with
 0 < / < /i, there exists a g with 0 < g < 1 such that ||(1 + |)-1/ - g'' < rj/k.
 Equivalently, this shows that |((1 + f)-1/ - < rj/k for every (f> G $M,i.
 We will prove this claim in a moment. However, let us first note that it is a
 sufficient condition to imply that
 ^sesf(si)'" f{sk) > ß-e
 whenever 0 < f < p and E Xf(x) > p + e. Let m = 2 k3/rj and write (1 + f )-1/
 as m~1(f 1 H
 P2, then implies that E Xg(x) > (1 + |)_1E Xf(x) - rj/k and that
 I - (9, *l{9, 9, ...,g)) I < 4/7-
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 Since rļ/k < e/8, (1 + |)_1 > 1 - f and 1 + o(l) > Exf(x) > p + e,
 E Xg{x) > (l + E xf{x) -v/k>p + e-^-^~ o(l) > p +
 for |X| sufficiently large, so our assumption about g implies that
 >ß~^-
 Since in addition 877 < e, we can deduce the inequality
 (fil ļ °l(/¿2? • * • î fik)) - ß ~ eì
 which, since the capped convolution is smaller than the standard convolution,
 implies that
 E,63/(si) •••/(«*) = (/,*1 (/,/,- ..,/)) >Eil)...iifc(/i1,o1(/i2,...,/ifc)) > ß-e.
 It remains to prove that for any / with 0 < / < /z, there exists a g with
 0 < g < 1 such that ||(1 + f)-1/ - g'' <77 /k. An application of Lemma 2.5
 tells us that if (/¿ - 1, ^+) < f f°r every function ip with ||V>||* < krj-1, then
 this will indeed be the case. Now let us try to find a sufficient condition for
 this. First, if IMI* < krj 1, then Lemma 4.1 implies that ip is contained in
 krļ~l times the convex hull of $ U {- $}, where is the set of all basic anti-
 uniform functions. Since functions in $ U {- $} take values in [-2, 2], we can
 apply Lemma 4.2 to find constants d and M and a function u that can be
 written as M times a convex combination of products of at most d functions
 from $ U {- $} such that ||ļ/>+ - v''oo < e/20. Hence, for such an a;,
 </x-l ,rļf+-u) < H/z-lllilh^-wIloo < (2 + °(1))¿ < I
 for |Xļ sufficiently large. From this it follows that if |(/i - 1, £)| < e/8 M
 whenever £ is a product of at most d functions from $ U {-<&}, then
 (p- l,V+> = (/X- l,w) + (fi- l,il>+ -w) < e/8 + e/8 = e/4.
 Therefore, applying P3 with d and À = e/8 M completes the proof. □
 To prove a corresponding theorem for colouring problems, we will again
 need a lemma saying that colouring theorems always have a functional refor-
 mulation.
 Lemma 4.6. Let fc,r be positive integers and let ß > 0 be a real num-
 ber. Let X be a finite set and let S be a collection of ordered subsets of X,
 each of size k and hamng no repeated elements . Suppose that for every r-
 colouring of X, there are at least ß'S' elements (si, . . . , Sk) of S such that each
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 Si has the same colour. Let gi, . . . ,gr be functions from X to [0, 1] such that
 Q' ~b • • • Qr = 1 • Then
 r
 Es€sX^i(sl) • * ' 9i(sk) > ß-
 i= 1
 Proof Define a random r-colouring of X as follows. For each xGl, let
 X have colour i with probability gi{x ), and let the colours be chosen indepen-
 dently. By hypothesis, the number of monochromatic sequences is at least ß'S',
 regardless of what the colouring is. But the expected number of monochro-
 matic sequences is J2seS 1 9i(si) ' ' ' 9i{sk )> so the lemma is proved. □
 We actually need a slightly stronger conclusion than the one we have just
 obtained. However, if S is homogeneous, then it is an easy matter to strengthen
 the above result to what we need.
 Lemma 4.7. Let k,r be positive integers and let ß > 0 be a real num-
 ber. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection of ordered
 subsets of X , each of size k and having no repeated elements. Suppose that
 for every r-colouring of X, there are at least ß'S' elements (si,...,sfc) of S
 such that each Si has the same colour. Then there exists 5 > 0 with the fol-
 lowing property. If <71, . . . ,pr are any r functions from X to [0, 1] such that
 gi(x) H
 Í= 1
 Proof. Let Y be the set of x such that g' (x) H
 can find functions hi, ...,hr from X to [0, 1] such that h' H
 hi(x) < 2 gi(x) for every x € X ' Y . By the previous lemma, we know that
 r
 Eses ^¿(si) • • • hi(sk) > ß.
 i= 1
 Let T be the set of sequences s E S such that s¿ € Y for at least one i.
 Since S is homogeneous, for each i, the set of s such that s, G Y has size
 |5||y|/|X| < ¿|S|. Therefore, 'T' < M|S|. It follows that
  r
Y^129i(si)---9i(sk)>
 ses t=i seS'T ¿=i
 seSi= i
 >(2~kß-k5)'S'.
 Thus, the lemma is proved if we take 6 = 2 ~^k+l^ß/k. □
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 We now prove our main transference principle for colouring theorems. The
 proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.5 and reduces to the same conditions,
 but we include the proof for completeness.
 Theorem 4.8. Let fc,r be positive integers and ß > 0 be a real number.
 Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection of ordered subsets
 of X, each of size k and with no repeated elements. Suppose that for every
 r-colouring of X there are at least ß'S' elements (si, . . . , Sk) of S such that each
 Si has the same colour. Then there are positive constants r) and A and positive
 integers d and m with the following property. If /¿i, . . . , /¿m are such that PO,
 PI, P2 and P3 hold for the constants 77, À and d, ¡i = + • • • + //m),
 and 'X' is sufficiently large , then Eses Ylï=i fi(si) ' ' * fi(sk) > 2~^k+2^ß for
 every sequence of functions such that 0 < fi < ¡i for each i and
 fi = V-
 Proof. An application of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 tells us that there exists
 ó > 0 with the following property. If gi, . . . , gr are any r functions from X to
 [0, 1] such that gi(x)-{
 i= 1
 Again we define the norm ||.|| by taking ||/i|| to be the maximum of '(h, 4>)'
 over all basic anti-uniform functions <f) G Let 77 be such that 8rjr <
 min(¿, 2~(fc+1)/3). We claim that, given functions /1, . . . , /r with 0 < fi < ß
 and X)i=i fi = there are functions gi such that 0 < gi < 1, gi H
 and ||(1 + |)_1/¿ -ftll < īļ/k. Equivalently, this means that for every i and
 every (j) € we have that |((1 + |)_1/¿ - gi, <j>)' < rj/k. We will return to
 the proof of this statement. For now, let us show that it implies
 EseS ¿ fi(si) ■ ■ ■ fi(sk) > 2~^ß.
 Í= 1
 Let m = 2 k3/r¡ and write (1 + f )-1/¿ as
 Corollary 3.7, together with PI and P2, then implies that
 fi
 E x9i(x ) > (1 + -)_1EI/i(x) - rļ/k
 and that
 > °l(/»,Ì2' • • • ' (ö»' *l(5t) 9iì • • • ì 9i)} I -
 Suppose that there were at least 5|X| values of x for which XX=i 9i(x) < 5-
 Then this would imply that
 Exex¿5i(x) < ^6 + (1 -S) < 1 - S~.
 Í= 1
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 But Kxgi(x) > (1 + |)_1Ex/i(a:) - r///c. Therefore, adding over all i, we have,
 since T) < ô/8r and (1 + |)_1 > 1 - |, that
 y^IEigXgi(^) > (l + ^ ) (1 + o(l)) - > 1 - -
 Í= 1
 for |X| sufficiently large, a contradiction. Our assumption about the gi there-
 fore implies the inequality Yli=i(9ii *1 • • • >Si)) > 2~^k+1^ß. Since 8rr¡ <
 2~(fc+1)/3, we can deduce the inequality
 °l(/»j2> - 'i fi, 3k)) - 2
 1=1
 which, since the capped convolution is smaller than the standard convolution,
 implies that
 EseS E /ť(«i) ■ ■ ■ M*k) = E</i, /i» • • • ' fi))
 Ì= 1 ¿=1
 - -jkifijll °l(/ij2î * * * î fijk)) - 2 ^+2)ß
 i=l
 As in Theorem 4.5, we have proved our result conditional upon an assumption,
 this time that for any functions f' , . . . , fr with 0 < /* < /¿ and J2ï=i fi = there
 are functions gi such that 0<5t<l,5ri+- -+5r <land ||(l+f) 1fi~9i'' < rļ/k.
 An application of Lemma 2.6 tells us that if (/z - 1, (maxi<¿<r ipi)+) <5/4 for
 every collection of functions ipi with ''ipi''* < kr¡~ l, then this will indeed be
 the case. By Lemma 4.1, each is contained in fcr/-1 times the convex hull
 of $ U {- $}, where $ is the set of all basic anti-uniform functions. Since
 functions in $ U {- $} take values in [-2, 2], we can apply Lemma 4.3 to find
 constants d and M and a function u that can be written as M times a con-
 vex combination of products of at most d functions from $ U {- <&}, such that
 ||(maxi <i<ripi)+ - u;||oo < ¿/20. From this it follows that if 'X' is sufficiently
 large and |(/x - 1,£)| < 6/8M whenever £ is a product of at most d functions
 from $ U {- $}, then (// - 1, (maxi<¿<r 0¿)+) < S/A. Therefore, applying P3
 with d and A = 5/8M proves the theorem. □
 Finally, we would like to talk a little about structure theorems. To moti-
 vate the result that we are about to state, let us begin by giving a very brief
 sketch of how to prove a sparse version of the triangle removal lemma. (For a
 precise statement, see Conjecture 1.7 in the introduction, and the discussion
 preceding it.)
 The dense version of the lemma states that if a dense graph has almost
 no triangles, then it is possible to remove a small number of edges in order
 to make it triangle free. To prove this, one first applies Szemerédi's regularity
 lemma [60] to the graph, and then removes all edges from pairs that are sparse
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 or irregular. Because sparse pairs contain few edges, and very few pairs are
 irregular, not many edges are removed. If a triangle is left in the resulting
 graph, then each edge of the triangle belongs to a dense regular pair, and then
 a simple lemma can be used to show that there must be many triangles in the
 graph. Since we are assuming that there are very few triangles in the graph,
 this is a contradiction.
 The sparse version of the lemma states that essentially the same result
 holds in a sparse random graph, given natural interpretations of phrases such as
 "almost no triangles." If a random graph with n vertices has edge probability p,
 then the expected number of (labelled) triangles is approximately p3n3, and the
 expected number of (labelled) edges is pn2. Therefore, the obvious statement
 to try to prove, given a random graph Go with edge probability p, is this: for
 every ô > 0, there exists e > 0 such that if G is any subgraph of Go that
 contains at most ep3n3 triangles, then it is possible to remove at most Spn2
 edges from G and end up with no triangles.
 How might one prove such a statement? The obvious idea is to use the
 transference methods explained earlier to find a [0, 1] -valued function g de-
 fined on pairs of vertices (which we can think of as a weighted graph) that has
 similar triangle-containing behaviour to G. For the sake of discussion, let us
 suppose that g is in fact the characteristic function of a graph and let us call
 that graph T. (Later, in Corollary 9.7, we will show that such a reduction is
 always possible.)
 If r has similar behaviour to G, then T contains very few triangles, which
 is promising. So we apply the dense triangle removal lemma in order to get rid
 of all triangles. But what does that tell us about G? The edges we removed
 from r did not belong to G. And in any case, how do we use an approximate
 statement (that G and T have similar triangle-containing behaviour) to obtain
 an exact conclusion (that G with a few edges removed has no triangles at all)?
 The answer is that we removed edges from T in "clumps." That is, we
 took pairs (£/, V) of vertex sets (given by cells of the Szemerédi partition) and
 removed all edges linking U to V. So the natural way of removing edges from
 G is to remove the same clumps that we removed from T. After that, the
 idea is that if G contains a triangle, then it belongs to clumps that were not
 removed, which means that T must contain a triple of dense regular clumps,
 and therefore many triangles, which implies that G must also contain many
 triangles, a contradiction.
 For this to work, it is vital that if a clump contains a very small proportion
 of the edges of T, then it should also contain a very small proportion of the
 edges of G. More generally, the density of G in a set of the form U x V should
 be about p times the density of V in the same set. Thus, we need a result that
 allows us to approximate a function by one with a similar triangle count, but
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 we also need the new function to have similar densities inside every set of the
 form U X V when U and V are reasonably large.
 In the case of hypergraphs, we need a similar but more complicated state-
 ment. The precise nature of the complexity is, rather surprisingly, not too
 important: the main point is that we shall need to approximate a function
 dominated by a sparse random measure by a bounded function that has a sim-
 ilar simplex count and similar densities inside all the sets from some set system
 that is not too large.
 In order to state the result precisely, we make the following definition.
 Definition 4.9. Suppose that we have a finite set X and suppose that $^1
 is a collection of basic anti-uniform functions derived from a collection S of
 ordered subsets of X and a sequence of measures ļi - (/¿1, . . . ,/xm). Then,
 given a collection of subsets V of X, we define the set of basic anti-uniform
 functions $¿1,1 (V) to be $^1 U {xv • V € V}, where xv is the characteristic
 function of the set V.
 We also need to modify the third of the key properties, so as to take
 account of the set system V.
 P3'. |(/¿ - 1,£)| < À whenever £ is a product of at most d basic anti-uniform
 functions from
 Our main abstract result regarding the transfer of structural theorems
 is the following. It says that not only do the functions / and g reflect one
 another in the sense that they have similar subset counts, but they may be
 chosen to have similar densities inside all the sets V from a collection V. The
 proof, which we omit, is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.5: the only
 difference is that the norm is now defined in terms of ^M,i(V), which gives us
 the extra information that '(f,xv) ~ (g,Xv)' < II/ - ffll f°r every V e V and
 hence the extra conclusion at the end.
 Theorem 4.10. Let k be a positive integer and e > 0 a constant. Let X
 be a finite set , S a homogeneous collection of ordered subsets of X, each of
 size k , and V a collection of subsets of X. Then there are positive constants rj
 and X and positive integers d and m with the following property. If ļi' , . . . , /¿m
 are such that PO, PI, P2 and P3' hold for the constants 7/, A and d, then , for
 'X' sufficiently large , the following holds for fi =
 0 < / < /X, there exists g with 0<<7< 1 such that
 Eses/(si) • • • f(sk ) > Es650(si) • • • g(sk) - e
 and, for all F G V,
 '&xevf(x) -ExeVg(x)' <
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 We remark that the second part of the conclusion can be rewritten as
 '&xXv(x)f(x) - Exxv(x)g(x)' < e,
 which is precisely the statement that '(f,Xv) ~ (5, Xv) I <
 Note that for P3' to have a chance of holding, we cannot have too many
 sets in the collection V. However, we can easily have enough sets for our
 purposes. For instance, the collection of pairs of vertex sets in a graph with
 n vertices has size 4n; this is far smaller than the number of graphs on n
 vertices, which is exponential in n2. More generally, an important role in the
 hypergraph regularity lemma is played by fc-uniform hypergraphs H formed as
 follows: take a (k - l)-uniform hypergraph K , and for each set E of size fc, put
 E into H if and only if all its subsets of size k - 1 belong to K . Since there are
 far fewer ( k - l)-uniform hypergraphs than there are fc-uniform hypergraphs,
 we have no trouble applying our result.
 Since our ultimate goal is to prove a probabilistic theorem, the task that
 remains to us is to prove that certain random sets satisfy PO, PI, P2 and P3
 (or P3') with high probability. That this is so for PO follows easily from
 Chernoff's inequality. It remains to consider PI, P2 and P3.
 5. Small correlation with a fixed function
 One of our main aims in this paper is to show that, with high probability,
 Km -i,OI < A for every product £ of at most d basic anti-uniform functions,
 when ß is chosen randomly with suitable density. This is a somewhat compli-
 cated statement, since the set of basic anti-uniform functions depends on our
 random variable fx. In this section we prove a much easier result, which will
 nevertheless be useful to us later on: we shall show that, for any fixed bounded
 function f, K/z - 1,£)| < A with high probability.
 To prove this, we shall need a standard probabilistic estimate, Bernstein's
 inequality, which allows one to bound the sum of independent and not neces-
 sarily identically distributed random variables.
 Lemma 5.1. Let Y', Y¿, . . . , Yn be independent random variables. Suppose
 that each Y¿ lies in the interval [0, M]. Let S = Y' + Y2-'
 r(|5-E(S)|>t)<2exp{2(£v(-ļ;'+f)}.
 We are now ready to prove that {ß - 1, £) is bounded with high probability
 for any fixed bounded function f .
 Lemma 5.2. Let X be a finite set and let U - Xp. Let ļi be the associated
 measure of U . Then , for any constants C and A irnth C > A and any positive
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 function £ with ||£||oo < C,
 P(|(ju - 1,01 > A) < 2e-A2pW/3Cr2.
 Proof. For each x € X, n(x)£(x) is a random variable that takes values in
 the interval [0,p_1C]. The expectation of fi(x)£(x) is £(x), so the expectation
 of (ļi - 1, £) is 0. Also, the variance of /x(x)£(x) is at most E(n(x)2£(x)2), which
 is £(x)2p_1, which is at most C2p_1.
 Let S = J2x ß(x)£(x)- Then the probability that |(/x - 1,^)1 > A equals
 the probability that IS1 - ES| > A|X|. Therefore, by Bernstein's inequality,
 rao. - 1,01 > A) < 2exp
 = 2eXP {2 ((^+£'/3)}
 < 2 exp {-'2p'X'ßC2} ,
 where to prove the second inequality we used the assumption that C > A. □
 Before we move on to the next section, it will be helpful to state Chernoff 's
 inequality, the standard estimate for the tails of the binomial distribution. As
 we have already noted, PO is a straightforward consequence of this lemma.
 Lemma 5.3. Let 0 < p < 1 and 0 < 6 < ^ be real numbers and X a finite
 set. Then
 P(||Xp| -p'X'' > Sp'X') < 2e~&2P'x''A.
 6. The set of basic anti-uniform functions has few extreme points
 A slightly inaccurate description of what we are going to do next is that
 we shall show that if PI and P2 hold with high probability, then so does P3.
 In order to understand how and why what we shall actually do differs from
 this, it is important to understand the difficulty that we now have to overcome.
 The result of the previous section tells us that for a random measure /z and
 any given function £, |(/x - 1,£)| is bounded with high probability. We now
 need to show that this is the case for all functions £ that are products of at
 most d basic anti-uniform functions. As we have already commented, this is
 tricky, because which functions are basic anti-uniform functions depends on /1.
 To get a clearer notion of the problem, let us look at a subcase of the
 general fact that we are trying to prove, by thinking how we might try to
 show that, with high probability, (/zi - 1, oi(/2, . . . , fk)) is small whenever
 0 < fi < ßi for i = 2, 3, . . . , k. That is, for the time being we shall concentrate
 on basic anti-uniform functions themselves rather than on products of such
 functions.
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 A question that will obviously be important to us is the following: for
 how many choices of functions /2, . . . , fk do we need to establish that '{ļi' - 1,
 °i(/2j • • • , fk)) I is small? At first glance, the answer might seem to be infin-
 itely many, but one quickly realizes that a small uniform perturbation to the
 functions /2, . . . , fk does not make much difference to (/xi - 1, . . . , fk )).
 So it will be enough to look at some kind of net of the functions.
 However, even this observation is not good enough, since the number
 of functions in a net will definitely be at least exponentially large in p'X'.
 Although the probability we calculated in the previous section is exponentially
 small in p'X', the constant is small, whereas the constant involved in the size
 of a net will not be small. So it looks as though there are too many events to
 consider.
 It is clear that the only way round this problem is to prove that the set of
 basic anti-uniform functions o i(/2, . . . , fk) is somehow smaller than expected.
 And once one thinks about this for a bit, one realizes that this may well be the
 case. So far, we have noted that Oļ(/2, . . . , fk) is not much affected by small
 uniform perturbations to the functions /¿. However, an important theme in
 additive combinatorics is that convolutions tend to be robust under a much
 larger class of perturbations: roughly speaking, a "quasirandom" perturbation
 of one of the fi is likely to have little effect on oi(f2, ... , /&).
 It is not immediately obvious how to turn this vague idea into a precise
 one, so for a moment let us think more abstractly. We have a class T of
 functions, and a function 1/, and we would like to prove that (i/, (j>) is small
 for every (ļ) G T. To do this, we would like to identify a much smaller class of
 functions A such that if (1/, ip) is small for every x/j G A, then (1/, (j>) is small for
 every 0 G I' The following very simple lemma tells us a sufficient (and also in
 fact necessary) condition on A for us to be able to make this deduction.
 Lemma 6.1. Let T and A be two closed sets of functions from X to M and
 suppose that both are centrally symmetric. Then the following two statements
 are equivalent :
 (i) For every function v , max{|(i/, (ļ>)' : (ļ) G T} < max{|(ř/,^)| : G A}.
 (ii) r is contained in the convex hull of A.
 Proof The statement we shall use is just the easy direction of this equiv-
 alence, which is that (ii) implies (i). To see this, let 0 G T. Then we can write
 0 as a convex combination ^ À of elements of A, and that implies that
 1(^,0)1 ^ V>»)|- If 1(^^)1 ^ £ f°r every tļ> G A, then this is at most £,
 which proves (i), since u and (1) were arbitrary.
 Now let us suppose that T is not contained in the convex hull of A, and
 let 0 be an element of T that does not belong to this convex hull. Then the
 Hahn-Banach theorem and the fact that A is closed and centrally symmetric
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 guarantee the existence of a function v such that (^, 0) > 1, but |(i/, ip)' < 1
 for every īļj G A, which contradicts (i). □
 The reason Lemma 6.1 is useful is that it gives us a strategy for proving
 that I (/i - 1,£)| is small for all products of at most d basic anti-uniform func-
 tions: try to show that these functions belong to the convex hull of a much
 smaller set. In fact, this is not quite what we shall do. Rather, we shall show
 that every £ can be approximated by an element of the convex hull of a much
 smaller set. To prepare for the more elaborate statement we shall use, we need
 another easy lemma.
 The statement of the lemma is not quite what one might expect. The
 reason for this is that the simplest notion of approximation, namely uniform
 approximation, is too much for us to hope to attain. Instead, we go for a kind
 of weighted uniform approximation, where we allow the functions to differ quite
 a lot, but only in a few specified places.
 Lemma 6.2. Let H be a nonnegative function defined on X such that
 ii-iii e and H#!!«, ^ R. Let (/ - -Xp artd let fjL be the associated measure
 of U. Then , with probability at least 1 - 2exp(- e2p'X'/3R2)i we have the
 estimate |(/x - 1, (j>) - (/x - 1, xp)' <3e for every pair of functions <¡> and iķ such
 that '(/> - ip' < H.
 Proof The fact that ||#||i < e implies that 1(1, 0) - < e as well.
 Also, |(/i, (1) - ip)' < (fjijH). Therefore, it remains to estimate the probabil-
 ity that (//, H) > 2e. Lemma 5.2 with A = e and C - R implies that the
 probability that (¡i - 1,H) > e is at most 2exp(- e2p'X'/3R2). Therefore,
 with probability at least 1 - 2exp(- e2p'X'/3R2)1 < 2e. The result
 follows. □
 If we use Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 in combination, then we can show
 the following result.
 Corollary 6.3. Let H be a nonnegative function defined on X such that
 ii-iii ^ 6 and ||.ř/"||oQ ^ R. Let ř/ - and let 1jl be the associated measure
 of U. Let r and A be two sets of functio s and suppose that f r every (f) G T,
 there exists ip in the convex hull of A such that '<ļ> - ip' < H. Then
 max{|(/x - 1,0)| : 0 G r} < max{|(/x - 1, V>')l : ^ € A} + 3e
 with probability at least 1 - 2exp(- e2p'X'/3R2).
 Proof By Lemma 6.2, the probability is at least 1 - 2exp(- e2p'X'/3R2)
 that I (fi - 1, (/>) - (fi - 1, iļj) I < 3e whenever |</> - 1¡)' < H. By the easy direction
 of Lemma 6.1, |(/x - ,^)1 < max{|(/x - 1,^)1 : V7' ^ f°r everY V7 m he
 convex hull of A. This proves the result. □
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 How do we define an appropriate set of functions A? A simple observation
 gets lis close to the set we need, but we shall need to make a definition before
 we can explain it.
 Definition 6.4. Let 0 < g < p < 1, U = Xp and let V = Uq/p. Let
 ļi be the associated measure of U and let v be the associated measure of V
 considered as a set distributed as Xq. Let / be a function with 0 < / < /¿.
 Then the normalized restriction fv of / to V is the function defined by taking
 fv(x) = ( p/q)f(x ) if X G V and 0 otherwise.
 The normalization is chosen to give us the following easy lemma. Note
 that the expectation below is a "probabilistic" expectation rather than a mere
 average over a finite set.
 Lemma 6.5. Let U = Xp be a set with associated measure // and let
 V = Uq/p be a random subset of U with associated measure v. Then , for any
 function 0 < / < /x, / = IE vfv
 Proof For each x G U we have
 Ey/i/(a :) = (p/q)f(x)F[x € V] = f(x),
 and for each x £ U we have f(x) = Ev/i/(x) = 0. □
 This lemma expresses / as a convex combination of normalized restric-
 tions, which is potentially useful to us, since if q/p is a small constant, then a
 typical contribution to this convex combination comes from a restriction to a
 set that is quite a lot smaller than U . That will allow us to find a small net
 for the set of all possible restrictions, whose convex hull can then be used to
 approximate the set of all possible functions / with 0 < / < /X.
 Furthermore, we can use Lemma 6.5 to write convolutions and products of
 convolutions as convex combinations as well, as the next lemma easily implies.
 The lemma itself is very easy, so we omit the proof.
 Lemma 6.6. For 1 < i < m, let fi be a fixed function and let gi be a
 random function such that fi = E gi. Let . . . , fm) be a multilinear form
 in the functions /i, . . . , /m. Then
 k(/i, • • • , fm) = Ek(0i, . . .,9m)-
 The rough idea, and the third main idea of the paper, is to rewrite every
 product of convolutions as an average of products of basic anti-uniform func-
 tions built out of normalized restrictions. Since there are "fewer" of these, we
 will have fewer events that need to hold. We must, however, be careful when we
 apply this idea. For a start, we cannot afford to let q become too small. If q is
 too small, then, given associated measures of sets distributed as Xq,
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 we can no longer guarantee that the convolutions *1(^2 , . . . , i/fc) are sufficiently
 well behaved for our purposes. Even when we choose q to be large enough,
 there will still be certain rogue choices of sets. However, for q sufficiently large,
 we can take care of these rogue sets by averaging and showing that they make
 a small contribution. Thus, there is a delicate balance involved: q has to be
 small enough to give rise to a small class of functions, but large enough for
 these functions to have the properties required of them.
 Another problem arises from the form of the basic anti-uniform func-
 tions. Recall that our starting point is a collection of (randomly chosen) sets
 Ul, . . . , Um with associated measures /¿1, . . . , /¿m. The basic anti-uniform func-
 tions we want to approximate are of the form o j(g, . . . , g, /¿+1, . . . , /&), where
 0 < g < 1 and 0 < fh < l¿ih for some sequence (ij+i, . . . , ik) of integers between
 1 and m. Therefore, we must approximate capped convolutions of functions
 some of which are bounded above by 1 and some of which are bounded above
 by associated measures of sparse random sets. This creates a difficulty for
 us. It is still true that if V = Xq is a random set with associated measure i/,
 then g = E ygv, but if we exploit that fact directly, then the number of sets
 V that we have to consider is on the order of (Jpq)* Since we will take q/p
 to be a constant, this is much larger than exp(cp'X' ) for any constant c and
 therefore too large to use in a probabilistic estimate given by a simple union
 bound. To get round this problem we shall find a much smaller set V such that
 g = E vevgw
 We shall need the following piece of notation to do this. Suppose that
 the elements of the set X are ordered in some arbitrary way as #i, . . . , xn, say.
 Then, given a subset V = {xj1 , . . . , Xjx } of X and an integer a between 0 and
 n - 1, we define the set V + a to be the set formed by translating the indices
 by a. That is, V + a = {xj1+a, . . . , Xjl+a} where the sums are taken modulo n.
 (This "translation" operation has no mathematical significance: it just turns
 out to be a convenient way of defining a small collection of sets.)
 Let us write u + a for the characteristic measure of V + a. Write gu+a for
 the function given by ļyļ#(x) if x G V + a and 0 otherwise. A proof almost
 identical to that of Lemma 6.5 implies that g = E agi/+a f°r anY function g
 and, in particular, for any function g such that o < g < 1. Prom this and
 Lemma 6.5 itself it follows that if (Wi, . . . , Wj- 1) are any subsets of X, and
 u)i is the characteristic measure of then
 *7 (di • • • j 9 j fj+1 1 ś ' ' j fk)
 - *j G7a/i+au • • • j 9u)j-'+aj-' » (/7+1)1^+1? • • • » (fk) uk)j
 where for h > j the set Vh is distributed as (Uih)q/p. There is one prac-
 tical caveat, in that this identity holds when u;i, . . . are characteristic
 measures, but it is more natural for us to deal with associated measures.
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 However, if we assume that W', . . . , Wj-' were chosen with probability q and
 'Wi' = (l+o(l))gļX|, then the distinction vanishes and the identity above holds
 (up to a o(l) term) with associated measures rather than characteristic ones.
 This observation is encouraging, because it represents the convolution
 ... ,5, /¿+1, . • . , fk) as an average of convolutions from a small class of
 functions. However, it certainly does not solve our problems completely, since
 we need a statement about capped convolutions. Of course, it would be very
 surprising if it did solve our problems, since so far we have not said anything
 about the size of q and the sets Wi, . . . , Wj- In order to transfer the trivial
 observation above from convolutions to capped convolutions, we shall need q
 to be sufficiently large and the Wi to be "sufficiently random."
 6.1. Sufficient randomness. First, let us describe two properties that are
 closely related to the properties PI and P2 defined earlier and discuss how they
 are related. The properties will apply to a sequence of measures 1^1, ... , Vj- 1,
 ř/j+i, . . . , i/fc and parameters 77 > 0 and j < k.
 Ql. II (1/1, . . . , ^_l, 1/7+1, Ojfa, . . . , Uj-U Vj+1 , . . . , I/fc)||l < V'
 Q2. II *j (1, . - - ,1, Vj- fi, . . . , Vjļ ) 1 1 00 < 2.
 The main difference between these new properties and the properties PI
 and P2 is that we are not quantifying over a whole set of sequences. For
 example, PI is the property that Ql holds with j = 1 for every sequence
 (//¿2, . . . , ļiik) taken from a sequence (//1, . . . , /¿m).
 A less obvious difference is that, while we are ultimately interested in
 obtaining properties of the measures /11, . . . ,/xm, we shall deduce these from
 probabilistic statements about typical sequences of measures fi, . . . , chosen
 binomially with a smaller probability. This will be illustrated by the main
 result of this section.
 Let us define what we mean by "sufficiently random" and then show that
 what we need can be obtained if Ql holds with sufficiently high probability
 for suitable 77. The next definition highlights the property that we want to get
 out of the sufficient randomness: that capped convolutions should be pretty
 similar to actual convolutions.
 The randomness property we need of our sets W{ is roughly speaking that
 almost all sequences of sets that appear in the averages we consider satisfy
 Ql for some small 77. That will allow us to prove a statement about capped
 convolutions, because almost all the convolutions that appear in the average in
 the observation above can then be approximated by their capped counterparts.
 Here is the formal definition.
 Definition 6.7. Let 77 > 0 be a real number, let 0 < q < p < 1 and let
 VFi, . . . , Wj- 1 and Zj+ 1, . . . , Zk be subsets of X . We say that Wi, . . . , Wj- 1,
 Zj+ 1, . . . , Zk are sufficiently random if | Wh' = (1 + o(l))q'X' for every h < j,
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 'Zh' = (1 + o(l))p|X| for every h > j and, if cüi, . . . , cj j-' axe the associated
 measures of W', . . . , Wj-' defined with weight q~l , then the following state-
 ment holds:
 • Let a sequence (ai, . . . , aj-i, Vj+u... , Vk) be chosen randomly and inde-
 pendently such that ah G Zn for every h < j , 14 = (Zh)q/P for ev-
 ery h > j and, for each h > j, let Vh be the associated measure of
 Vh defined with weight q~l. Then the probability that the ( k - l)-tuple
 (u i + ai, . . . ,ujj~i + aj- 1, Vj+ 1, . . . , ï/jt) satisfies Q1 is at least 1 - o('X'~k).
 Strictly speaking, the definition of sufficient randomness depends on the
 parameters 77, p and q , but these will be clear from the context.
 Our next main lemma says that if Q1 holds with sufficiently high prob-
 ability, then the probability that W'^ . . . , Wj-i, Zj+', . . . , are sufficiently
 random, if we choose them independently at random in a suitable way, is also
 close to 1.
 Lemma 6.8. Suppose that if v', . . . , are the associated measures of sets
 Vļ, . . . , Vfc, each chosen binomially with probability q > po5 then property Q1
 holds with probability 1 - o('X'~k). For 1 > p > q > po, let W', . . . , Wj-' be
 independent random subsets of X with each Wh = Xqi and let Zj+i, . . . , Z^
 be independent random sets with each Z h = Xp. Then the probability that
 VFi, . . . , Wj-i, Zj+i, . . . , Zk are sufficiently random is 1 - o(l).
 Proof Consider the following way of choosing k - 1 random sets. First
 we choose W', . . . , Wj-i and Zj+ 1, . . . , Z^ as in the statement of the lemma.
 Chernoff's inequality easily implies that with probability 1 - o('X'~k) we have
 I Wh' = (1 + o(l))q'X' for all h < j and 'Zh' = (1 + o(l))p'X' for all h > j.
 Next, we choose ai, . . . , aj- 1, Vj+ 1, . . . , Vk randomly and independently such
 that ah G Zn for every h < j and Vh = (Zh)q/P for every h > j. Then the
 sets W' + ai, . . . , Wj-i + aj- 1, Vj+ 1, . . . , Vk are independent random sets, each
 distributed as Xq.
 Let their associated measures be lj i + ai, . . . , ujj-i + aj- 1, Vj+ 1, . . . , Vk*
 Then, since q > Po, our assumption tells us that this sequence of measures
 satisfies Q1 with probability 1 - o('X'~k). Therefore, with probability 1 -
 o(l), when we choose the W i and the the probability that the sequence
 + ai, . . . ,u)j-i + aj~ i, Vj+ 1, . . . , Vk satisfies Ql, conditional on that choice
 of the Wi and is at least 1 - o(|X|-A:). Hence, Wi, . . . , Wj- 1, Zj+ 1, ...,Zk
 are sufficiently random with probability 1 - o(l), as claimed. □
 In particular, if Z¿+i,...,Zfc are binomial random subsets of X, each
 chosen with probability p, then, with high probability, there is a choice of sets
 W' , . . . , Wj- 1 such that . . . , Wj- 1, Zj+ 1, . . . , Zk are sufficiently random.
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 6.2. The proof for basic anti-uniform functions. Suppose that Lq = p >
 q>Po for some large constant L. It will be by choosing this constant L to be
 large enough that we will make our trick of using normalized restrictions work.
 Throughout this section, we will assume that 77 > 0 is some parameter yet to
 be specified, and 1, . . . , is a sequence of sets, with associated measures
 Cj+i, • • • > Cfc defined with weight p-1, such that
 (i) If j = 1, then Q1 holds for the sequence of measures (£2, . . . , 00-
 (ii) If j > 1, then Q2 holds for the sequence of measures (Cj+i, • • • > Cfc)-
 (iii) There exist sets W', ..., Wj- 1 such that W%, . . . , Wj- 1, Zj+ 1, ...,Zt¡ are
 sufficiently random (with parameters j and rj).
 In the remainder of the section, we will show that if conditions (i), (ii)
 and (iii) hold (with parameters j and rj for suitable rj), then the set of basic
 anti-uniform functions defined using C¿+1> • • • , Cfc has a small net. To be more
 precise, we need some definitions. In what follows, we will write u>h,a for
 the associated measure of Wh + a (or, more accurately, the translate by a of
 the associated measure u h of Wh), where again these associated measures are
 defined with weight g-1. We will also write uj'h a for the characteristic measure
 of Wh + a.
 Definition 6.9. Let $(Cj+i, . . . , Cfc) be the set of all functions of the form
 °j(9 , • • • > 9, fj+ 1» • • • . fk), where 0 < g < 1 and 0 < fh < Ch for each h > j.
 Let ¥«j+i, . . • , Cfc) be the set of functions fj-i, fj+i, ■ ■ ■ ,fk) such
 that the constituent functions fh have the following properties. If h < j, then
 0 < fh < w'ha for some a, and if h > j , then 0 < fh < Vhi where fh is the
 associated measure, defined with weight q_1, of some set Vh G (Zh)q/P such
 that 'Vh' < 2q'X'.
 We shall now show that every function in 3>(Cj+i, . . . , Cfc) can be approx-
 imated by a convex combination of functions in 'ř(Cj+i, • • • , Cfc)- This will
 be very useful to us, because ^(Cj+i, • - ■ , Cfc) is a much "smaller" set than
 3>(Cj+i, • • • ,Cfc)- However, we need to be rather careful about precisely what
 we mean by "can be approximated by."
 Lemma 6.10. Let L and a < 1 be positive constants. If r; is sufficiently
 small ( depending on a) and |X| is sufficiently large ( depending on L and a),
 then there is a nonnegative function H such that ||íř||i < a, ||#||oo < 2, and,
 for every function oj(g, . . . ,g,fj+ļ, . . . , fk) € $(0+1 > • • • > Cfc)» there exists a
 function a in the convex hull of ^(Cj+i, • • • , Cfc) su°h that
 0 < oj(g,...,g,fj+l,...,fk)-(T< H.
 Proof. Let us choose a random function ip 6 ^(Cj+i * • • • ) Cfc) 85 follows.
 Suppose that W', . . . , Wj- ' are the sets given by condition (iii) and that for
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 each hj the associated measure of Wh is Uh (as in the definition of sufficient ran-
 domness). We start by choosing a random sequence (cjļ, . . . , fj+i, • . . , Vk)-
 Here, each u'h is chosen uniformly at random from the 'X' measures u'ha and
 each Uh is the associated measure of a set V^, where the sets Vh are independent
 and distributed as ( Zh)q/P - We then let V7 be the function
 °j(9uj'ļ > • • • > 9lüj_1 7 (/j + l)l/j + l 7 • • • 7 {fk)vk)
 if every Vh has size at most 2g|X|, and the zero function otherwise. Finally,
 we take a to be the expectation of iß, which is certainly a convex combination
 of functions in 'ř(£j+i, ...,&).
 Let us begin with the first inequality. Here we shall prove the slightly
 stronger result that the inequality holds even if we take
 - °j(9uj,1 ? * • • ? 9u,j_l j (/j+i)i/¿+i » • • • j (A)i/fc)
 for all choices of V/! (rather than setting it to be zero when one of the Vh is too
 large).
 Let T be the function from M to R defined by T(y) = min{y, 2} and let
 S(y) = y~ T(y) = max{y - 2, 0}. Then
 °jÌ9ì • • • ? 9i fj+ii • • • 7 fk ) = ^(*¿(3? - • • i9i fj+ 1? • • • ? /fc))
 = T(E(*j(^u;/ , . . . , (/i+i)i/j+u • • • ? (A)^fc)))î
 by Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 and the fact that g = Ea&y • (The reason we use h,a
 the characteristic measures uJh a rather than the associated measures ujh,a here
 is so that this identity is exactly true rather than merely approximately true
 with high probability.) On the other hand,
 ^{°j{9uj[ 7 • • * ->9^11 (/.H-lJl'j + l ) * * * 7 ifkjvk))
 E T(*j(^łj/ , . . . (/j+l)f¿+i7 • • • 7
 Since T is a concave function, the result follows from Jensen's inequality.
 Now let us define H and prove the second inequality. Since capped convo-
 lutions are smaller than convolutions and, as above, *j(<7, /7+1, • • • , fk))
 = E(*j(^o;,17--.7^_1,(/7+i)^+i,---,(/A;)i/fc)), the left-hand side of this in-
 equality is at most E (*j(^, . . . ,0^, (/¿+i)i/i+1, • • • , (/*)«*) - ^), which is
 Er, where
 T ^{^j{9uj[l ' • • l9u'j_ļ1 (fj + l)l/j + 15 • • • 7 (/fe)ffc))
 if every has size at most 2g|X|, and ^(^ , . . . ,0^, (/j+i)«/i+1, • • • 7 (A)i*)
 otherwise.
 If every has size at most 2q'X', then
 T < S(*j(wļ, . . . , Wj-.!, I/J-+1, . . . , l/fc)),
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 since S is an increasing function. If there is some set Vh that is too large, then
 we use the bound
 • • • i9u ( f j ~ł~ 1 ) u j -j- 1 ? • • • j ( fk)vk ) < 'X'k *j (1, . . . , 1) = 'X'k,
 which follows since < ^ - ifêi < |A"| and (fh)uh < Vh < ip/qKh <
 q~i < 'X' for every h. Since, by Chernoff's inequality, the probability that
 some one of the Vh has size larger than 2q'X' is exponentially small in q'X' ,
 the contribution of these bad terms is o(l) everywhere.
 We also have the trivial bound
 °j(9, ■ ■ -,gJj+ 1, •••,/*)-*< 2.
 Accordingly, if we set H = min{7/+E . . . , u'j_ l7 Vj+ 1, . . . , ^)), 2}, then,
 provided |X| is sufficiently large, we have a function that satisfies the second
 inequality and trivially satisfies the inequality ||iï||oo < 2.
 It remains to bound ||<HT||i. Let 77 = a/4. Then when we choose our
 random sequence (cji, . . . ,0/7-1, Vj+ 1, . . . , z/fc), the probability that it satisfies
 Q1 is 1 - o('X'~k)i by the sufficient randomness assumption. Since there are
 at most 'X'k ways of choosing o;i, . . . it follows that with probability
 1 - o(l), every single such choice results in a sequence that satisfies Ql. That
 is, we have the inequality
 II *j (^1,01 j * • • 7 Wj-ltaj-i ) vj+ 1? * * * J uk)
 - Oj (cJi)ai, . . . ,Wj-ltaj-n Vj+ 1, . . . , ^fc)||l ^ V-
 The condition that 'Wi' = (l + o(l))g|X| implies that, for every 1 < i < k and
 every a G |X|, = (1 + o( l))u'i a. Therefore, for 'X' sufficiently large,
 II *j K,ai , • ■ ■ . ' I/J+1 ' • • • ' "*)
 -°j (u'l,ai, ■ ■ • ■ 'VkiWl < 27/
 for any 1, . . . , such that every choice of uj', . . . , Wj-i yields a sequence
 that satisfies Ql.
 If Vj+ 1, . . . , Uk are such that there exists (ai, . . . , aj- 1) for which
 (^l,ai j • • • ? l,aj_i Î ^j+lł • • • Î "fc)
 does not satisfy Ql, then we use a "trivial" bound instead. For each fixed
 choice of (Vj+i, . . . , 14), we have
 Ell *j
 = II *3 (!
 < (p/q)k~j'' *j (i» • • • ) O+i) • • • ) Cfc) 111»
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 where the expectation here is taken over all sequences (ai, . . . , ßj-i). The
 inequality follows from the fact that 0 < < (p/q)Çh for each i. The constant
 T) is at most 1, so applying assumption (i) if j = 1, we find that
 Il *i (C2, •••,&) Iii ^ Il °i (C2," -,00111
 + II *1 (C2, • • • ,00 - °l(C2, • • • ,00 111 < 2 + 7/ < 3.
 Similarly, applying assumption (ii) if j > 1, we have ||*¿(1, . . . , 1, Cj+i, • • • , 00 111
 < 2. In either case,
 Ell *j > • • • , Mj- i, aj- % » ^j+ii • • • > "Olli < 3 (p/q)k~l < 3 Lk.
 As 'X' tends to infinity, the probability that the first bound does not hold
 for every (ai, . . . , aj-i) tends to zero, and the second bound always holds.
 Therefore, if 'X' is sufficiently large, it follows that
 H-Hlli < 2t? + E|| *j • ■ ■ '"j-i^-^Vj+i, • ■ • ,"k)
 - °j (wi,oi. • • • . "5-1^-1» "i+i> • • • ' **)lli < 47? = a,
 where the expectation is taken over all sequences containing those ^¿+1, . . . , Vk
 such that, for all choices of ai, . . . , aj- 1, (ujiìCL1 , • . . , ojj- , Vj+ 1, • • • ? "k) sat-
 isfies Ql. The result follows. □
 What we have shown is not just that every element of $(£j+i, . . . , Cfc) can
 be approximated well in L' and reasonably well in by a convex combina-
 tion of elements of V(Çj+ 1, • • • ? Cfc)> but rather the stronger statement that the
 difference is bounded above by a fixed bounded function with small Li-norm.
 This will be important to us later.
 The title of this section was "The set of basic anti-uniform functions has
 few extreme points." That is an oversimplification: the next result is what we
 actually mean.
 Lemma 6.11. Let 0 < a < l/2k and L > 2 be a positive integer with
 p = Lq. Then , for 'X' sufficiently large depending on L and a , the following
 holds. Let Zj+ 1, . . . , Zk be subsets of X with associated measures 1, . . . , Ok
 defined with weight p_1, and suppose that assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) are
 satisfied. Then there is a collection 7 = 'ř7(£j_|_i, . . . , £¿) of functions that
 take values in [0,2], of cardinality at most ^ (2 / a)(k~lì2q'x' , and
 nonnegative functions H and H' with ||if||i < a, ll^lloo < 2, lltf'lll < 3a(k- 1)
 and H/TU«, < 2, such that for every function <f> - Oj{g, . . . , g, fj+i, , fk ) in
 1 , • • • , 00, there is a function ip in the convex hull of 9' with ip < <p <
 ip + H + H'.
 Proof. Choose a positive integer t such that a/2 < f_1 < a. Then there
 exists a nonnegative function g' with 0 < g' < 1 such that every value taken
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 by g' is a multiple of ť1 , and such that 0 < g' < g < g' + a. Also, for
 every h and every function fh such that 0 < fh < On there exists a function
 fh. w»111 0 < ^ taking values that are multiples of t such that
 0 <f'h<fh<f'h + a<;h.
 We would now like to show, for any such choice of g and /¿+1, that
 the functions (j> = Oj(g, ... , g, fj+u ...,fk) and ft = ...,g',
 are reasonably close. We shall consider the two cases j = 1 and j > 1 sepa-
 rately.
 If j = 1, then
 k
 <t>- <t> = • • • . fh-lifh, ■ ■ ■ , fk) - °l(/2. • • • » fh> fh+1 , • • • . fk ))
 /i=2
 k
 ^ • • • > fh-l> fh> ■ • • , fk) - *l(fĻ---, f'hi fh+1,- ••,/*:))
 h= 2
 k
 = *l(/2» • • • > fh- 1) /fc _ /hi /fe+l> • • • ì fk)
 h= 2
 k
 ^ X] *l(C2, • • • , Oi- 1) «On 0»+l) • • • > Cfc)
 /i=2
 = a(fc- l)(*l(C2,---,Cfc))-
 Since rļ < 1, assumption (i) imphes that
 II *1 (C2,---,Cfe)l|l < 3)
 so we find that o ļ(/2, - °i(/2> ■■•if 'k) is bounded above by a function
 H' with Li-norm at most 3<*(fc - 1). It is clearly also bounded above by 2.
 Lemma 6.10 gives us H with ||iïj|i < a, ||.Hļ|oo < 2, and also 1¡) G
 ^(C2, • • • j 00 such that 0 < o i(fĻ ...,f'k)-ip < H. Putting these two facts
 together implies the required bounds on H and H' for the case j = 1.
 If j > 1, then a very similar argument shows that
 <l> -</>'< a(k - l)(*j(l, . . • , 1, C¿+i. • • • 1 Cfc))-
 By assumption (ii), || *j (1, . . . , 1, Cj+i, • • • j Ofe) lloo < 2, so in this case we have a
 function H' with L^- norm at most 2 a(k - 1) < 2 and therefore with Li-norm
 at most 2 a(k - 1).
 All that remains is to count the number of functions in 'ř(£J+i, . . . , Cfc) that
 are normalized restrictions of functions of the form Oj(g', . . . ,g', f'j+i, • • • > /&)•
 It is here that we shall use the assumption that the sets each have cardi-
 nality (1 + o(l))p|X| < 2p'X'. There are at most |Xp_1 choices for the set
 (oi, . . . , a,j- 1), and for each j + 1 < i < k, because of the upper bound on the
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 sizes of the Zi and V¿, there are at most I^K^jxj) choices for the set V¿. (Note
 that since p = Lq > 2q , the largest binomial coefficient is indeed this one.)
 Finally, each valuation of each function has at most t < 2/ a possible results
 and each of the k - 1 functions has a domain of size at most 2g|X|. Therefore,
 the number of normalized restrictions is at most
 as required. □
 6.3. The proof for products of basic anti-uniform functions. To connect
 the results of the previous subsection with basic anti-uniform functions, take
 a sequence ŁĄ, . . . , Í7m of subsets of X with associated measures /¿i, . . . , /¿m.
 Then, for each j and each sequence (ij+i, . . . ,z&) of distinct indices between
 1 and ra, we shall apply the results with Zh = Uih and Oi = Then the
 functions in the set . . . , Cfc) are basic anti-uniform functions.
 In this section, it will be clear from the context that we are talking about
 measures /¿i, . . . , //m, and therefore it will be convenient to write 3>(ij+i, . . . , i^)
 and 'ř(tj+i, . . . , ik) instead of $(//¿j+1 ,...,pik) and , . . . , mk).
 Our next task is to generalize Lemma 6.11 to a result that applies not
 just to basic anti-uniform functions but also to products of at most d such
 functions. This is a formal consequence of Lemma 6.11. The exact nature of
 the bounds we obtain for ''J''i and || J||oo is unimportant: what matters is that
 the first can be made arbitrarily small and the second is bounded. We need a
 definition.
 Definition 6.12. If </> £ $(ij+ 1, • • • then define the profile of <f) to be
 the ordered set (tj+i, . . . ,ifc), and if £ is a product of d basic anti-uniform
 functions fa, then define the profile of £ to be the set of all d profiles of the
 (ßh- We will refer to d as the size of the profile.
 Corollary 6.13. Let 0 < a < I /2k and L >2 be a positive integer with
 p = Lq . TTien, for 'X' sufficiently large depending on L and a, the following
 holds. Suppose that A is a profile of size d and , for every (ij+i, . . . ,ifc) in A ,
 the sets Uij+1 , . . . , U{k satisfy assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii). Then there is a
 collection A = A(>1) of at most |^|fcd(2çjxj) (2/a)2kdq'x' functions that take
 values in [0, 2d] and a nonnegative function J = J(A) with ||J||i < dak6d and
 Halloo ^ d6d, such that for every function £ that is a product of basic anti-
 uniform functions with profile A , there is a function xp in the convex hull of A
 with %/) < £ < ip + J.
 Proof. Every function £ with profile A is a product <f>i - • '(ļ>d, where each
 <1>i is a basic anti-uniform function with some fixed profile. That is, each fa
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 belongs to a fixed set of the form , ik)- By Lemma 6.11 we can find
 tpl such that ipi < <j>i < ipi + Ji, where i1ą belongs to the convex hull of a set
 of size at most {2/a)2kq^x' and J¿ is a fixed function such that
 Halloo < 4 and ||J¿||i < Aak.
 It follows that fļt ýí ^ ^ EE» (V7» + Ji)- But
 d d d
 nw* + jí) - n & ^ e jh n^i + •*)•
 ¿=1 ¿=1 h= 1
 Since each fa has Loo-norm at most 2, the latter function has Li-norm at most
 dakGd and Loo-norm at most d6d, as claimed. □
 We are now ready for the main result of this section. It will be convenient
 once again to give names to certain assumptions.
 Rl(r,j). If 2q, . . . , Zjç are chosen independently from Xr and their associated
 measures are Ci> • • • > Ob then
 II (Cl ? • • • ? Cj-i ? O+i ì • - - iCk) ~ °j (Ci j • • • » O- i j O+i 9" • 9 C k) II i ^ i
 with probability 1 - o( 'X'~k).
 R2(r). With the notation as in Rl, the probability that
 II *j (1? • • • J 0+1' • • • » Cfe) l|o° - ^
 for every j > 2 is 1 - o(l).
 Note that Rl(r, j) is saying that Q1 holds with high probability, and R2(r)
 is saying that Q2 holds with high probability for every j (when the are the
 associated measures of random sets from Xr).
 Lemma 6.14. For any positive constant X and positive integer d , there
 exist rj,m and L such that the following holds . Let 0 < po < 1/L and suppose
 that assumptions Rl (r,j) and R2(r) hold for every j and for every r > po . Let
 p > Lpo , let Ui, . . . , Um be chosen independently from Xp and let ¡jl i, . . . , be
 their associated measures. Then , with probability 1 - o(l), they satisfy property
 P3. That is, setting /¿ = H
 product of at most d basic anti-uniform functions from $^,1-
 Proof Let A be a profile and suppose that i is not involved in A. Let
 r = T(A) be the set of all products of at most d basic anti-uniform functions
 with profile A. Let q = p/L for a constant L yet to be determined. By
 assumption Rl (q,j), Lemma 6.8 implies that for every sequence (ij+i, . . . ,ik),
 the probability that assumption (iii) holds with parameters p and q for the sets
 Uij+ 1 , . . . , Uik is 1- o(l). Therefore, the probability that it holds for all j and all
 sequences (ij+i, . . . , ifc) in the profile A is also 1- o(l). By assumptions Rl(p, 1)
 and R2(p), we also know that assumptions (i) and (ii) hold with probability
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 1 - o(l) for any given (ij+i, . . . , ik) and, therefore, for all (¿¿+1, . . . , ik) in the
 profile A.
 We may therefore apply Corollary 6.13 to conclude that there exists a set
 A = A(j4) of at most |^|fcd(2^jxļ) (2/a)2kdq^x^ functions such that, for every
 function £ G T, there exists in A with |£ - tp' < H , where ||i/||i < dak6d
 and ||fř||oo < d6d. If we let a = A/12fcd6d, Corollary 6.3 implies that, with
 probability 1 - o(l),
 max{| (fa - 1,0)| : </> G T} < max{| </x¿ - 1,^)1 : ^ A} + ^.
 Note that this step depends critically on the fact that is entirely indepen-
 dent of the set A (A). It was for this purpose that we chose m random sets
 Ui, . . . , Um rather than one single random set U . This observation is also im-
 portant in the next step, which is to prove that max{|(/¿¿ - 1, ip')' : i/j' G A} <
 À/4 with probability 1 - o(l).
 By Lemma 5.2, since Halloo < 2d for all ý' G A, the probability that
 |(/¿¿ - 1, V7') I > A/4 is at most 2exp(- A2p|X|/22d+10) for any given tļ/. Since
 p = Lq , we may estimate the number of elements in A (A) as follows:
 / 9/1 1' tjfļd ' 2fcdp|Xļ/ L
 < 'x'kd(3L)2kd*>'xVL ( / 9/1 24fcAd6 1' tjfļd ' J
 If we choose L sufficiently large (depending on k, d and A), then we can arrange
 for the sum of the probabilities, which is at most 2 exp(- A2p|X|/22d+10)| A(A)|,
 to be o(l).
 We are almost done. We now wish to prove a result about the measure
 (j, = m~l(ß H
 we find that with probability 1 - o(l), |(/¿¿ - 1,01 < A/2 for every /z¿ and £
 such that i is not involved in the profile of £. Fix a particular £o- If we choose
 i at random, the probability that it is involved in the profile of £0 is at most
 (k - 1 )d/m. Furthermore, for any i, we have the trivial bound | (/Xj - l,£o)| <
 2d+2, since ||£o||oo < 2d and, for |AÍ | sufficiently large, ||/z¿ - l||i < 3. Therefore,
 |</i - 1,6)1 < E Mm - 1,6)1 < {k~1)d2d+2 m + £ 2 < A, m 2
 provided m > kd2d+3/X. The result follows. □
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 6.4. Obtaining P3' as well It is possible to add a fixed set of bounded
 functions T to the collection of basic anti-uniform functions, provided only
 that this set has size smaller than 2P^X^L°, where Lq is again some constant
 depending only on fc, À and d, and the above proof continues to work. Indeed,
 adding such a collection can increase the size of the set of products of basic
 anti-uniform functions by a factor of at most 2dp'x'/L°. Therefore, when we
 come to the final hne of the penultimate paragraph of the proof of the previous
 lemma, provided Lq and L have been chosen small enough, the probability that
 the random measure fii correlates with any given function is still small enough
 to guarantee that with high probability max{|(/x¿ - G T'} < À/4,
 where T' is the set of functions formed from products of at most d character-
 istic functions from T and basic anti-uniform functions whose profile does not
 involve /z¿. The remainder of the proof is the same, in that we add over all
 profiles and rule out the set of small exceptions where the set Ui is involved in
 the profile of £.
 Later, when we come to apply this observation, T will be a collection of
 characteristic functions. For example, to prove a stability version of Turán's
 theorem, the set T will be the collection of characteristic measures of vertex
 subsets of {1, . . . , n}. This has size 2n. Therefore, provided p > Cn x, for C
 sufficiently large, we will have control over local densities.
 7. Probabilistic estimates Is tail estimates
 In this section, we shall focus on showing that property P2 holds with
 high probability. That is, we shall show that under suitable conditions, with
 high probability || *j (1, 1, . . . , l,/¿ii+1, • • • ,M»fc)ll°° < 2 for every j > 2 and
 every sequence ij+i, ■ ■ ■ ,ik of distinct integers between 1 and m. It will be
 helpful for the next section if we actually prove the following very slightly
 more general statement. For every 1 < j < k, every collection of measures
 v' ,■■■ ,vk such that at least one of the measures other than Vj is the constant
 measure 1 and the rest are distinct measures of the form ßij has the property
 that d *j (fi,...,i/fc)||oo < 1-
 Up to now, our argument has been general. Unfortunately, we must now
 be more specific about the kind of sets that we are dealing with. We shall split
 into two cases. First, we shall look at systems S with the following property.
 Definition 7.1. A system S of ordered sequences of length k in a set X has
 two degrees of freedom if, whenever s and t are two elements of S and there
 exist i j such that = U and Sj = tj, we have s = t.
 This includes the case when S is the set of arithmetic progressions in
 Zn, and higher-dimensional generalizations concerning homothetic copies of a
 single set.
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 After that, we will look at graphs and hypergraphs. In this case, the
 required estimates are much more difficult. Thankfully, most of the hard
 work has already been done for us by Janson, Ruciński and, in one paper,
 Oleszkiewicz [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. (See also the paper of Vu, [64].) We
 shall return to these estimates later.
 7.1. The proof for systems with two degrees of freedom. Let U'1 . . . , Um be
 independent random sets chosen binomially and let their associated measures
 be /xi, ... , / im . We are interested in quantities of the form *j(v i, . . . , Vk)(x),
 where each Vi (with i ^ j) is equal to either the constant function 1 or to one
 of the measures /ir. We also insist that no two of the are equal to the same
 1lt and that at least one of the is the constant function.
 Suppose that the set of i such that is one of the /ir is {ai, . . . , a;} and
 that Vah = fibh for h = 1,2,...,/. Then we can interpret *j(^i, . . . , Vk)(%)
 as follows. Recall that Sj(x) is the set of all s = (si, . . . , Sk) G S such that
 Sj = X. Then *¿(^1, . . . , Vk){x) is equal to p~l times the proportion of s G Sj(x)
 such that Sah G Ubh for every h = 1 This is because uah(sah ) = p~l if
 Sah G Ubh and 0 otherwise.
 Now let us regard sequences s G S as fixed and fĄ, . . . , ř7m as random
 variables. For each s, let E(s) be the event that safi G Ubh for every h = 1, . . . , I
 (so E(s ) is an event that depends on i/i, . . . , Um). We claim that if s and t are
 distinct sequences in Sj(x), then E(s) and E(t) are independent. The reason
 for this is that we know that Sj = tj , and our assumption that S has two
 degrees of freedom therefore implies that there is no other i such that
 It follows that the events sah G Uļ,h and tūh G Ubh are independent (since the
 sets Ui are chosen binomially) and hence that E(s) and E(t) are independent
 (since the sets Ubx , . . . , are independent).
 Lemma 7.2. Let X be a finite set , let S be a homogeneous collection
 of ordered subsets of X , each of size fc, and suppose that S has two degrees
 of freedom. Let U', . . . , Uk be random subsets of X with associated measures
 /ii, . . . ,/Xfc, each chosen binomially with probability p. Let 1 < j < k and let
 L be a subset of {1, 2, . . . , A:} ' {j} of cardinality I < k - 1. For each i < fc,
 let Vi = ļii if i G L and 1 otherwise. Let x G Zn. Then the probability that
 *j{y lj • • • j Vj-i j Vj+i, • • • ? Vk)(x) <% is at least 1 - 2exp(- pl'Sj(x)'/16).
 Proof. Let 'i be the characteristic function of t/¿. Suppose that L =
 {ai, . . . , a/}. Then
 *j{v 1, . . . , t/j+i, vk)(x) = p~l EaeSj(x) n
 ieL
 Now UieLXi(si) is the characteristic function of the event E(s) mentioned
 just before the statement of this lemma, in the case when bh = Q>' x for every h.
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 As we have discussed, these events are independent. Moreover, they each
 have probability pl. Therefore, n¿ei Xi(s%) is an average of |Sj(a;)|
 independent Bernoulli random variables of probability pl.
 By Chernoff's inequality, Lemma 5.3, Uígl Xi(si) < %Pl'Sj(x)'
 with probability at least 1 - 2exp(- p'|iS,J(a;)|/16). Therefore,
 3
 e,€s,(x) n x¿(s¿) < ñPi
 ieL
 with the same probability. This proves the result. □
 It is perhaps not immediately obvious how the bound for the probability
 in the last lemma relates to sharp values for p in applications. To get a feel
 for this, consider the case when S is the set of fc-term arithmetic progressions
 in Zn. Then |Ą(x)| = n for every x and j as 'X' = n. We want to be able to
 take p to be around With this value, exp(- pl'Sj(x)'/l6) takes the
 form exp(- In the worst case, when I = k - 2, this works out to
 be exp (- cn1/^-1)), which drops off faster than any power of n. If we took I =
 k - 1, then we would no longer have an interesting statement: that is why con-
 volutions where every is equal to some ļij must be treated in a different way.
 7.2. The proof for strictly balanced graphs and hypergraphs. We now turn
 to the more difficult case of finding copies of a fixed balanced graph or hyper-
 graph. Again, we are trying to show that *¿(^1, . . . , Vk){%) is reasonably close
 to 1 with very high probability, but now this quantity is a normalized count
 of certain graphs or hypergraphs. Normally when one has a large deviation
 inequality, one expects the probability of large deviations to be exponentially
 small in the expectation. In the graph case a theorem of roughly this variety
 may be proved for the lower tail by using Janson's inequality [28], but the be-
 haviour of the upper tail is much more complex. The best that can be achieved
 is a fixed power of the expectation. The result that we shall use in this case is
 due to Janson and Ruciński [31]. Before we state it, we need some preliminary
 discussion.
 To begin with, let us be precise about what we are taking as X and
 what we are taking as S. We are counting copies of a fixed labelled r-uniform
 hypergraph H. Let H have vertex set V of size m and (labelled) edge set
 (ei, . . . , er). (That is, each e¿ is a subset of V of size r and we choose some
 arbitrary ordering.) Let W be a set of size n (which we think of as large) and
 let X = W^r' the set of all subsets of W of order r.
 Given any injection (1) : V W we can form a sequence (si, . . . , Sk ) of
 subsets of W by setting = </>(e¿). We let S be the set of all sequences that
 arise in this way. The elements of S are copies of H with correspondingly
 labelled edges.
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 If we fix an edge e G X and an index j, then Sj(e) is the set of all sequences
 (si, . . . , Sk) in S such that Sj = e. To obtain such a sequence, one must take
 a bijection from ej (which is a subset of V of order r ) to e (which is a subset
 of W of order r) and extend it to an injection 4> from V to W . One then sets
 Si = </>(e¿) for each i.
 Now let ř7i, . . . , Um be independent random subsets of X, chosen binomi-
 ally with probability p, and let their associated measures be /¿i, . . . , /¿m. Sup-
 pose once again that v', . . . , Vk are measures, some of which are constant and
 some of which are equal to distinct //¿. Suppose that the nontrivial measures,
 not including Vj if it is nontrivial, are uūļ , . . . , vai , and suppose that vai -
 for i = 1, 2, . . . , I. Then the value *j(fi, . . . , v k)(e ) of the jth convolution at e
 is equal to
 ® seSj(e ) Jļ VbiiSdi)-
 1 <i<l
 This is p~l'Sj(e)'~1 times the number of sequences (si, . . . , Sk) G S such that
 Sj = e and sai G for every 1 < i < I. If we define H' to be the subhyper-
 graph of H that consists of the edges eai , . . . , eai , then each such sequence is
 a so-called ej-rooted copy of Hf in (e,X). That is, it is a copy of H ' where
 we insist that the vertices in ej map bijectively to the vertices in e. We are
 interested in the number of rooted copies such that the edges fall into certain
 sparse random sets. This is not an easy calculation, but it has been done for us
 by Janson and Ruciński. In order to state the result we shall need, let us define
 formally the random variable that we wish not to deviate much from its mean.
 Notation. Let K be a labelled r-uniform hypergraph and / an edge in K.
 Let I be the number of edges in K'{f} and let U', . . . , Ui be random binomial
 (r)
 subhypergraphs of the complete r-uniform hypergraph Kn on n vertices, each
 edge being chosen with probability p, with characteristic functions Xi» • • • » Xz-
 Let Sf be the set consisting of all labelled ordered copies of K'{f} in Kn ^
 that are /-rooted at a given edge e. Then the random variable y£ is given by
 y, n Xt(5¿)-
 sESf 1 <i<l
 Strictly speaking y£ depends on e as well, but we omit this from the
 notation because it makes no difference to the probabilities which edge e we
 choose. (So we could, for example, state the result for e = {1,2, ... ,r} and
 deduce it for all other e.)
 The number of injections (f) that extend a bijection from / to e is equal
 to r'(n - r)(n - r - 1) • • • (n - vk + 1), and for each one the probability that
 Si G Ui for every i is pl = peK~1 , so the expectation EY^ is
 peK~1r!(n - r)(n - r - 1) • • • (n - vk + 1).
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 The precise details will not matter to us much, but note that the order of
 magnitude is peK~1nVK~r .
 We are now ready to state the result of Janson and Ruciński. It is actually
 a very special case of a much more general result (Corollary 4.1 from [31]).
 To explain the general statement would lead us too far astray so we restrict
 ourselves to stating the required corollary.
 Lemma 7.3. Let K be a labelled r -uniform hypergraph and f a fixed edge .
 Then there exists a constant c such that the random variable y£ satisfies
 P (r/ > ?Ey>) < 2n«* exp (-C mà(Ey/)"") .
 A better, indeed almost sharp, result has recently been proved by Janson
 and Ruciński [32]. Unfortunately, though the result almost certainly extends
 to hypergraphs, it is stated by these authors only for graphs. However, the
 previous result is more than sufficient for our current purposes.
 We are now ready to show that if X - Kn ' S is the collection of la-
 belled copies of a strictly balanced hypergraph H in X and p >
 then P2 holds with high probability. The proof is essentially the same as it
 was for systems with two degrees of freedom, except that we have to use the
 results of Janson and Ruciński instead of Chernoff 's inequality. Recall that an
 r-uniform hypergraph H is strictly r-balanced if ^1* > for every proper
 subhypergraph K of H .
 Lemma 7.4. Let H be a strictly r-balanced r-uniform hypergraph with k
 edges. Let X = Kn ^ and let S be the collection of labelled ordered copies of
 H in X. Let J7i, . . . , Uk be random subsets of X, each chosen binomially with
 probability p, and let their characteristic measures be //i, . . . , /¿fc. Let 1 < j < k
 and let L be a subset of {1, 2, . . . , k} ' {j} of cardinality I < k - 1. For each
 i < fc, let Vi = ļii if i G L and 1 otherwise. Let e E X. Then for p >
 n-i/mr(H) ^ ^ere exist positive constants a and A such that the probability that
 . . . , Vj- 1, 1, . . . , ^fc)(e) < I is at least 1 - 2nVH e~Ana .
 Proof. Let Xi be the characteristic function of U{. Then
 , i/j'-i, i/j+i, . . . , uk)(e) = p-lEseSj(e) IJ Xi(si)-
 ieL
 The sum IlieL Xi(5i) counts the number of rooted copies of some
 proper subhypergraph K of H. By Lemma 7.3, the probability that
 II X«(si) > ^Pl'Sj(e)'
 seSj(e) íçll
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 is at most
 2 nVK exp (-e min (EYjJ ) 1 ì = 2 ri"K exp (-c' min (nVj ~rpej ~ 1 ) 1/"-/ Ì . ' JÇ-K. / ' JÇK /
 Since H is strictly r-balanced, we know that f°r every J Ç K.
 Therefore, there is a positive constant a! such that if p > n~l/rrir^H' then for
 each J Ç K we have the inequality
 > L'-(¡^í)(^) y~r >
 Therefore,
 min (nvj-rpej~1)1/vj > na, JCKX
 lpl'Sj(e)' is for some a, and hence the probability that X^seSj(e) YlieL Xi(si ) ^
 at most 2nVHe~Ana for some positive constants A and a. The lemma follows.
 □
 8. Probabilistic estimates II: bounding Li-differences
 Our one remaining task is to show that property PI holds with sufficiently
 high probability. In other words, we must show that if ř/i, . . . , Um are subsets
 of X chosen binomially with suitable probability p, and if their associated
 measures are //i, . . . , /zm, then with high probability
 II i fal > • • • > faj-1 J faj+1 ' * * * ' fak ) °j i fal ' * * * » faj-l ' faj+1 ' * * * ' fak ) II 1 - ^
 whenever j is an integer between 1 and k and ¿1, . . . , ij-i, ij+i, • • • , ik are dis-
 tinct integers between 1 and ra. Of course, if we can prove this for one choice
 of j and ii, ... , ij_i, ij+i, • • . , ifc, then we have proved it for all, since ra and k
 are bounded. So without loss of generality let us prove it for j = 1 and for the
 sequence (2 ,...,&). That is, we shall prove that with high probability
 II *1 (ß2, ■ ■ ■ , V>k) -°l(/i2,-..,/Xjfc)l|l < V-
 Our results will also imply the stronger statement Rl(p, 1), which was required
 for Lemma 6.14.
 The basic approach is to show that with high probability the random
 sets [/2, . • • , Uk- 1 have certain properties that we can exploit, and that if they
 have those properties, then the conditional probability that || *1 (/i 2, . . . , nu) ~
 °i(a¿25 • • • ,w) ||i < V is a^so high. This strategy is almost forced on us: there
 are some choices of [/2, . . . , Uk- 1 that would be disastrous, and although they
 are rare we have to take account of their existence.
 To get some idea of what the useful properties are, let us suppose that
 we have chosen t/2, . . . , t/fc-i, let us fix x G X, and let us think about the
 random variable *i(/X2> • • • ,//fc)(x) (which, given our choices, depends just on
 the random set Uk). This is, by definition,
 finesi (20^2(52) • * • fJ>k-i(sk-i)Hk(sk)-
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 At this point we need an extra homogeneity assumption. We would like to
 split up the above expectation according to the value of but that will lead
 to problems if different values of Sk are taken different numbers of times. Let
 us suppose that for each y , the number of s G Si(x) such that Sk = y, which is
 just the cardinality of the set S'(x) H ^(y), only ever takes one of two values,
 one of which is 0.
 In the case of arithmetic progressions of length k in Zp, with p prime,
 S'(x) nSk(y) consists of a unique arithmetic progression (degenerate if x = y),
 the progression with common difference ( k - 1 )-1(y - x) that starts at x. In
 the case of, say, K$s in a complete graph, where si and sio represent disjoint
 edges of Ä5, Si(e) fi S'io (e') will be empty if e and e' are edges of Kn that share
 a vertex, and will have cardinality n - 4 if they are disjoint. In general, in
 all natural examples this homogeneity assumption is satisfied. Moreover, the
 proportion of y for which S'(x) fi Sk(y ) = 0 tends to be 0(1/ ri) and tends to
 correspond to degenerate cases (when those are not allowed).
 With the help of this assumption, we can rewrite the previous expression
 as follows. Let us write K(x ) for the set of y such that Si(x) fi Sfc(y) / 0.
 Then
 *l(/i2, . . . , llk){x) = E5G5i(x)^2(s2) * ' * Pk-l(Sk-l)V>h(Sk)
 = ^yeK(x)flk(y)^seSi(x)nSk(y)tJ'2(s2) ' ' ' ßk-1 (Sfc-l)-
 Writing W(x,y) for ^seSļ(x)nSk(y) /^2(^2) * * • //fc-i(sfc-i), we can condense this
 to E yeK{x)Pk(y)W(x,y).
 Now we are thinking of /¿2, • • • , Mfc-i 88 fixed, and of the expressions we
 write as random variables that depend on the random measure /ifc. Note that
 the expectation of *i(//2, • • • , Hk)(x) is *1(^2 > • • • , Mfc-i, l)(x). By the results of
 the previous section, we are free to assume that this is at most 3/2 for every x.
 Our plan is to prove that the expectation of
 *i(M2, • • -,Hk)(x) - °i(ß2, ■■■, ßk)(x)
 is small for each x, which will show that the expectation of || *1 (/ 12 , . . . , fik) -
 °i(M2) • • • , Aifc)||i is small. Having done that, we shall argue that it is highly
 concentrated about its expectation.
 Now, as we have seen, the random variable *i(/i2, • • • ,Pk){%) is equal to
 ^yeK(x)ßk{y)W(x,y), which is a sum of independent random variables Vy,
 where Vy - (p'K(x)')~1W(x, y) with probability p and 0 otherwise. The ex-
 pectation EygK-(i)W(x, y) of this sum is *i(//2, • • • ,Wfc- 1, l)(^c) , which we axe
 assuming to be at most 3/2. If we also know that each Vy is small, then the
 chances that this sum is bigger than 2 are very small. From this it is possible
 to deduce that the expectation of *i(//2> • • • > Mfc)(x) - 0 i(/*2i • • • » Mfc)(x) is small.
 The following technical lemma makes these arguments precise.
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 In the statement of the next lemma, we write E yeK for the average over K,
 and E for the probabilistic expectation (over all possible choices of ¡i k with their
 appropriate probabilities).
 Lemma 8.1. Let 0 < p < 1 and let 0 < a < 1. Let K be a set and for each
 y G K let Vy be a random variable that takes the value Cy > 0 with probability
 p and 0 otherwise. Suppose that the Vy are independent and that each Cy is at
 most a. Let S = YlyeK Vy and suppose that E S < 3/2. Let T = max{5 - 2, 0}.
 Then ET < Uae~l/lAa.
 Proof. If we increase the number of random variables or any of the values
 Cy, then the expectation of T increases. Therefore, we are done if we can prove
 the result in the case where E S = 3/2.
 We shall use the elementary identity
 roo roo
 E T= P [T>t'dt= / F[S>2 + t'dt. Jo Jo
 Since Ea S = 3/2, if S > 2 + t, it follows that S - E5 > t + 1/2. Let us bound
 the probability of this event using Bernstein's inequality (Lemma 5.1).
 For this we need to bound ^V^), which is at most SyE(V^2), which
 is at most a ^2y ^(^j by our assumption about the upper bound for each Cy.
 But this is aES = 3a/2. Therefore,
 P[S 1 > - 2 + 1] J- < 2 exp i '2(3o;/2 - ; - ~(ž + 1/2)2 ļ . P[S 1 - + 1] J- exp '2(3o;/  -  - + a(t + l/2) 3  J
 Writing s = t + 1/2, this gives us 2exp(- s2/(3a + 2as/3)). When s > 1/2
 (as it is everywhere in the integral we are trying to bound), this is at most
 2exp(- s2/(6as + 2as/3)) < 2exp(- s/7a), so we have an upper bound of
 roo
 2 I exp(-s/7a)ds = 14ae_1/14a,
 J 1/2
 which proves the lemma. □
 Corollary 8.2. Suppose that //2, • • - ,ßk-i are fixed and that W(x,y) <
 ap'K(x)' for every X and y and *i(/i2, • • • , Mfc-l» 1)(®) < 3/2 for every x. Then
 E(*i(/X2, • • • , Pk)(x) - o i(ß2, . ■ ■ , Pk)(x)) < 14ae_1/14a
 for every x.
 Proof. As noted above, • • • >Wfc)(x) 's a sum °f independent ran-
 dom variables Vy that take the value (p'K(x)')~lW(x, y) with probability p
 and 0 otherwise. By our hypothesis about W(x,y), we can take Cy = a
 for each y and apply the previous lemma. Then S - *i(//2> • • • , ßk){x) and
 T = ■ ■ ■ , ßk)(x) - °i(ß2, ■ ■ ■ , Pk)(x), so the result follows. □
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 The next result but one is our main general lemma, after which we shall
 have to argue separately for different kinds of system. We shall use the follow-
 ing concentration of measure result, which is an easy and standard consequence
 of Azuma's inequality.
 Lemma 8.3. Let be the collection of all subsets of size t of a finite
 set X. Let c, À > 0 and let F be a function defined on X^ such that 'F(U ) -
 F(V)' < c whenever 'U H V' = t - 1. Then if a random set U G is chosen ,
 the probability that 'F(U) - EF| > À is at most 2exp(- '2/2c*t).
 Most of the conditions of the next lemma have been mentioned in the dis-
 cussion above, but we repeat them for convenience (even though the resulting
 statement becomes rather long).
 Lemma 8.4. Let X be a finite set and let S be a homogeneous collection
 of ordered subsets of X, each of size k. Let o be a positive integer and suppose
 that , for all x, y G X, |£i(x) nĄ(y)| G {0, a}. For each x, let K(x) be the set
 of y such that S'(x ) PI Sfc(y) ^ 0, and suppose that all the sets K(x) have the
 same size .
 Let /¿2, • • • , Mfc-i be fixed measures such that *i(//2> • • • , ßk-h 1)0*0 and
 *fc(l,/i2, • • • ,//fc-i)(x) are at most 3/2 for every x G X. For each x, y G X, let
 W(x,y) = Es6Sl(l)nSfc(j,)/Z2(s2) • ■■Hk-'{sk-')
 and suppose that W(x,y) < ap'K(x)' for every x and y.
 Let Uk be a random set chosen binomially with probability p, let fik be its
 associated measure , and let rj = 28ae_1/14a. Then
 P[|| n (M2, • • • , Wfc) - oi(M2, • • • , M*)lli > v] < 2|X|e-"2Plxl/144 +
 Proof Corollary 8.2 and linearity of expectation imply that
 m *1 (fJ-2, ■ ■ ■ , ßk) - oi(/X2, - , Mfc)||l < 14c*e~1/14a = 77/2.
 Let us write Z for the random variable || *1 (/¿2, . • • , Uk) ~ °i(/¿2, • • • ,Hk) ||i-
 To complete the proof, we shall show that Z is highly concentrated about its
 mean.
 To do this, we condition on the size of the set Uk and apply Lemma 8.3.
 Suppose, then, that 'Uk' = t. We must work out by how much we can change
 Z if we remove an element of Uk and add another.
 Since the function x i-» max{x - 2,0} is 1-Lipschitz, the amount by
 which we can change Z is at most the amount by which we can change Y =
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 II *1 (Ma, • • • >Mfe)||i- But
 II *1 (M2, ■ • • ,/ife)||i =ExEs€5l(x)/i2(s2) • • • Vk-i(sk-i)Hk(sk)
 = Eyßk(y)Es€Sk(y)ß2(s2) • ■ • Hk-i(sk-i)
 = Eyfik(y) *fc (1, ¿t2, • • • , /ifc-i)(y).
 We are assuming that *fc(l, , ßk- i)(v) is never more than 3/2, and /¿fc(y)
 is always either p~l or 0, so changing one element of Uk cannot change Y by
 more than 3(p|X|)-1. (The division by 'X' is because we are taking an average
 over y rather than a sum over y .)
 Lemma 8.3 now tells us that the probability that Z - E Z > 77/2 given
 that J Ufa I = t is at most 2exp(- rj2p2'X'2 /72t). It follows that if t < 2p'X',
 then the probability is at most 2exp(- r/2p|X|/144). By Chernoff's inequality,
 the probability that t > 2p'X' is at most 2exp(- p'X'/4). Putting these two
 facts together and adding over all possible values of £, we obtain the result
 stated. □
 Our aim is to prove that property PI holds with high probability for a
 given s all c nstant 77 > 0. Therefore, it remains to prove that, under suitable
 conditions o  p , we have th  bound W(x,y) < ap'K(x)' for every G X
 such that Si(x) fl Sk(y) is nonempty, where a is also a given small constant.
 Here, the argument once again depends on the p rticular for  of the set of
 sequences S.
 In the case of sets with two degrees of freedom, this is trivial. Let us
 suppose that 'K(x)' =t for every x e X. By definition, Si(x) fl Sj(y) is either
 em ty or  singleton   1 < i < j < k and every x, y G X. It follows,
 when Si(x) fl Sfc(y) is nonempty, that
 W(x,y) = E8£Sl(x)nsk(y)P2(s2) • -Vk-i(sk-i)
 = Mr2) - - /jLk-i(rk-i)
 <p-{k~2'
 where r = (x, 7*2, . . . , r^_i, y) is the unique element of S that belongs to Si(x)n
 Sk(y). This is smaller than apt as long as p > Recall that in a
 typical instance, such as when S is the set of fc-term arithmetic progressions
 in Zn for some prime n, t will be very close to n (or in that case actually equal
 to n), and we do indeed obtain a bound of the form Cn~l^h~1^ that is within
 a constant of best possible.
 Thus, we have essentially already finished the proof of a sparse random
 version of Szemerédi's theorem, and of several other similar theorems. We will
 spell out the details of these applications later in the paper. Now, however, let
 us turn to the more difficult task of verifying the hypothesis about W in the
 case of graphs and hypergraphs.
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 Let H be a, strictly r-balanced r-uniform hypergraph. Recall that mr(H)
 is the ratio (en - 1 )/{vh ~ r)- The significance of mr(H) is that if Gnļ> is
 a random r-uniform hypergraph on n vertices, with each edge chosen with
 probability p, then the expected number of labelled copies of H containing
 any given edge of Gn is approximately peH~lnVH~r (the "approximately"
 being the result of a few degenerate cases), so we need p > n 1/mr(H) for this
 expected number to be at least 1, which, at least in the density case, is a trivial
 necessary condition for our theorems to hold. Our main aim now is to prove
 that W(x,y) < ap'K(x)' holds when p > Cn~1/mr^H' where C is a constant
 that depends only on a and the hypergraph H .
 In the next result, we shall take p to equal Cn~1/mr(H) and prove that
 the conclusion holds provided C is sufficiently large. However, it turns out
 that we have to split the result into two cases. In the first case, we also need
 to assume that C is smaller than nc for some small positive constant c, or
 else the argument breaks down. However, when C is larger than this (so not
 actually a constant) we can quote results of Janson and Ruciński to finish
 off the argument. (Some of our results, in particular colouring theorems, are
 monotone, in the sense that the result for p implies the result for all q > p. In
 such cases we do not need to worry about large p.)
 Lemma 8.5. Let H be a strictly r-balanced r-uniform hypergraph and let
 S be the collection of labelled ordered copies of H in the complete r-uniform
 hypergraph Kn' Then , for any positive constants a and A , there exist con-
 stants c > 0 and Co such that , if n is sufficiently large , Co < C < nc, and
 p = Cn~l/mr(H' then , with probability at least 1 - n~A , if U2, • . • , Ue- 1 are
 random subgraphs Gnļ> of Kn^ with associated measures //2, • • • >Me-iî
 W(x,y) = EseSl(x)nse(y)V>2(s2) ' ' • fie-i(se-i) < ap'K(x) I,
 for all X, y G X, where we have written e for en-
 Proof Let x% be the characteristic function of U i for each i < e//. Let cr
 be the size of each nonempty set S'(x) fi Se(y) and suppose 'K(x)' = t for
 each X. Then
 W(x,y) = £T-V"(eH"2) E X2 M ■ ■ ■ Xe-l(Se-l).
 s€Si(x)nSe(y)
 But Es€Si(z)nSe(y) X2(«2) ' • - Xe-i(se-i) is the number of sequences (si, . . . , se)
 € S such that si = x, se = y and € Ui for i = 2, 3, . . . , e - 1. Therefore, our
 aim is to prove that with high probability this number is at most aptcrpe"~ 2 =
 apeH~1at. Let h be the number of vertices in the union of the first and eth
 edges. Then a is almost exactly nVH~h and t is almost exactly nh~r, so it is
 enough to prove that with high probability the number of such sequences is at
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 most ( a/2)peH~1nVH~r = (a/2)CeH~l . To do this, let us estimate from above
 the probability that there are at least (vh^)Vh such sequences.
 It will be convenient to think of each sequence in Si(x) fl Se(y) as an
 (V)
 embedding <¡> from H to Kn such that, writing /1, . . . , fe for the edges of H,
 we have = x and (j>{fe) = y> Let us call </> good if in addition </>(e¿) G for
 i - 2, 3, . . . , e - 1. Now if there are (vh¿)Vh good embeddings, then there must
 be a sequence fa, . . . , fa of good embeddings such that each fa(H) contains at
 least one vertex that is not contained in any of fa(H), . . . , fa-' (H). That is
 because the number of vertices in the union of the images of the embeddings
 has to be at least since the number of embeddings into a set of size u is
 certainly no more than uVH , and because each embedding has v h vertices.
 Let us fix a sequence of embeddings fa, . . . , fa such that each one has a
 vertex in its image that is not in the image of any previous one. Let . . . , vm
 be the sequence of vertices obtained by listing all the vertices of fa (H) in order
 (taken from an initial fixed order of the vertices of if), then all the vertices
 of fa (if) that have not yet been listed, again in order, and so on. For each
 i < £, let V¿ be the set of vertices in fa(H) but no earlier fa(H). We shall
 now estimate the probability that every fa is good. If we already know that
 (/>!,..., fa-i are all good, then what we need to know is how many edges be-
 long to fa{H) that do not belong to fa(H) for any j < i. Let = |V¿| be the
 number of vertices that belong to fa(H) and to no earlier fa( if ), and let di be
 the number of edges. Then the conditional probability that fa is good is pdi .
 It follows that the probability that fa, õ . . , fa are all good is pd i+*"+d¿. The
 number of possible sequences of embeddings of this type is at most mVHÍnm ,
 since there are at most nm sequences v' ,...,vm, and once we have chosen
 v', . . . , vm there are certainly no more than mVH ways of choosing the embed-
 ding fa (assuming that its image lies in the set { v' , . . . , vm}). Therefore, the
 probability that there exists a good sequence of t embeddings of this type is
 at most mVH^pdl^ ' ~wit
 At this point, we use the hypothesis that H is strictly balanced. Since
 Wi < vh - h < vh - (r + 1),
 en - 1 - di eu - 1
 vh - T - Wi VH - T '
 which implies that di/wi > mr(H). In fact, since there are only finitely many
 possibilities for Wi and , it tells us that there is a constant d > 0 depending
 on H only such that di > mr(H)(wi + d). Since p = Cn"1^mr^H' this tells us
 that pdi < Cdin~(Wi+c!' and hence that
 mVHtpdi+- -+dlnw1+ --+we ^ mvHtCdi+ ~+dln-łć
 To complete the proof, let us show how to choose C, just to be sure that the
 dependences are correct. We start by choosing i such that id > 2 A. Bearing in
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 mind that m < v¡¡í and that d' H
 C < (vijt)~VHtnAleHÍ , which ensures that mVHtCdl+ "+dtn~tc! < n~A. Finally,
 we need C to be large enough for (c*/2 )Cea~1 to be greater than {vui)v" , since
 then the probability that there are at least (a/2 )CeH_1 sequences is at most
 n~A, which is what we were trying to prove. Thus, we need C to be at least
 (2 (vHt)VH □
 To handle the case where C > n°, we shall again need to appeal to the
 work of Janson and Ruciński on upper tail estimates. The particular random
 variable we will be interested in, which concerns hypergraphs that are rooted
 on two edges, is defined as follows.
 Notation. Let K be an r-uniform hypergraph and /1, /2 edges in K. Let
 I be the number of edges in K'{fi, /2} and let U', . . . , Ui be random binomial
 subhypergraphs of the complete r-uniform hypergraph Kn^ on n vertices, each
 edge being chosen with probability p, with characteristic functions xi> • • • > Xl-
 Let S ft j. 2 be the set consisting of all labelled ordered copies of ^'{/i, /2} in
 Kn^ that are rooted at given edges e' and eņ. Then the random variable Y¡¿^2
 is given by
 yi U Xi(si).
 seSh,f2 1-i-i
 The necessary tail estimate (which is another particular case of Corol-
 lary 4.1 in [31]) is now the following. Note that E Y¡¿'^ is essentially equal to
 peK~2ri"K~h, where h is the size of /1 U /2.
 Lemma 8.6. Let K be an r-uniform hypergraph and f',fi fixed edges.
 Then there exists a constant c such that the random variable Y h satisfies,
 for 7 > 2,
 p (y/i>/2 > 7Ey/i./2) < 2 nVK exp (-cmin {^EY[uh)llVL^j .
 The required estimate for p > n-1/mfc(if)+c is now an easy consequence of
 this lemma.
 Lemma 8.7. Let H be a strictly r-balanced r-uniform hypergraph and let S
 be the collection of labelled ordered copies of H in the complete r-uniform
 hypergraph Kn ^ . Then, for any positive constants a and c, there exist constants
 b and B such that , if n is sufficiently large , C > nc, andp = then ,
 with probability at least 1 - 2 nVHe~Bnb , ifU2,-.., Ue-' are random subgraphs
 Gnj, of Kn ^ with associated measures /¿2, • • • , Me- 1>
 W(x,y) = EseSl(x)nSe(y)^2(s2) " - ße-i(se-i) < ap'K(x)l
 for all X, y G X, where we have written e for en-
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 Proof. Let Xi be the characteristic function of Ui for each i < e¡¡. Let
 a be the size of each nonempty set Si(x) n Se(y) and suppose 'K(x)' = t for
 each X. Note that EY^1 ,£fl = peit~2a. We may apply Lemma 8.6 with 7 = apt
 to tell us that £seSi(*)nSe(y) X2(«2) • • • Xe-i(se-i) > -ype»~2a with probability
 at most
 2 nVH exp c niin (7E Yļ1'efl)1^VL^j = 2ri"H exp c inin (jń"L flpe'j ^
 where h is the size of e' U eu- Note that, as t is almost exactly nh~r,
 7 nVL~hpeL~2 > (a/2)ri"L~rpeL~1 . Since H is strictly r-balanced, for any
 proper subgraph L of H,
 nvL-rpeL- 1 > > nb'
 Since also nVH~rpeH~ 1 > ne, the required bound holds with probability at least
 1 - 2 nVHe~Bnb for some constants B and b. Since
 W(x,y) = a~lp~(e"~2) X2(«2)---Xe-l(«e-l),
 S€S' (x)fìiS'e(2/)
 the result now follows for n sufficiently large. □
 9. Summary of our results so far
 We are about to discuss several applications of our main results. In this
 brief section, we prepare for these applications by stating the abstract results
 that follow from the work we have done so far. Since not every problem
 one might wish to solve will give rise to a system of sequences S that either
 has two degrees of freedom or concerns copies of a strictly balanced graph
 or hypergraph, we begin by stating sufficient conditions on S for theorems of
 the kind we are interested in to hold. We have of course already done this,
 but since some of our earlier conditions implied other ones, there is scope for
 stating the abstract results more concisely. That way, any further applications
 of our methods will be reduced to establishing two easily stated probabilistic
 estimates, and showing that suitable robust versions of the desired results hold
 in the dense case.
 Having done that, we remark that we have proved that the estimates hold
 when S has two degrees of freedom or results from copies of a strictly balanced
 graph or hypergraph. So in these two cases, if the robust results hold in the
 dense case, then we can carry them over unconditionally to the sparse random
 case.
 The proofs in this section require little more than the putting together of
 results from earlier in the paper.
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 9.1. Conditional results. Recall that we defined a system S of sequences
 s = (si, . . . , Sfc) to be homogeneous if for every j < k and every x 6 X, the
 set Sj(x) = {s € S : Sj = x} has the same size. Let 5 be a homogeneous
 system of sequences with elements in a finite set X, and let us assume that no
 sequence in S has repeated elements. We shall also assume that all nonempty
 sets of the form Sļ(x) n Sk(y) have the same size. Coupled with our first
 homogeneity assumption, this implies that for each x, the number of y such
 that Si(x) PI Sk{y) is nonempty is the same.
 We are about to state and prove a theorem that is similar to Theorem 4.5,
 but with conditions that are easier to check and a conclusion that is more
 directly what we want to prove. The first condition is what we proved in
 Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4. We suppose that X is a given finite set, S is a given ho-
 mogeneous system of sequences with terms in X, and po is a given probability.
 Condition 1 . Let U' , . . . , Uk be independent random subsets of X , each
 chosen binomially with probability p > po, and let ļi' , . . . , //& be their associated
 measures. Let 1 < j < k, and for each i ± j, let Vi equal either m or the
 constant measure 1 on X , with at least one Vi equal to the constant measure.
 Then with probability at least 1 - o(ļ-X^ļ - fc) ,
 *i(v i, . . . , Vj-i, fj+i> • • • ' uk){x) < 3/2
 for every x € X.
 Recall that if L is the set of i such that = /i¿, then
 . . . , Vj-u vj+i, . . . , vk)(x )
 is times the number of s € Sj(x) such that € U{ for every i € L. Since
 the expected number of such sequences is p^'Sj(x)', Condition 1 is saying that
 their number is not too much larger than its mean. (One would usually expect
 a concentration result that said that their number is, with high probability,
 close to its mean.)
 The second condition tells us that the hypotheses of Lemma 8.4 hold.
 Again we shall take X, S and p as given.
 Condition 2. Let Uļ, • • • , Uk- i be independent random subsets of X, each
 chosen binomially with probability p > Po, and let ļi 2, . . . , Uk- 1 be their associ-
 ated measures. Let a > 0 be an arbitrary positive constant. For each x, let t
 be the number of y such that S' (x) CiSk{y) is nonempty. Then with probability
 at least 1 - o(|X|-fc),
 W(x,y ) = EseSl(a:)nsfc(ł,)M2(s2) • • • /¿k-i(sfc-i) < aPt
 for every x, y such that S'(x) fi Sk (y) is nonempty.
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 This is not a concentration assumption. For instance, in the case of
 systems with two degrees of freedom, it follows trivially from the fact that
 |5i(x) fi Sk(y)' < 1 and each /x¿(s¿) is at most p~l. In more complicated cases,
 we end up wishing to prove that a certain integer- valued random variable with
 mean n~c has a probability n~A of exceeding a large constant C.
 We are now ready to state our main conditional results. Note that in all
 of these it is necessary to assume that the probability q with which we choose
 our random set U is smaller than some positive constant S. For colouring
 theorems this is not a problem, because these properties are always monotone.
 It is therefore enough to know that the property holds almost surely for a
 particular probability q to know that it holds almost surely for all probabilities
 larger than q.
 For density theorems, we can also overcome this difficulty by partitioning
 any random set with large probability into a number of smaller random sets
 each chosen with probability less than 6. With high probability, each of these
 smaller random sets will satisfy the required density theorem. If we take a
 subset of the original set above a certain density, then this subset must have
 comparable density within at least one of the sets of the partition. Applying the
 required density theorem within this set, we can find the required substructure,
 be it a fc-term arithmetic progression or a complete graph of order t.
 Alternatively, if we know a (robust) sparse density theorem for a small
 value of p, we can deduce it for a larger value q as follows. We can pick a
 random set V = Xp by first choosing U - Xq and then choosing V = Up/q.
 Since the result is true for almost every V = Xp , it will be the case that for
 almost every U = Xq, almost every V = Up/q will satisfy the result. It follows
 by a simple averaging argument that for almost every U - Xq, the robust
 version of the density theorem holds again.
 Unfortunately, for structural results, no simple argument of this variety
 seems to work and we will have to deal with each case as it comes.
 Theorem 9.1. Suppose that 5, X and po satisfy Conditions 1 and 2.
 Suppose also that there exist positive constants p and ß such that for every
 subset B C X of density at least p , there are at least ß'S' sequences s =
 (si, . . . , Sk) G S such that Si G B for every i. Then , for any e > 0, there exist
 positive constants C and S with the following property. Let U be a random
 subset of X, with elements chosen independently with probability Cpo <q<6.
 Then , with probability 1 - o( 1), every subset A of U of density at least p + e
 contains at least ( ß - e)pk'S' sequences such that S{ G A for every i.
 Proof Basically the result is true because Theorem 4.5 proves the con-
 clusion conditional on the four key properties set out before the statement of
 Theorem 4.5, and our probabilistic arguments in the last few sections show that
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 these properties follow from Conditions 1 and 2. Indeed, we would already be
 done if it were not for one small extra detail: we need to deal with the fact
 that Theorem 4.5 has a conclusion that concerns m random sets U', . . . , Um,
 whereas we want a conclusion that concerns a single random set U.
 Let 77, A, d and m be as required by Theorem 4.5. Condition 1 implies
 that property P2 holds with probability 1 - o(|X|-fc). Lemma 8.4 tells us that
 property PI holds with probability 1 - o(|X|~fc) provided that Conditions 1
 and 2 hold for some a that depends on 77. Property PO plainly holds with
 high probability. Finally, Lemma 6.14 tells us that if properties PO, PI and P2
 hold with probability 1 - o(|X|-fc), then property P3 holds with probability
 1 - o(l). Thus, with probability 1 - o(l), we have all four properties.
 It follows from Theorem 4.5 that if Um are independent random
 subsets of X, each chosen binomially with probability p > po, and /¿1, . . . , pm
 are their associated measures, then, with probability 1 - o(l),
 EseSh(si) ■ ■ ■ h(sk) >ß-e
 whenever 0 < h < m~l(p 1 Ą
 Let U - f/ļ U • • • U Um. Then U is a random set with each element chosen
 independently with probability q = 1 - (1 - p)m > mp{ 1 - e/8), provided
 Ô (and hence p) is sufficiently small. Let ß be the associated measure of U,
 let 0 < f < p and suppose that ||/||i > p + e. Then replacing / by the
 smaller function h - min{/, + • • • + pm)} we have ||/i||i > p + 3e/4,
 which implies that Esesh(si) ■ ■ ■ h(sk) > ß - e, which in turn implies that
 EsGs/(si)---/(sjk) > ß-e. □
 Conditions 1 and 2 also imply an abstract colouring result and an abstract
 structural result in a very similar way.
 Theorem 9.2. Suppose that 5, X and po satisfy Conditions 1 and 2.
 Suppose also that r is a positive integer and ß a positive constant such that
 for every colouring of X with r colours , there are at least ß'S' sequences s =
 (si, . . . , Sfc) G S such that each Si has the same colour. Then there exist positive
 constants C and 5 with the following property . Let U be a random subset of
 X, with elements chosen independently with probability Cpo < q < S. Then ,
 with probability 1 - o(l), every colouring of U with r colours contains at least
 2~(k+2) ßpk'S' sequences s = (si, . . . , Sk) G S such that each Si has the same
 colour and each is an element of U .
 The only further ingredient needed to prove this theorem is Theorem 4.8.
 Other than this, the proof is much the same as that of Theorem 9.1.
 Theorem 9.3. Suppose that 5, X andpo satisfy Conditions 1 and 2 and
 let V be a collection of 2°^x^ subsets of X. Then , for any e > 0, there exist
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 positive constants C and S with the following property. Let U be a random
 subset of X, with elements chosen independently with probability Cpo <q<S ,
 and associated measure /1. Then, with probability 1 - o(l), for every function
 f : X - >• M with 0 < / < /X, there exists a function g : X -ï M with 0<g<l
 such that
 E sesf(si ) ■ ■ ■ f(sk) > Esi=s9(si) ■ • -g(sk) - e
 and, for all V G V,
 Y, f(x ) - 9(x) < e'X'.
 xev xev
 The main extra point to note here is that Conditions 1 and 2 imply not
 just property P3 but also property PS'. This allows us to apply Theorem 4.10.
 9.2. The critical exponent The aim of this paper has been to prove results
 that are, in terms of p, best possible to within a constant. A preliminary task
 is to work out the probability below that we cannot hope to prove a result.
 (For density problems, it is easy to prove that below this probability the result
 is not even true. For natural colouring problems, it usually seems to be the
 case that the result is not true, but the known proofs are far from trivial.) To
 within a constant, the probability in question is the probability p such that
 the following holds: for each j < k and each x G X, the expected number of
 elements s e S such that Sj = x (that is, such that s G Sj(x )), and S{ belongs
 to Xp for each i ^ j is equal to 1.
 In concrete situations, X will be one of a family of sets of increasing size,
 and S will be one of a corresponding family of sets of sequences. Then it is
 usually the case that the probability p calculated above is within a constant of
 |X|-a for some rational number a that does not depend on which member of
 the family one is talking about. In this situation, we shall call a the critical
 exponent for the family of problems. Our results will then be valid for all p that
 exceed C'X'~a for some constant C. We shall denote the critical exponent by
 as , even though strictly speaking it depends not on an individual S but on
 the entire family of sets of sequences.
 To give an example, if S consists of all nondegenerate edge-labelled copies
 of if 4 in Kn , then the expected number of copies with a particular edge in
 a particular place, given that that edge belongs to [/, is 2 (n - 2 )(n - 3 )pb
 (since each Sj(e) has size 2(n - 2)(n - 3) and there are five edges that must
 be chosen). Setting that equal to 1 tells us that p is within a constant of
 n-2/5, so the critical exponent is 2/5. (This is a special case of the formula
 l/mk(K) = (vK-k)/(eK-l).)
 This calculation is exactly what we do in general: if each element of S is a
 sequence of length k and we are given that x G Xp, then the expected number
 of elements of Sj(x ) that have all their terms in Xp is pk~1'Sj(x)'. This equals
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 1 when p = 'Sj(x)'~1^k~1h If 'Sj(x)' = C'X'e for some 6 that is independent
 of the size of the problem, then the critical exponent is therefore 0/(k - 1).
 If we can prove a robust density theorem for S, and can show that Con-
 ditions 1 and 2 hold when po = C'X'~as for some constant C, then we have
 proved a result that is best possible to within a constant. For colouring theo-
 rems, we cannot be quite so sure that the result is best possible, but in almost
 all examples where the O-statement has been proved, it does indeed give a
 bound of the form c|X|_a5.
 9.3. Unconditional results. In this section we concentrate on the two kinds
 of sequence system for which we have proved that Conditions 1 and 2 hold when
 Po = c'x'-«s.
 Recall that S has two degrees of freedom if Si(x) fl Sj(y) is either empty
 or a singleton whenever i ^ j. A good example of such a system is the set of
 fc-term arithmetic progressions in Zp for some prime p. We say that S is a set
 of copies of a hypergraph if K is a fc-uniform hypergraph with edges ai, . . . , ae,
 X is the complete fc-uniform hypergraph Kn ^ , and S is the set of all sequences
 of the form (0(ai), . . . , <f>(ae )), where (ļ) is an injection from the vertices of K
 to {1,2, . . . ,n}.
 As above, we assume that S has the additional homogeneity property
 that S'(x) fl Sk(y) always has the same size when it is nonempty. (In the
 hypergraph case, e plays the role of k and k has a different meaning: thus, the
 property in that case is that Si(x) fl Se(y) always has the same size when it
 is nonempty.) And in the hypergraph case, we make the further assumption
 that the hypergraph K is strictly balanced , which means that for every proper
 subhypergraph J C K, we have the inequality < V^-kē W^en this
 happens, we write mk(K) as shorthand for
 Given a system S with two degrees of freedom, let t be the size of each
 Sj(x ), and suppose that t - |X|7. Then the critical exponent of S is j/(k - 1).
 (Note that 'X'~as = t~x^k~l') When S is a set of copies of a strictly balanced
 hypergraph K , the critical exponent is l/rrik(K). It is straightforward to
 show that sparse density results cannot hold for random subsets of X chosen
 with probability c'X'~as if c is a sufficiently small positive constant. Broadly
 speaking, we shall show that they do hold for random subsets chosen with
 probability C'X'~as when C is a sufficiently large positive constant.
 Let us call a system S good if the above properties hold. That is, roughly
 speaking, a good system is a system with certain homogeneity properties that
 either has two degrees of freedom or comes from copies of a graph or hyper-
 graph. We shall also assume that |X| is sufficiently large. When we say "there
 exists a constant C," this should be understood to depend only on k in the
 case of systems of two degrees of freedom, and only on K in the case of copies
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 of a strictly balanced hypergraph, together with parameters such as density or
 the number of colours in a colouring that have been previously mentioned in
 the statement.
 Theorem 9.4. Let X be a finite set and let S be a good system of ordered
 subsets of X. Suppose that there exist positive constants p and ß such that
 for every subset B C X of density at least p, there are at least ß'S' sequences
 s = (si, . . . G S such that Si G B for every i. Then , for any e > 0,
 there exist positive constants C and 5 with the following property . Let U be
 a random subset of X, with elements chosen independently with probability
 C'x'- -<*s < p < S. Then , with probability 1 - o(l), every subset A of U of
 order at least ( p + e)'U' contains at least ( ß - e)pk'S' sequences such that
 Si G A for every i.
 Proof By Theorem 9.1, all we have to do is check Conditions 1 and 2.
 Condition 1 is given to us by Lemma 7.2 when S has two degrees of freedom,
 and by Lemma 7.4 when S is a system of copies of a graph or hypergraph, even
 when C - 1. (In the case where S has two degrees of freedom, see the remarks
 following Lemma 7.2 for an explanation of why the result implies Condition 1
 when p = |X|_asr.)
 When S has two degrees of freedom, Condition 2 holds as long as p~(k~2) <
 apt, as we have already remarked. This tells us that p needs to be at least
 {at)~l/(k~l' In this case, t = |Ą-(x)| for each x and j, so is within
 a constant of |X|-as, as required. When S comes from copies of a strictly
 balanced graph or hypergraph, Lemmas 8.5 and 8.7 give us Condition 2, again
 with p = C'X'~as . □
 Exactly the same proof (except that we use Theorem 9.2 instead of The-
 orem 9.1) gives us the following general sparse colouring theorem.
 Theorem 9.5. Let X be a finite set and let S be a good system of ordered
 subsets of X. Suppose that r is a positive integer and that ß is a positive
 constant such that for every colouring of X with r colours , there are at least
 ß'S' sequences s = (si,...,sfc) G S such that each Si has the same colour.
 Then there exist positive constants C and 6 with the following property. Let U
 be a random subset of X, with elements chosen independently with probability
 c'x'- -as < p < fi Then, with probability 1 - o(l), every colouring of U with
 r colours contains at least 2~(k+2) ßpk'S' sequences s - («i,...,Sļ.) G S such
 that each has the same colour and each Si is an element of U .
 Finally, we have the following general sparse structural theorem.
 Theorem 9.6. Let X be a finite set and let S be a good system of ordered
 subsets of X. Then , for any e > 0, there exist positive constants C and 5
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 with the following property. Let U be a random subset of X, with elements
 chosen independently with probability C'X'~as < p < 5 , let /i be the associated
 measure of U and let V be a collection of 2°^x^ subsets of X. Then , with
 probability 1 - o(l), for every function f with 0 < / < /x, there exists a function
 g with 0 < g < 1 such that
 Kesf(si) • • • f(sk) > EseSg(si) ■ ■ • g(sk) - e
 and, for all V G V,
 I S$(z) I - elXl •
 xEV XEV
 In applications, we often want g to take values in {0, 1} rather than [0, 1].
 This can be achieved by a simple and standard modification of the above result.
 Corollary 9.7. Let X be a finite set and let S be a good system of
 ordered subsets of X . Then , for any e > 0, there exist positive constants
 C and S with the following property. Let U be a random subset of X , with
 elements chosen independently with probability C|X|_as < p < S, let ¡i be the
 associated measure of U and let V be a collection of 2°^x^ subsets of X. Then ,
 with probability 1 - o(l), for every function f with 0 < / < /x, there exists a
 function h taking values in {0, 1} such that
 EseSf(si) • • • f(sk) > EseSh(si) • • • h(sk) - e
 and , for all V G V,
 I D /(*) - X) M*)l ^ ei*l-
 xev xev
 Proof The basic idea of the argument is to choose a function g that satis-
 fies the conclusion of Theorem 9.6 with e replaced by e/2, and to let h(x) = 1
 with probability g(x) and 0 with probability 1 -g(x), all choices being made in-
 dependently. Then concentration of measure tells us that with high probability
 the estimates are not affected very much.
 Note first that the expectation of Esesh(si) • • • h(sk) is Eses9(si) ' ' ' d{sk )•
 By how much can changing the value of the average h(x) change the value of
 Esesh(si) - - h(sk)7 Well, if x is one of then h(s') • • • h(sk) can
 change by at most 1 and otherwise it does not change. The probability that
 x is one of 5i, . . ģ , is k/ |X|, by the homogeneity of S (which tells us that
 each Sj is uniformly distributed). By Azuma's inequality, it follows that the
 probability that
 |Es€S3(si) * • • SÍ«*) - ®sesh(si) " " " Hsk)' > e/2
 is at most 2exp(- e2|X|/8fc2). This gives us the first conclusion with very high
 probability.
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 The second is obtained in a similar way. For each V G V, the probability
 that 'J2xeV h(x) ~ YlxeV 9ÍX) I > el^l/2 is, by Azuma's inequality, at most
 2exp(- e2|X|/8). Since there are 2°^x^ sets in V, a union bound gives the
 second conclusion with very high probability as well. □
 10. Applications
 10.1. Density results. As a first example, let us prove Theorem 1.12, the
 sparse analogue of Szemeredi's theorem. We shall consider Szemeredi's theo-
 rem as a statement about arithmetic progressions mod p in dense subsets of
 Z p for a prime p. We do this because the set of fc-term arithmetic progressions
 in Z p is a homogeneous system with two degrees of freedom. However, once
 we have the result for this version of Szemeredi's theorem, we can easily de-
 duce it for the more conventional version concerning a sparse random subset
 of [n] . We simply choose a prime p between 2 n and 4 n, pick a sparse random
 subset U of Z p, and then apply the result to subsets of U that happen to be
 subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n}, since arithmetic progressions in these subsets will not
 wrap around. Similar arguments allow us to replace [n] by Zp for our later
 applications, so we mention once and for all now that for each application it is
 easy to deduce from the result we state a result for sparse subsets of intervals
 (or grids in the multidimensional case).
 Since we wish to use the letter p to denote a probability, we shall now let
 n be a large prime.
 By Theorem 9.1, all we have to do is check the robust version of Sze-
 meredi's theorem, which can be proved by a simple averaging argument, orig-
 inally observed by Varnavides [63] (who stated it for 3-term progressions).
 Theorem 10.1. Let k be an integer and 5 > 0 a real number. Then there
 exists an integer no and c > 0 such that if n is a prime greater than or equal to
 no and B is a subset ofZn with 'B' > 5n, then B contains at least cn 2 k-term
 arithmetic progressions.
 Proof. Let ra be such that every subset of {1, 2, ... , ra} of density 5/2 con-
 tains a k- term arithmetic progression. Now let B be a subset of Zn of density
 5. For each a and d with d ^ 0, let Paid be the mod-n arithmetic progression
 {a, a+d, . . . , a+ (ra- l)d}. If we choose Pa¿ at random, then the expected den-
 sity of B inside Pa¿ is ó , so with probability at least â/2 it is at least 8/2. It fol-
 lows with probability at least 5/2 that Pa¿ contains an arithmetic progression
 that is contained in B. Since Pa¿ contains at most ra(ra - 1) fc-term arithmetic
 progressions, it follows that with probability at least 5/2 at least l/ra(ra - 1)
 of the fc-term progressions inside are contained in B. But every fc-term
 arithmetic progression is contained in the same number of progressions Pa,d-
 Therefore, the number of progressions in B is at least f m(rn-i) - i ^7* ^
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 Very similar averaging arguments are used to prove the other robust den-
 sity results we shall need in this subsection, so we shall be sketchy about the
 proofs and sometimes omit them altogether.
 The next result is the sparse version of Szemerédi's theorem. Recall that
 we write Xp for a random subset of X where each element is chosen inde-
 pendently with probability p, and we say that a set I is (5, k)-Szemeredi if
 every subset of I with cardinality at least S'I' contains a fc-term arithmetic
 progression.
 Theorem 10.2. Given 5 > 0 and a natural number k > 3, there exists
 a constant C such that if p > Cn~l^k~l' then the probability that (Zn)p is
 ( ö , k)-Szemeredi is 1 - o(l).
 Proof. In the case where p is not too large, this follows immediately from
 Theorems 9.4 and 10.1. The result for larger probabilities can be deduced
 by using the argument given before Theorem 9.1. Alternatively, note that a
 subset of relative density 8 within a subset of [n]p has density 5p in [n]. So if p
 is larger than a fixed constant A (as it will be in the case not already covered
 by Theorem 9.4), we can just apply Szemerédi's theorem itself. □
 A simple corollary of Theorem 10.2 is a sparse analogue of van der Waer-
 den's theorem [65] on arithmetic progressions in r-colourings of [n]. Note that
 this theorem was proved much earlier by Rodi and Ruciński [47] and is known
 to be tight.
 Let us now prove sparse versions of two generalizations of Szemerédi's
 theorem. The first generalization is the multidimensional Szemerédi theorem,
 due to Furstenberg and Katznelson [15]. We shall state it in its robust form,
 which is in fact the statement that Furstenberg and Katznelson directly prove.
 (It also follows from the nonrobust version by means of an averaging argument.)
 Theorem 10.3. Let r be a positive integer and S > 0 a real number. If
 P cZr is a fixed set , then there is a positive integer no and a constant c > 0
 such that , for n > no, every subset B of the grid [n]r with |-B| > Snr contains
 en7*"1"1 subsets of the form a H- dP, where a G [n]r and d is a positive integer .
 Just as with Szemerédi's theorem, this statement is equivalent to the same
 statement for subsets of 17n. So let P be a subset of Zr and let (xi, . . . , Xk) be
 an ordering of the elements of P. Let S be the set of sequences of the form
 sa,d = (a + d, . . . , a + x^d ) with d ^ 0. Then S is homogeneous and has two
 degrees of freedom. Moreover, if n is large enough, then no two elements of sûid
 are the same. From the conclusion of Theorem 10.3 it follows that there are at
 least c'S' sequences in S with all their terms in B. We have therefore checked
 all the conditions for Theorem 9.4, so we have the following sparse version of
 the multidimensional Szemerédi theorem. (As before, the result for larger p
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 follows easily from the result for smaller p.) We define a subset I of Un to be
 (5, PySzemerédi if every subset of I with cardinality at least S'I' contains a
 homothetic copy a + dP of P.
 Theorem 10.4. Given integers r and fc, a real number S > 0 and a subset
 P C U of order fc, there exists a constant C such that ifp > then
 the probability that {Zrn)p is (5, P)-Szemeredi is 1 - o(l).
 The second generalization of Szemerédi's theorem we wish to look at is
 the polynomial Szemeredi theorem of Bergelson and Leibman [2] . Their result
 is the following.
 Theorem 10.5. Let 8 > 0 be a real number , let k be a positive integer
 and let Pi, . . . , P¿ be polynomials with integer coefficients that vanish at zero.
 Then there exists an integer no such that if n > uq and B is a subset of [n]
 with 'B' > 5n, then B has a subset of the form {a, a + P'(d ), . . . , a + Pfc(d)}.
 We will focus on the specific case where the polynomials axe xr, 2xr, . . . ,
 (k - l)xr (so k has been replaced by k - 1). In this case, the theorem tells us
 that we can find a fc-term arithmetic progression with common difference that
 is a perfect rth power. We restrict to this case, because it is much easier to
 state and prove an appropriate robust version for this case than it is for the
 general case.
 Note that if a, a + cT, . . . , a + (k - l)cT G [n], then d < (n/k)1/r. This
 observation and another easy averaging argument enable us to replace The-
 orem 10.5 by the following equivalent robust statement about subsets of Zn
 (see, for example, [25]).
 Corollary 10.6. Let fc, r be integers and 5 > 0 a real number. Then
 there exists an integer n o and a constant c > 0 such that if n> no and B is a
 subset ofZn with 'B' > ôn , then B contains at least cn1+1/r pairs (a, d) such
 that a, a + cT, . . . , a + (k - 1 )cT G B and d < ( n/k)1^ .
 Let us say that a subset I of Zn is (5, fc, r)-Szemeredi if every subset
 of I with cardinality at least ¿|J| contains a fc-term progression of the form
 a, a + cT, . . . , a + (k - l)cT with d < (n/A:)1/7*.
 Theorem 10.7. Let k,r be integers and S > 0 a real number. Then there
 exists a constant C such that ifp > then the probability that (Zn)p
 is (5, k,r) -Szemeredi is 1 - o(l).
 Proof. Let X = Zn and S be the collection of progressions of the form
 a, a + cT, . . . , a + (k - 1 )dr with d < (n/fc)1/7*. Because of this restriction on d,
 S has two degrees of freedom. It is also obviously homogeneous. The size of
 each Sj(x) is n1/7* to within a constant, so the critical exponent is 7 /(k - 1)
 with 7 = 1 jr. Therefore, provided p is at most some constant A, the result
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 follows from Theorem 9.4 and Corollary 10.6. For p larger than A, the result
 follows from the polynomial Szemerédi theorem itself. □
 Note that the particular case of this theorem when k = 2 was already
 proved by Nguyen [41]. To see that this result is sharp, note that the number
 of fc-term progressions with rth power difference in the random set is roughly
 pkn1+1/r . This is smaller than the number of vertices pn when p = n~l^k~l^r .
 We will now move on to proving sparse versions of Turán's theorem for
 strictly fc-balanced fc-uniform hypergraphs. As we mentioned in the introduc-
 tion, some of the dense results are not known, but this does not matter to us,
 since our aim is simply to show that whatever results can be proved in the
 dense case carry over to the sparse random case when the probability exceeds
 the critical probability.
 For a fc-uniform hypergraph K, let ex(n, K) denote the largest number of
 edges a subgraph of Kn ^ can have without containing a copy of K. As usual,
 we need a robust result that says that once a graph has more edges than the
 extremal number for K, by a constant proportion of the total number of edges
 in K^' then it must contain many copies of K. The earliest version of such a
 supersaturation result was proved by Erdös and Simonovits [8]. The proof is
 another easy averaging argument along the lines of the proof of Theorem 10.1.
 Theorem 10.8. Let K be a k-uniform hypergraph. Then , for any e > 0,
 there exists S > 0 such that if L is a k-uniform hypergraph on n vertices and
 e(L) > ex(n, K ) + €nfc,
 then L contains at least 5nVK copies of K.
 Let TTk(K) be the limit as n tends to infinity of ex(n, K )/ (£). We will say
 that a fc-uniform hypergraph H is ( K , e)-Turan if any subset of the edges of H
 of size
 (nk(K) + e)e(H)
 contains a copy of K. Recall that Gn# is a random fc-uniform hypergraph on n
 vertices, where each edge is chosen with probability p, and when K is strictly
 fc-balanced mk(K) = (e# - 1 )/(vk ~ k).
 Theorem 10.9. For every e > 0 and every strictly k-balanced k-uniform
 hypergraph K , there exists a constant C such that if p > Cn~l/mk^K' then the
 probability that Gn# is ( K,e)-Turán is 1 - o(l).
 Proof For p smaller than a fixed constant A, the result follows immediately
 from Theorems 9.4 and 10.8. For p > A, we may apply the argument discussed
 before Theorem 9.1. That is, we may partition Gn,p into a small set of random
 graphs, each of which has density less than A and each of which is ( K , e)-Turan.
 If now we have a subgraph of Gn,p of density at least exļn^ + e, then this
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 subgraph must have at least this density in one of the graphs from the partition.
 Applying the fact that this subgraph is ( K , e)-Turan implies the result. □
 In particular, this implies Theorem 1.10, which is the particular case of
 this theorem where K is a strictly balanced graph. Then ex(n, K) is known to
 ke (l ~~ x(K)-i °(1)) (2)' where x(^0 is the chromatic number of K.
 10.2. Colouring results. We shall now move on to colouring results that
 do not follow from their corresponding density versions. Let us begin with
 Ramsey's theorem. As ever, the main thing we need to check is that a suitable
 robust version of the theorem holds. And indeed it does: it is a very simple
 consequence of Ramsey's theorem that was noted by Erdös [7].
 Theorem 10.10. Let H be a hypergraph and let r be a positive integer.
 Then there exists an integer no and a constant c > 0 such that , if n > no,
 (k)
 any colouring of the edges of Kn with r colours is guaranteed to contain cnVH
 monochromatic copies of H .
 Once again the proof is the obvious averaging argument: choose m such
 that if the edges of Km are coloured with r colours, there must be a monochro-
 matic copy of H , and then a double count shows that for every r-colouring of
 the edges of Kn' there are at least monochromatic copies of H.
 Recall that, given a fc-uniform hypergraph K and a natural number r,
 a hypergraph is ( K,r)-Ramsey if every r- colouring of its edges contains a
 monochromatic copy of K. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.9, which for
 convenience we restate here.
 Theorem 10.11. Given a natural number r and a strictly k-balanced
 k-uniform hypergraph K , there exists a positive constant C such that if p >
 Cn~llmk^K' then the probability that Gnjp is ( K,r)-Ramsey is 1 - o(l).
 Proof For a sufficiently large constant C, the result for p = Cn -1/mfc W
 follows from Theorems 9.5 and 10.10. For q > p, the result follows from the
 monotonicity of the Ramsey property. To see this, choose a random hypergraph
 Gn}q and then choose a subhypergraph by randomly selecting each edge of Gnļ
 with probability p/q. The resulting hypergraph is distributed as so with
 probability 1 - o( 1) it is (K,r)- Ramsey. But then any r- colouring of Gn}q will
 (U'
 yield an r-colouring of this Gn,p, which always contains a monochromatic copy
of K. □
 With only slightly more effort we can obtain a robust conclusion. The-
 orem 9.5 tells us that with high prob bility the number f monochromatic
 copies of K in any r- colouring of Gn)p is cpeKnVK for some constant c > 0, and
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 then an averaging argument implies that with high probability the number of
 (k)
 monochromatic copies in an r-colouring of Gn;q is cqeKnVK .
 We shall now take a look at Schur's theorem [56], which states that if the
 set {1, . . . , n} is r- coloured, then there exist monochromatic subsets of the form
 {x, y, X + y}. As with our results concerning Szemerédi's theorem, it is more
 convenient to work in Zn. To see that this implies the equivalent theorem in [n],
 let [n]p be a random subset of [n] made from the union of two smaller random
 subsets, each chosen with probability q such that p = 2q-q2. Call these sets U'
 and U2> Then the subset of Z2 n formed by placing the set U' in the position
 {1, . . . , n} and the set -U2 in the set {-1, . . . , - n} (the overlap n = -n is
 irrelevant to the argument, since it is unlikely to be in the set) will produce
 a random subset of Z2 n where each element is chosen with probability q. If a
 sparse version of Schur's theorem holds in Z2n, then with high probability, any
 2r-colouring of this random set yields cq3n2 monochromatic sets {x, y, x + y}
 for some constant c > 0.
 Consider now an r-colouring of the original set U' U U 2 in r colours
 Ci,...,Cr. This induces a colouring of Ui U - U 2 C Z2n with 2 r colours
 Ci,...,C2r: if X G Ui and is coloured with colour C¿ in [n], then we con-
 tinue to colour it with colour C¿, whereas if x G - U2 and - x has colour C¿
 in [n], then we colour it with colour C¿+r. We have already noted that this
 colouring must contain many monochromatic sets {x, y, x + y}, and each one
 corresponds to a monochromatic set (either {x, y, x+y} or {- x, - 2/, - (x+y)})
 in the original colouring.
 The robust version of Schur's theorem can be deduced from one of the
 standard proofs, which itself relies on Ramsey's theorem for triangles and many
 colours.
 Theorem 10.12. Let r be a positive integer. Then there exists an integer
 no and a constant c such that , if n > no, any r-colouring o/{l, . . . , n} contains
 at least cn 2 monochromatic triples of the form {x, y, x + y}.
 We shall say that a subset I of the integers is r-Schur if for every r- colouring
 of the points of I there is a monochromatic triple of the form {x, y, x + y}. The
 r = 2 case of the following theorem was already known: it is a result of Gra-
 ham, Rodi and Ruciński [23].
 Theorem 10.13. For every positive integer r, there exists a constant C
 such that if p> Cn -1/2, then the probability that (Zn)p is r-Schur is 1 - o( 1).
 Proof Let X - Zn ' {0} and S be the collection of subsets of X of
 the form {x, y, x + y} with all of x, y and x + y distinct. Since any two
 of x, y and x + y determine the third, it follows that |S¿(a) fi Ą*(6)| < 1
 whenever i,j G {1,2,3}, i ^ j, and a, b G X. Therefore, S has two degrees
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 of freedom. Furthermore, each S¿(a) has size n - 3. By Theorem 10.12, there
 exists a constant c such that, for n sufficiently large, any r-colouring of Zn
 contains at least cn 2 monochromatic subsets of the form {x, y,x+y}. Applying
 Theorem 9.5, we see that there exist positive constants C and d such that,
 with probability 1 - o(l) a random subset U of Zn chosen with probability
 p = Cn~1/2 satisfies the condition that, in any r-colouring of {/, there are at
 least dp^n2 monochromatic subsets of the form {x,y, x + y}. In particular, U
 is r-Schur. Once again, the result for larger probabilities follows easily. □
 As we mentioned in the introduction, it is quite a bit harder to prove
 0-statements for colouring statements than it is for density statements. How-
 ever, 0-statements for partition regular systems have been considered in depth
 by Rodi and Ruciński [48], and their result implies that Theorem 10.13 is sharp.
 A far-reaching generalization of Schur's theorem was proved by Rado [42].
 It is likely that our methods could be used to prove other cases of Rado's
 theorem, but we have not tried to do so here, since we would have to impose
 a condition on the configurations analogous to the strictly balanced condition
 for graphs and hypergraphs.
 10.3. The hypergraph removal lemma. Rather than jumping straight into
 studying hypergraphs, we shall begin by stating a slight strengthening of the
 triangle removal lemma for graphs. This strengthening follows from its proof
 via Szemerédi's regularity lemma and gives us something like the "robust"
 version we need in order to use our methods to obtain a sparse result. If G is
 a graph and X and Y are sets of vertices, we shall write G(X, Y) for the set
 of edges that join a vertex in X to a vertex in Y , e(X , Y) for the cardinality
 of G(X,Y) and d(X,Y) for e(X,Y)/'X''Y'.
 Theorem 10.14. For every a > 0, there exists a constant K with the
 following property. For every graph G with n vertices , there is a partition of
 the vertices of G into k < K sets Vļ, . . . , V¡t, each of size either 'n/k' or 'n/fc] ,
 and a set E of edges of G with the following properties:
 (1) The number of edges in E is at most an2.
 (2) E is a union of sets of the form G(V¿,Vj).
 (3) E includes all edges that join a vertex in V¿ to another vertex in the
 same V¿.
 (4) Let Gr be G with the edges in E removed. For any h,i,j, if there are edges
 in all ofG'(Vh , V¿), G' (Vi, Vj ) and G'(Vh , Vj), then the number of triangles
 xyz with x G Vh, y G and z eVj is at least a3|V/l||Vi||Vj|/128.
 In particular, this tells us that after we remove just a few edges we obtain
 a graph that contains either no triangles or many triangles. Let us briefly
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 recall the usual statement of the dense triangle removal lemma and see how it
 follows from Theorem 10.14.
 Corollary 10.15. For every a > 0, there exists a constant c > 0 with
 the following property . For every graph G with n vertices and at most cn 3
 triangles , it is possible to remove at most an 2 edges from G in such a way that
 the resulting graph contains no triangles.
 Proof Apply Theorem 10.14 to a and let c = as/200K3. Now let G be
 a graph with n vertices. Let Vļ, . . . , Vk and 2? be as given by Theorem 10.14
 and remove from G all edges in E. If we do this, then by Condition 1 we
 remove at most an 2 edges from G. If there were any triangle left in G, then
 by Condition 4 there would have to be at least a3[n/k'3 /128 > cn 3 triangles
 left in G, a contradiction. This implies the result. □
 Here now is a sketch of how to deduce a sparse triangle removal lemma
 from Theorem 10.14. We begin by proving a sparse version of Theorem 10.14
 itself. Given a random graph U with edge probability p > Cn x/2, for suffi-
 ciently large C, let H be a subgraph of U . Now use Corollary 9.7 to find a
 dense graph G such that the triangle density of G is roughly the same as the
 relative triangle density of H in U (that is, if H has ap3n 3 triangles, then G
 has roughly an 3 triangles) and such that for every pair of reasonably large sets
 X, Y of vertices, the density dc(X, Y) is roughly the same as the relative den-
 sity of H inside U(X, Y) (that is, the number of edges of G(X, Y) is roughly
 p~l times the number of edges of H(X , F)).
 Now use Theorem 10.14 to find a partition of the vertex set of G (which is
 also the vertex set of H) into sets Vļ, . . . , 14 and to identify a set Eq of edges
 to remove from G. By Condition 2, Eg is a union of sets of the form G (Vi, Vj).
 Define Eh to be the union of the corresponding sets H (Vi, Vj) and remove all
 edges in Eh from H . If it happens that G (Vi, Vj) is empty, then adopt the
 convention that we remove all edges from H (Vi, Vj). Note that because the
 relative densities in dense complete bipartite graphs are roughly the same, the
 number of edges in Eh is at most 2 apn2. Let Gf be G with the edges in Eg
 removed and let H' be H with the edges in Eh removed.
 Suppose now that Hf contains a triangle xyz and suppose that x G V^,
 y e V¿ and z G Vj. Then none of G'(Vh,Vi), G'(V¿,V¿) and G'(Vh,Vj) is
 empty, by our convention above, so Condition 4 implies that G' contains at
 least a3|V/l||V¿||V}|/128 triangles with x G V^, y G V¡ and z G Vj. Since
 triangle densities are roughly the same, it follows that Hr contains at least
 a3p 3 1 Vh 1 1 Vi 1 1 Vj I / 256 triangles.
 Roughly speaking, what this tells us is that Theorem 10.14 transfers to a
 sparse random version. From that it is easy to deduce a sparse random version
 of Corollary 10.15. However, instead of giving the full details of this, we shall
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 prove (in a very similar way) a more general theorem, namely a sparse random
 version of the simplex removal lemma for hypergraphs, usually known just as
 the hypergraph removal lemma.
 The dense result is due to Nagle, Rödl, Schacht and Skokan [40], [51],
 and independently to the second author [21]. A gentle introduction to the
 hypergraph removal lemma that focuses on the case of 3-uniform hypergraphs
 can be found in [20]. The result is as follows.
 Theorem 10.16. For every ö > 0 and every integer k > 2, there exists
 a constant e > 0 such that , if G is a k-uniform hypergraph containing at most
 enk+l copies of it may be made K^^-free by removing at most Snk edges.
 A simplex is a copy of K^_v As in the case of graphs, where simplices are
 triangles, it will be necessary to state a rather more precise and robust result.
 This is slightly more complicated to do than it was for graphs. However, it is
 much less complicated than it might be: it turns out not to be necessary to
 understand the statement of the regularity lemma for hypergraphs.
 Let us make the following definition. Let H be a fc-uniform hypergraph,
 and let Ji,..., Jy. be disjoint ( k - l)-uniform hypergraphs with the same
 vertex set as H. We shall define i/(Ji, . . . , Jk) to be the set of all edges
 A = {ai, . . . , a*;} G H such that {ai, . . . , a¿_i, a¿+i, . . . , a^} G Ji for every i.
 (Note that if k = 2, then the sets J' and J2 are sets of vertices, so we are
 obtaining the sets G(X,Y) defined earlier.)
 Now suppose that we have a simplex in H with vertex set (ari, . . . , Xfc+i).
 For every subset {ix, v} of [k + 1] of size 2, let us write Juv for the (unique)
 set Ji that contains the ( k - l)-set {xj : j £ {u, v}}. Then for each u, the set
 H(JuU . . . , Ju,u- 1, Ju,u+h • • • , Ju,k+ 1) is nonempty. We make this remark in
 order to make the statement of the next theorem slightly less mysterious. It is
 an analogue for fc-uniform hypergraphs of Theorem 10.14. For convenience, we
 shall abbreviate H(JU 1, . . . , JUlU- 1, Ju,u+ 1, • • • , JUjk+ 1) by H( Juv : v G [k + 1],
 v u). (It might seem unnecessary to write "v G [k + 1]" every time. We do
 so to emphasize the asymmetry: the set depends on u , while v is a dummy
 variable.)
 Theorem 10.17. For every a > 0, there exists a constant K with the
 following property . For every k-uniform hypergraph H with vertex set [n], there
 is a partition of (¿j) into at most K subsets Ji, . . . , Jm, with sizes differing by
 a factor of at most 2, and a set E of edges of H with the following properties :
 (1) The number of edges in E is at most ank.
 (2) E is a union of sets of the form H(Jix, . . . , Jik)>
 (3) E includes all edges in any set H(Jix, . . . , Jik) for which two of the ih are
 equal.
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 (4) Let Hf be H with the edges in E removed. Suppose that for each pair
 of unequal integers u,v G [k + 1] , there is a set Juv from the partition
 such that the hypergraphs H'(JUV : v G [k + l],v ^ u) are all nonempty.
 Then the number of simplices with vertices (xi, . . . , x^+i) such that the
 edge (xi, . . . , xw_i, xw+i, . . . , x^+i) belongs to H'(JUV : v G [k + 1], v ^ u)
 for every u is at least (l/2)(a/4)fc+1c/cnfc+1, where ck is a constant that
 depends on K ( and hence on a).
 Let us now convert this result into a sparse version.
 Theorem 10.18. For every a > 0, there exist constants C , K and 6 with
 the following property. Let U be a random k -uniform hypergraph with vertex
 set [n], and with each edge chosen independently with probability Cn~l/k <
 p < 5. Then with probability 1 - o(l) the following result holds. For every
 k-uniform hypergraph F C t/, there is a partition of into at most K
 subsets Ji, . . . , Jm, with sizes differing by a factor of at most 2, and a set Ep
 of edges of F with the following properties:
 (1) The number of edges in Ep is at most apnk.
 (2) Ep is a union of sets of the form F(Jix , . . . , Jik).
 (3) Ep includes all edges in any set F{Ji^ . . . , Jik) for which two of the ih are
 equal.
 (4) Let Ff be F with the edges in Ep removed. Suppose that for each pair
 of unequal integers u,v G [k + 1] , there is a set Juv from the partition
 such that the hypergraphs F'(JUV : v G [k + l],v u) are all nonempty.
 Then the number of simplices with vertices (xi, . . . ,x*+i) such that the
 edge (xi, . . . , xu_i, xu+i, . . . , x^+i) belongs to F'(JUV : v G [k + 1], v ± u)
 for every u is at least (l/4)(a/8)fc+1cjft:pfc+1nfc"1"1, where ck is a constant
 that depends on K.
 Proof. We have essentially seen the argument in the case of graphs. To
 start with, let us apply Corollary 9.7 with S as the set of labelled simplices, /
 as p~l times the characteristic function of F, V as the collection of all sets of
 the form Kn'ji, • • , Jk) where each J{ is a collection of sets of size k - 1 (that
 is, the set of ordered sequences of length k in [n] such that removing the ith
 vertex gives you an element of J¿), and e = (l/4)(a/8)k+1CK, where K and ck
 come from applying Theorem 10.17 with a/2 rather than a. With this choice,
 e will also be less than a/2Kk.
 Note that as = 1/k in this case, and that the cardinality of V is at
 most 2knk ' so the corollary applies. From that we obtain a hypergraph H
 (with characteristic function equal to the function h provided by the corollary)
 such that times the number of simplices in F is at least the number of
 simplices in H minus enk+1 , and such that the number of edges in H(J', . . . , Jk)
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 differs from p~l times the number of edges in F(J' , . . . , J*.) by at most enk for
 every (Ji,..., Jk).
 We now apply Theorem 10.17 to H with a replaced by a/2. Let Eh be
 the set of edges that we obtain and let H' be H with the edges in E¡¡ removed.
 Let Ji, . . . , Jm be the sets that partition and remove all edges from
 F that belong to a set F(Jj1, . . . ,Jik) such that the edges of . . . ,Jik)
 belong to Eh (including when H ( , . . . , Jlk ) is empty). Let Ep be the set of
 removed edges and let F' be F after the edges are removed.
 Since m < K, there are at most Kk fc-tuples ( , , . . . , For each
 such fc-tuple, the number of edges in H (J^ , . . . , J¿fc) differs from p_1 times the
 number of edges in F( Jix , . . . , J¿fc) by at most enk. Therefore, since Eh and Ep
 are unions of sets of the form H ( , . . . , J¿fc) and F( , . . . , respectively,
 and since 'Ejj' < ank / 2, it follows that 'Ep' < (a/2 + eKk)pnk < apnk.
 This gives us Condition 1. Conditions 2 and 3 are trivial from the way we
 constructed Ep. So it remains to prove Condition 4.
 Suppose, then, that for all u, v G [k + 1], there is a set Juv such that
 there are edges in all of the hypergraphs F'(JUV : v G [k + 1], v ^ u) for
 u = 1, 2, . . . , k + 1. Then there must be edges in all the hypergraphs H'(JUV :
 v G [A: + 1], v u) as well, or we would have removed the corresponding sets of
 edges from F. By Condition 4 of the dense result applied to H, it follows that
 H' contains at least ( l/2)(a/8)k+1CKnk+1 simplices, which implies that H does
 as well, which implies that F contains at least ((l/2)(a/8)*+1c/f - e)pk+1nk+1
 simplices, which gives us the bound stated. □
 Now let us deduce the simplex removal lemma. This is just as straight-
 forward as it was for graphs.
 Corollary 10.19. For every a > 0, there exist constants C and c > 0
 with the following property . Let U be a random k -uniform hypergraph with
 vertex set [n] , and with each edge chosen independently with probability p >
 Cn~l/k. Then with probability 1 - o(l) the following result holds . Let F be
 a subhypergraph of U that contains at most cpk+lnk+l simplices. Then it is
 possible to remove at most apnk edges from F and make it simplex free.
 Proof. Let c = ( l/8)(a/8)k+1CK , where ck is the constant given by Theo-
 rem 10.18, and apply that theorem to obtain a set Ep, which we shall take as
 our set E. Then E contains at most apnk edges, so it remains to prove that
 when we remove the edges in E from F we obtain a hypergraph F' with no
 simplices.
 Suppose we did have a simplex in F* . Let its vertex set be {xi, . . . , Xk+i}.
 For each {ix, v} C [k + 1] of size 2, let Juv be the set from the partition given
 by Theorem 10.18 that contains the ( k - l)-set {x¿ : i £ {t¿, v}}. Then,
 as we commented before the statement of Theorem 10.17 (though then we
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 were talking about íř), for each u , the set F'(JUV : v G [k + 1], v ^ u) is
 nonempty. Therefore, by Theorem 10.18, F', and hence F, contains at least
 ( l/4)(a/8)k+1CKPk+1nk+1 simplices. By our choice of c, this is a contradiction.
 This argument works for Cn~l¡k <p<S. However, since ó is a constant,
 we may, for p > S, simply apply the hypergraph removal lemma itself to remove
 all simplices. □
 10.4. The stability theorem. As a final application we will discuss the sta-
 bility version of Turán's theorem, Theorem 1.11. The original stability theo-
 rem, due to Simonovits [57], is the following.
 Theorem 10.20. For every S > 0 and every graph H with x{H) > 3,
 there exists ane> 0 such that any H -free graph with at least ^1 - (2)
 edges may be made (x(H) ~ I) -partite by removing at most 5n 2 edges.
 Unfortunately, this is not quite enough for our purposes. We would like
 to be able to say that a graph that does not contain too many copies of H
 may be made (x(H) ~~ Impartite by the deletion of few edges. To prove this,
 we appeal to the following generalization of the triangle removal lemma.
 Theorem 10.21. For every S > 0 and every graph H , there exists a
 constant e > 0 such that , if G is a graph containing at most enVH copies of H ,
 then it may be made H -free by removing at most Sn 2 edges.
 Combining the two previous theorems gives us the robust statement we
 shall need.
 Theorem 10.22. For every 5 > 0 and every graph H with x(H) ^ 3,
 there exists a constant e such that any graph with at most erí°H copies of H
 and at least (l - x^_1 - e) Q) edges may be made (x(H) ~ I) -partite by
 removing at most Sn2 edges.
 To prove Theorem 1.11, the statement of which we now repeat, we will
 follow the procedure described at the end of Section 3.
 Theorem 10.23. Given a strictly 2-balanced graph H with x{H) ^ 3
 and a constant S > 0, there exist positive constants C and e such that in the
 random graph GUiP chosen with probability p > where ni2(H) =
 (en - 1 )/{vh - 2), the following holds with probability tending to 1 as n tends
 to infinity. Every H -free subgraph of GniP with at least ^1 - x^h)-i ~ €) ^(2)
 edges may be made ( x(H ) - 1 ) -partite by removing at most 6pn 2 edges.
 Proof. Fix S > 0. An application of Theorem 10.22 gives us e > 0 such that
 any graph with at most enVH copies of H and at least (l - - 2e) Q)
 edges may be made (x(H) - Impartite by removing at most Sn2/ 2 edges.
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 Let t - x{H) - 1- Apply Corollary 9.7 with S the set of all labelled
 copies of H in Kn and V the set of all vertex subsets of {1, . . . , n}. This yields
 constants C and A such that, for Cn_1/m2^ < p < A, the following holds with
 probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity. Let G be a random graph where
 each edge is chosen with probability p. Let ß be its characteristic measure.
 Then, if / is a function with 0 < / < /¿, there exists a {0, 1}- valued function
 j such that Eses/(si) • • • f(se) > Esesj(si) ■ ■ ■ j(se) - e and, for all V € V,
 IEzgv/Oe) - E X£vj(x)' < rçjyj, where r¡ = min(e, 6/2t).
 Let A be a iï-free subgraph of G with (l - p(") edges and
 let 0 < / < ļi be p 1 times its characteristic function. Apply the transference
 principle to find the function j , which is the characteristic measure of a graph J.
 The number of copies of H in J is at most enVH . Otherwise, we would have
 ^sesf(si) - • • f(se ) > EsGsj(si) • • . j(se) - e > 0,
 implying that A was not if- free. Moreover, the number of edges in J is at
 least (l - x^h)-' ~ (2)* Therefore, by the choice of e, J may be made
 (x(H) - Impartite by removing at most 8n2/ 2 edges.
 Let Vi, . . . , Vt be the partite pieces. By transference, 'ExeVif(x)- ^xeVij(x)'
 < r/ļ^ļ for each 1 < i < t. Therefore, if we remove all of the edges of A from
 each set in V¿, we have removed at most
 Xi /(*) - X X j(x) + tri'x' ^ (I + ^ Sn2-
 i=i xeVi i-' xeVi
 Moreover, the graph that remains is (x(H) - l)-partite, so we are done.
 It only remains to consider the case when p > A. However, as observed in
 [34], for p constant, the theorem follows from an application of the regularity
 lemma. This completes the proof. □
 As a final note, we would like to mention that the method used in the proof
 of Theorem 10.23 should work quite generally. To take one more example, let K
 be the Fano plane. This is the hypergraph formed by taking the seven nonzero
 vectors of dimension three over the field with two elements and making xyz an
 edge if X + y + z = 0. The resulting graph has seven vertices and seven edges.
 It is known [6] that the extremal number of the Fano plane is approximately
 I (3). Since the Fano plane is strictly 3-balanced, Theorem 10.9 implies that
 if U is a random 3-uniform hypergraph chosen with probability p > Cn-2/3,
 then, with high probability, U is such that any subgraph of U with at least
 (I + e) 'U' edges contains the Fano plane.
 Moreover, it was proved independently by Keevash and Sudakov [33] and
 Füredi and Simonovits [14] that the extremal example is formed by dividing
 the ground set into subsets A and B of nearly equal size and taking all triples
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 that intersect both as edges. The stability version of this result says that, for
 all S > 0, there exists e > 0 such that any 3-uniform hypergraph on n vertices
 with at least (| - e) Q) edges that does not contain the Fano plane may be
 partitioned into two parts A and B such that there are at most ôn3 edges
 contained entirely within A or B. The same proof as that of Theorem 10.23
 then implies the following theorem.
 Theorem 10.24. Given a constant 5 > 0, there exist positive constants C
 and e such that in the random graph Gnļ> chosen with probability p > Cn~ 2/3,
 the following holds with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity . Every
 subgraph ofGnļ> with at least (| - ej e(G) edges that does not contain the Fano
 plane may be made bipartite , in the sense that all edges intersect both parts of
 the partition , by removing at most Spn 3 edges.
 11. Concluding remarks
 One question that the results of this paper leave open is to decide whether
 or not the thresholds we have proved are sharp. By saying that a threshold
 is sharp, we mean that the window over which the phase transition happens
 becomes arbitrarily small as the size of the ground set becomes large. For
 example, a graph property V has a sharp threshold at p = p(n) if, for every
 e > 0,
 lim F(Gnp V 'P satisfies V) ' = J°' lf P < ^ ~ ^ V 'P ' ļl, ifp> (l + e)p.
 Connectedness is a simple example of a graph property for which a sharp
 threshold is known. The appearance of a triangle, on the other hand, is known
 not to be sharp. A result of Friedgut [10] gives a criterion for judging whether
 a threshold is sharp or not. Roughly, this criterion says that if the property
 is globally determined, it is sharp, and if it is locally determined, it is not.
 This intuition allows one to conclude fairly quickly that connectedness should
 have a sharp threshold and the appearance of any particular small subgraph
 should not.
 For the properties that we have discussed in this paper it is much less
 obvious whether the bounds are sharp or not. Many of the properties are not
 even monotone, which is crucial if one wishes to apply Friedguťs criterion.
 Nevertheless, the properties do not seem to be too pathological, so perhaps
 there is some small hope that the sharpness of their thresholds can be proved.
 There has even been some success in this direction already. Recall that the
 threshold at which GnjP becomes 2-colour Ramsey with respect to triangles is
 approximately n-1/2. A difficult result of Friedgut, Rodi, Ruciński and Tetali
 [11] states that this threshold is sharp. That is, there exists c = c(n) such
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 that, for every e > 0,
 / /x . io, if < (l-e)cn"1/2,
 n-KX) ^P(G„,p / is (K3,2)-Ramsey) /x . = < n-KX) ll, if p > (1 + e)cn ' .
 Unfortunately, the function c(n) is not known to tend towards a constant.
 It could, at least in principle, wander up and down forever between the two
 endpoints. Nevertheless, we believe that extending this result to cover all (or
 any) of the theorems in this paper is important.
 There are other improvements that it might well be possible to make.
 We proved our graph and hypergraph results for strictly balanced graphs and
 hypergraphs, while the results of Schacht [55] and Friedgut, Rodi and Schacht
 [12] apply to all graphs and hypergraphs. On the other hand, our methods
 allow us to prove structural results such as the stability theorem that do not
 seem to follow from their approach. It seems plausible that some synthesis
 of the two approaches could allow us to extend these latter results to general
 graphs and hypergraphs in a tidy fashion.2
 In our approach, restricting to strictly balanced graphs and hypergraphs
 was very convenient, since it allowed us to cap our convolutions only at the
 very last stage (that is, when all the functions involved had sparse random
 support). In more general cases, capping would have to take place "all the
 way down." It seems likely that this can be done, but that a direct attempt to
 generalize our methods would be messy.
 A more satisfactory approach would be to find a neater way of proving
 our probabilistic estimates. The process of capping is a bit ugly: a better
 approach might be to argue that with high probability we can say roughly how
 the modulus of an uncapped convolution is distributed, and use that in an
 inductive hypothesis. (It seems likely that the distribution is approximately
 Poisson.)
 Thus, it seems that the problem of extending our methods to general
 graphs and hypergraphs and the problem of finding a neater proof of the prob-
 abilistic estimates go hand in hand.
 In subsequent work, Samot ij [53] showed how to adapt Schacht 's method so that it also
 applies to structural statements such as Theorem 1.11. However, it still remains an open
 problem to extend the methods of this paper to all graphs and hypergraphs.
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